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ABSTRACT 

This dissertation demonstrates the ways in which nineteenth- and early-twentieth-

century American women writers employ Christian discourse in order to affirm, contest, 

or even expand—sometimes concurrently—conceptualizations of power, race, and 

gender.  Furthermore, this project argues that feminist critics need to integrate the 

examination of the encodings of religion in literature into already existing modes of 

analysis such as those that take into consideration the significance of gender, race, class, 

and sexuality.  The four authors considered in this study all make use of religious 

discourse as a political strategy for manipulating positions of female cultural authority 

and white racial privilege.  Each author uses inflections of Christianity in order to claim 

or contest the privileges of whiteness, assumptions about female sexual purity, and 

competing visions of women’s role in the nation’s putative millennial destiny.  In her 

1859 The Minister’s Wooing, Harriet Beecher Stowe develops mutually reinforcing 

theological, romantic love, and antislavery plots in order to valorize America’s Puritan 

heritage while attempting to establish a providential place for the problem of slavery in 

the nation’s millennial destiny.  Harriet E. Wilson’s 1859 Our Nig; or Sketches from the 

Life of a Free Black portrays a black woman with a tumultuous, but nonetheless 

profound, affiliation with Christianity.  Wilson uses a religious framework to expose the 

national sin of racism and to hint at the latent redemption available to those oppressed by 

the racial prejudice of hypocritical, white Christians.  In her 1872 Who Would Have 

Thought It?, María Amparo Ruiz de Burton inverts the structures of nineteenth-century 

nativist anti-Catholic rhetoric to make a case for her Mexican protagonist’s white racial 
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and aristocratic cultural purity.  Charlotte Perkins Gilman’s secular and scientific 

ideology of womanhood, which she articulated in eugenic narratives such as her 1911 

The Crux, echoes the religiously-infused domestic ideologies of her great-aunt Catharine 

Beecher.  Indeed, by foregrounding religious historical and cultural contexts, this 

dissertation offers comparative readings of these novels and authors and exposes the 

ways in which the manifestations of religion in American literature interlock with the 

social discourses of race and gender. 
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INTRODUCTION 
 

COMPLICATING FEMINIST CRITICAL APPROACHES TO RELIGION AND 
AMERICAN LITERATURE 

 
The appropriations of religion and the flexible political deployments of religion 

that are woven into nineteenth-century American literature are often overlooked by 

feminist literary critics.  One possible reason for this oversight could be the feminist 

distrust of the notion that women can gain agency from or find a political voice through 

religious, particularly Christian, identities.  To be sure, as feminist critics seeking to 

identify and respond to inequality, we are aware of the ways in which literature itself is 

used to propagate cultural authority and maintain social hierarchies.   Since the ideologies 

of Christianity are knit into larger social systems, they have contributed to the 

asymmetrical dissemination of power in American society.  This unequal distribution of 

power is a factor in the establishment and maintenance of hierarchies of gender and race.  

But as my dissertation demonstrates, some nineteenth- and early-twentieth-century 

women writers employ Christian discourse in order to affirm, contest, or even expand—

sometimes concurrently—understandings of power, race, and gender.  Indeed, it is 

precisely because religion is not static or always obvious in its use or implications that 

feminist literary critics need to develop strategies for analyzing the complexities of 

religion as they appear in American literature.   

I wrote this dissertation because I believe that the manifestations of religion in 

American literature create a multifaceted literary subtext with rich dimensions for 

feminist criticism.  In fact, after the death of Jacques Derrida, Stanley Fish put forward 

the argument that religion would join race, gender, and class as the next category of 
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analysis in the fields of the humanities and the social sciences.
1 

 As I analyze the marks of 

Christianity imbricated in American women’s writing, I do not necessarily utilize religion 

as its own category of analysis.  Rather, I look at the ways in which religious ideologies 

cut across, intersect with, and are entrenched in other organizing facets of identity and 

difference.  I contend that we need to integrate the examination of the encodings of 

religion in literature into already existing modes of analysis such as those that take into 

consideration the significance of gender, race, class, and sexuality.  In this dissertation, I 

analyze the iterations of religion in novels written by four nineteenth- and early-

twentieth-century women from diverse backgrounds.  All of these authors understand and 

employ religion as the locus for claiming a national identity and for manipulating 

positions of female cultural authority and white racial privilege.  By foregrounding 

religion, I offer new readings of these texts and authors as I expose the ways in which 

religious discourse interlocks with the social discourses of race and gender.   

The consideration of earlier religious matters, particularly the effect of a Puritan 

heritage on American literature and culture, has always been a central subject, topic, or 

theme in the fields of American literary and cultural studies.  For example, in the 1950s 

the historian Perry Miller relied heavily upon Puritan literature—particularly sermons and 

theological treatises—to complicate previous understandings of the Puritan worldview 

and its influence on American thought and social structures.  In his studies such as The 

New England Mind: From Colony to Province, Miller was one of the first to explore the 

ways in which Puritan ideals were altered from their original religious intentions into 

unfortunate realities that still impact American thought.  In the 1970s, in works such as 
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The Puritan Origins of the American Self and The American Jeremiad, literary and 

cultural critic Sacvan Berkovitch explored how “the complexity, the intricacy, the 

coherence, and the abiding significance of the American Puritan vision” influenced 

contemporary understandings of the meaning of America or, as he put it “the rhetoric of 

American identity” (Berkovitch, The Puritan Origins of the American Self  ix).  Miller 

came to new and groundbreaking conclusions about the legacy of American Puritanism 

and Berkovitch brought renewed attention to literary considerations of Puritan scriptural 

typology.  But both scholars’ analyses of Puritan literature were limited to the sermons, 

treatises, letters, and diaries written by men.
 2

   

With the advent of a feminist literary criticism in the field of American literary 

studies, Puritan women writers began to receive scholarly examination.  In 1974, literary 

critic Ann Stanford brought further recognition to the already canonical Puritan poet 

Anne Bradstreet with her study Anne Bradstreet: The Worldly Puritan.  And with her 

discussion of Mary Rowlandson’s captivity narrative in her 1984 The Land Before Her: 

Fantasy and Experience of the American Frontiers, 1630-1860, Annette Kolodny was 

one of the first to make a woman’s religious text central to the serious study of American 

literature.  Kolodny’s examination of Rowlandson’s narrative reveals that Rowlandson’s 

representation of her religiosity was just as intellectually complex and rigorous as that of 

the men studied by Miller and Berkovitch.  Bradstreet, Rowlandson, and now the African 

poet Phyllis Wheatley continue to be taught frequently as examples of early American 

women writers and to be studied for their literary representations of religious concerns 

and women’s religious practices.
3
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As the examples above indicate, the complicated legacy of the Puritans and their 

Calvinist theology has been dealt with through the examination of early American 

literature, which by nature of its historical and cultural moments often tends to be 

religious.  Some literary scholars have addressed the ways in which male authors 

characterize the nation’s eventual shift from a theocentric to a secular worldview in the 

late-eighteenth and early-nineteenth centuries.  Many critics have been interested in how 

Nathaniel Hawthorne and the male transcendentalists confront and alter religious 

doctrines and concepts of God.  For example, in Nathaniel Hawthorne: The Poetics of 

Enchantment, Edgar Dryden observes that in Hawthorne’s fiction, romantic love and the 

beloved supplant God as the organizing and transformative force in world: “the beloved 

like God both sustains and directs” (89).  Other critics have been concerned with the 

ways in which these male authors accept, rebel against, or remain ambivalent toward 

their inherited Puritan legacy.  One prime example indicative of the scholarly desire to 

see male authors in a contentious relationship with their Puritan heritage is the 1928 

literary biography of Hawthorne by Lloyd Morris, The Rebellious Puritan: Portrait of 

Mr. Hawthorne.  Other than the literary scholarship on the poet Emily Dickinson, whose 

poetry offered an overt engagement with and criticisms of Calvinist theories of salvation, 

religious concerns in the literature written by post-Puritan and nineteenth-century women 

have been overlooked and underestimated by literary critics, particularly feminist literary 

critics.
4
 

My own work relies on the contributions of feminist literary critics who in the 

1970s and 1980s developed the canon of nineteenth-century American women writers by 
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recovering many of these lost authors and their works.  These early feminist critics also 

made the case that these women and their writing—although it sometimes represents a 

different set of themes and cultural values than that of their male counterparts—are, in 

fact, worthy of scholarly literary and cultural analysis.  Some of these early feminist 

critics did address the portrayal of Christian piety in white women’s nineteenth-century 

fiction.  Below I outline the arguments and major conclusions of these influential feminist 

considerations of religion because my project revisits, extends, and complicates the 

analysis of these early feminist scholars.  Nina Baym, one of the earliest feminist critics 

in the field of American women writers, regards Christian conversion as an unexpected 

means of agency for the female characters depicted in popular novels written by women.  

In her 1978 Woman’s Fiction: A Guide to Novels By and About Women in America, 

1820-1870, Baym argues that in a patriarchal society that offered women very few 

choices, giving oneself up to God was a conscious choice that female readers would have 

understood as the way to bring possibility into women’s otherwise limited lives.  

According to Baym, women writers used portrayals of their characters’ Christian piety to 

inspire their women readers to stay calm, detached, and patient in a society that often left 

women feeling constrained or helpless. 

Similarly, in Sensational Designs: The Cultural Work of American Fiction 1790-

1860, Jane Tompkins posits that religious expressions in women’s fiction represent 

women’s attempts to expand their realm of social influence.  In her chapter on Harriet 

Beecher Stowe’s 1852 Uncle Tom’s Cabin, she explains that many male critics have 

denigrated sentimental novels because they have associated the novels’ “religiosity with 
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fakery” and religion in general as one of the “trivialities of women” (123).  She argues 

that the popular sentimental novel was a type of woman’s jeremiad that connected larger 

social concerns to the specific concerns of white, middle-class women.  Tompkins shows 

that through the encodings of religion—such as Little Eva’s death in Uncle Tom’s 

Cabin—women writing and reading sentimental fiction reorganized a patriarchal society 

around the values of women.  Following Tompkins’s example, most critics addressing 

women writers and religion in the nineteenth century focus on Stowe’s Uncle Tom’s 

Cabin and Susan Warner’s 1850 best-seller The Wide, Wide World.  Because both of 

these novels are overtly religious and were written with the goal of using religious feeling 

to promote social change, these two novels (especially Uncle Tom’s Cabin) have become 

the privileged subjects of discussion in the analysis of how women employ Christian 

doctrines as social and political strategies.   

In contrast to Baym and Tompkins, historian Ann Douglas in her 1977 The 

Feminization of American Culture reads the religious aspects of several nineteenth- 

century women’s novels not as positive or liberating, but rather as damaging and 

oppressive.  To promote her argument, Douglas details the antebellum cultural and 

economic shifts that led to the eventual establishment of the Victorian “woman’s sphere” 

as the site of perceived female moral and religious authority.  Douglas makes the case 

that through their commitment to religiously-infused ideologies such as domesticity and 

the cult of True Womanhood, women were able to change church doctrine and even some 

aspects of American culture.  But nevertheless, she views women’s investment in religion 

as a narcissistic self-involvement that simultaneously contributed to and hid the 
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subordinate role of women in society.  Douglas analyzes several nineteenth-century 

sentimental novels by women to argue that by embracing Christianity, women gave up 

actual cultural power in exchange for a limited and ineffective sphere of moral influence. 

These early feminist literary critics and historians recognized the powerful role of 

religious discourse as a means to communicate women’s visions for their place in an 

expanding and still politically vulnerable nation.  But the traditional feminist “separate 

spheres” methodology—used by all three of these early scholars—presumes that 

nineteenth-century American women readily accepted a prescribed cultural role as the 

maintainers of religion.  The separate spheres approach also assumes the category of 

“woman” to refer to white, middle-class Protestant women living in the Northeast.  To be 

sure, these women were also the very subjects of most early feminist recovery work and 

literary scholarship.  Recent feminist literary critics such as Kate McCullough are 

expanding upon and complicating the examination of these recovered writers to address 

how “[q]uestions of race, ethnicity, gender, religion, and nationality are at stake” for 

women writing in the nineteenth and early-twentieth centuries (McCullough 5).  In their 

critique of separate spheres methodology, Cathy N. Davidson and Jessamyn Hatcher 

state, “Insisting on gender as the sole factor motivating critical analysis has too often led 

to devaluing other factors” (23).  However, in their suggestion of other categories of 

analysis that might intersect with an analysis of gender, Davidson and Hatcher neglect to 

mention religion as a facet that—along with class, race, nationality, and sexuality—also 

arranges power relations and impacts subject formations.  As a matter of fact, it was 

nineteenth-century white women’s religious motivations during the abolitionist 
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movement that allows present-day feminist scholars to notice their related engagement 

with cultural authority, gender, and race.  Tracey Fessenden, a scholar in the field of 

American religious studies, explains that religion is not just a category of analysis, but 

also a category of difference “which, no less than racial, class, and other forms of 

difference, has operated historically as a category of identification, perception, and power 

in American life” (455, emphasis added).  If feminist literary critics can complicate their 

understandings of religion in the way that Fessenden suggests, we compound the number 

of analytical strategies we have when approaching women’s texts and thereby increase 

the possibilities for feminist interpretation.  If we critically engage the undertones of 

religion as they surface in women’s writing, we not only gain religion as another 

informative topic of analysis, but we also reveal literature’s powerful impact upon the 

world. 

My dissertation is entitled “Reconfiguring Religion, Race, and the Female Body 

Politic in American Fiction by Women, 1859-1911.”  I show that incorporating an 

analysis of the nuances of religion into feminist literary criticism will allow us to better 

recognize and understand the encodings of race, gender, and sexuality in fiction written 

by women.  The fictions that I examine were written by American women who were 

living and writing throughout the antebellum, Civil War, Reconstruction, and Progressive 

Era periods.  Enmeshed as they were in their cultural and historical moments, in their 

novels these women often end up addressing the debates over slavery, assumptions about 

race, and the appropriate race-based roles for women in the expanding nation.  During the 

time that these women were writing, the United States was grappling with the problem of 
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slavery and then, after the Civil War, the place of freed slaves in the nation.  At the same 

time, women were agitating for expanded legal rights, including the right to vote.  As 

Americans contested and debated these issues of gender and race, the nation was 

continuing to engage in border expansion by quelling Native populations and by settling 

land that the government had acquired through war with Mexico and other financial 

means.  Although the four women writers I examine come from different racial, ethnic, 

and economic backgrounds, they consistently use religious discourse to communicate 

their own hopes for and their place in the nation’s future.  Each author uses inflections of 

religion in order to claim or contest the privileges of whiteness, assumptions about female 

sexual purity, and competing visions of women’s role in the nation’s putative millennial 

destiny.   

All four of the women writers I examine in this dissertation understand and 

complicate woman’s metonymic representation of the nation, and thereby, they also 

comprehend and manipulate the related cultural anxieties surrounding expected female 

behavior and sexual morality.  Since the iterations of religion in their fictions coalesce 

around anxieties about the nation’s future, the use of religion is also used to communicate 

visions of women’s relationship to and role in the nation’s destiny.  Because these four 

authors represent a variety of American racial, ethnic, and class subject positions, they 

often use religion in a variety of different ways to express competing visions of the 

nation’s future and women’s contributions to that future.  I position these novels and their 

authors in their own religiously-tinged cultural and historical moments to show how these 
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women writers use expressions of Christian ideologies as the vehicle to enforce, confront, 

and alter constructions of race, gender, and female sexuality.   

In Chapter One, “‘In Reference to Eternity’: Slavery, Romanticism, and 

Millennial History in Harriet Beecher Stowe’s The Minister’s Wooing (1859),” I analyze 

Stowe’s attempts to valorize America’s Puritan heritage while finding a place for the 

problem of slavery in the nation’s millennial destiny.  Through the development of 

mutually reinforcing theological, romantic love, and antislavery plots, Stowe fuses the 

eighteenth-century Calvinist concept of disinterested benevolence with nineteenth-

century theories of romantic racialism.  Both disinterested benevolence, the theology that 

one must be willing to be damned in order to secure another’s salvation, and romantic 

racialism, a theory of raced based in the assumption of black religious piety, 

acknowledge the Christian potential of African and African American slaves.  For 

nineteenth-century antislavery Christians like Stowe, the Christian potential of slaves was 

the most effective way to make the argument for their humanity and to establish the fact 

that slavery was a national sin.  But the novel’s revolution privileges whiteness and white 

political concerns: the white heroine’s choice of marriage partner represents a more 

inclusive theory of Christian salvation as well as white, national regeneration.  This 

romantic and religious resolution indicates Stowe’s limited racial politics and the 

Christian bases of the nation’s ideologies of white supremacy. 

By contrast, Harriet E. Wilson’s 1859 Our Nig; or Sketches from the Life of a 

Free Black disrupts romantic racialist assumptions by portraying a black woman with a 

tumultuous, but nonetheless profound, affiliation with Christianity.  Chapter Two, 
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“‘Beyond Mortal Vision’:  Religion, Racism, and Redemption in Harriet E. Wilson’s Our 

Nig (1859),” examines how Wilson’s protagonist—a free black woman in the antebellum 

North named Frado— conveys a questioning and multifaceted relationship with religion 

that most scholars have not been willing to explore.  I argue that Wilson uses Frado’s 

sometimes heretical expressions of religion to alter white assumptions about black 

humanity and black female sexuality.  Wilson’s portrayal of Frado’s abusive white 

mistress, Mrs. Bellmont, is a critique of the arbitrary relationship between whiteness, 

Christianity, and True Womanhood.  Significantly, throughout her novel Wilson uses a 

religious framework to expose the national sin of racism.  I point out that by ending her 

novel with the biblical allusion to the Old Testament story of Joseph and the Pharaoh’s 

butler, Wilson refers to the latent redemption and regeneration possible for the innocent 

victims of racism in the United States.   

In Chapter Three, “‘Something Worse Than Death Will Happen’: Catholic Purity 

and Protestant Captivity in María Amparo Ruiz de Burton’s Who Would Have Thought 

It? (1872),” I address the ways in which Ruiz de Burton makes a case for the racial and 

cultural purity of her Mexican protagonist, Lola Medina.  As she was writing her satirical 

novel, Ruiz de Burton was not only working against the racial and ethnic prejudices of 

Reconstruction Era Americans, but also against the nativist, anti-Catholic rhetoric that 

promoted white Protestant political and cultural supremacy.  In my reading of Who 

Would Have Thought It?, I analyze how Ruiz de Burton employs and subsequently 

inverts the structures of anti-Catholic convent captivity narratives as a strategy to 

highlight the sexual and, therefore, the racial and cultural purity of the Catholic Lola. 
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Unlike the hyper-sexualized Catholic priests and nuns depicted in anti-Catholic literature, 

Ruiz de Burton’s lascivious Protestants ministers and matrons had real-life, contemporary 

counterparts in the famous Beecher-Tilton adultery scandal of the 1870s.  I argue that 

Ruiz de Burton uses a portrayal of religious difference—particularly Catholic female 

sexual purity in opposition to Protestant female sexual impropriety—to diminish the 

cultural authority of middle-class, white, Protestant America.   

Finally, Charlotte Perkins Gilman’s recently recovered The Crux (1911), a novel 

about the dangers of sexually transmitted disease on the frontier, illustrates the 

unexpected but sometimes fluid relationship between the religious and the secular.  This 

fourth chapter, entitled “Transforming Woman’s Christian Duty into Woman’s Eugenic 

Duty: Charlotte Perkins Gilman’s The Crux (1911),” reveals how, over time, religious 

ideas can be integrated into secular and political discourse in order to assist the cultural 

task of white nation building.  In the face of a growing immigrant population, Gilman 

wrote her novel to make the case that native-born white women should be educated about 

the dangers of sexually transmitted diseases in order to regenerate the nation.  I argue that 

Gilman’s secular and scientific ideology of womanhood was predicated in her great aunt 

Catharine Beecher’s religiously-infused, woman-centered view of national salvation.  

Both women asserted views of womanhood and woman’s duty that ultimately promoted a 

millennial view of human history and, specifically, American women’s special role in 

that ostensible providential history.  While Gilman’s worldview more overtly privileged a 

social rather than a religious millennium, she nonetheless inherited this millennial 

framework and sense of urgency from the religious legacy of her great aunt.  
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Early American literary scholar Joanna Brooks maintains that in order to better 

interpret the literature of writers from non-dominant groups in the United States, scholars 

will have to “explicate the particular strategic and significant value of religion” (17).  She 

regards the black and Native American authors of her study, American Lazarus: Religion 

and the Rise of African-American and Native American Literatures, as “sophisticated 

interpreters” of religion, “not merely dupes, apologists, or victims of missionary 

colonialism” (17, 18).  Following the model of Brooks’s approach, I similarly regard the 

women writers I examine as “sophisticated interpreters” of their present day religious 

ideologies as well as their own self-aware religious and political identities.  I read for the 

creative ways in which Stowe, Wilson, Ruiz de Burton, and Gilman appropriate and 

manipulate religious discourse in order to establish or imagine alternatives to power 

relations and hierarchies of gender and race in the United States.  Similarly, as we 

integrate religion into the feminist analysis of literature, we, too, become the 

sophisticated interpreters of the fascinating subtext created by the manifestations of 

religion in American literature.  As a matter of fact, when we read for the unexpected 

ways that the complexities of religious ideologies have been woven into American 

literature, we can better interpret the disputed role of religion in our own time and place.  

Since September 11, 2001, the inescapable influence of religion in the public 

sphere—especially the anti-Muslim, pro-Christian political rhetoric after the terrorist 

attacks and throughout the 2004 and 2008 presidential elections—has become a topic of 

interest and concern to many in the academy.  In the 7 January 2005 column in the 

Chronicle of Higher Education cited at the beginning of this Introduction, Stanley Fish 
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contends that recent social and political events indicate that religious belief has come to 

infiltrate all aspects of American life, politics, and culture.  He states that “[i]n every 

sector of American life, religion is transgressing the boundary between private and public 

and demanding to be heard in precincts that only a short while ago would have politely 

shown it the door” (Fish, “One University, Under God?”).
 
 One of these public arenas is 

the academy, and Fish warns that the professoriate will need to be prepared for a 

generation of students who will want to discuss the dimensions of religion ideologically, 

without critical distance, rather than analytically and at arm’s length.  My point is that by 

paying closer attention to the imbrications of religion in American literary history, we can 

see that religion has always been with us, its mixed legacies and potential for social 

influence hidden just beneath the surface.  Those of us in the secular halls of academe are 

just now beginning to notice religion’s presence and its impact not only in the public 

sphere, but also among a more religiously diverse and vocally evangelical group of 

students and colleagues.
5
 As feminist critics integrate religion into already existing 

categories of literary and cultural analysis we can model analytical, rather than 

ideological, strategies for confronting and grappling with the religious nuances embodied 

in American literary history.   
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NOTES 

1
 In a 7 January 2005 column in The Chronicle of Higher Education, Stanley Fish reports 

“[w]hen Jacques Derrida died I was called by a reporter who wanted to know what would 

succeed high theory and the triumvirate of race, gender, and class as the center of 

intellectual energy in the academy. I answered like a shot: religion” (Fish, “One 

University, Under God?”). 
 
2
 Other notable studies of the Puritans by Miller include The New England Mind: The 

Seventeenth Century (1939); Errand into the Wilderness (1953); and The American 

Puritans: Their Prose and Poetry (1956).  Indeed, Miller’s important thesis about the loss 

of Puritan authority during the course of the seventeenth century assumes the ascendancy 

of secularization in all aspects of American life, politics, and culture. 

 
3
 Although Kolodny was the first to offer a feminist analysis of the nuances of gender in 

Rowlandson’s narrative, Richard Slotkin also put forward a reading Mary Rowlandson’s 

captivity narrative in his 1973 Regeneration Through Violence: The Mythology of the 

American Frontier 1600-1860.  See chapter four, entitled “Israel in Babylon: The 

Archetype of the Captivity Narratives (1682-1700).” Of course a whole body of 

scholarship that deals with Rowlandson’s own religious construal of her Indian captivity 

now exists.  For example, for an examination of Rowlandson’s use of the old testament 

Psalms as the narrative lens for her experience, see Dawn Henwood’s 1997 “Mary 

Rowlandson and the Psalms: The Textuality of Survival.”   

Although Wheatley’s poetry has become heavily anthologized, a recent search of the 

MLA bibliography reveals very few scholarly examinations of her work, especially in 

proportion to considerations of Bradstreet and Rowlandson. 

 
4
 For a reading of Emily Dickinson’s poetry in context to her Puritan heritage and 

contemporary Calvinist theology, see the section entitled “Archaeology” in Susan 

Howe’s 1985 My Emily Dickinson. 

 
5
 In 2006 Harvard University’s Institute of Politics “found that 70 percent of college 

students considered religion to be important or very important in their lives . . . . A 

quarter of the 1,200 student surveyed said they had become more spiritual in college, 

compared with only 7 percent who reported becoming less so” (Wasley, “Students Agree 

on Importance of Religion . . .”).  A 9 May 2008 article in the Chronicle of Higher 

Education addresses the recent influx of evangelicals among the professoriate.   

D. Michael Lindsay reports that “on campuses across the country, evangelicalism is 

rebounding” (Lindsay, “Evangelicalism Rebounds in Academe”).  As a larger number of 

evangelical professors arrive on campuses, “evangelical scholarship has become part of 

the intellectual mainstream” (Lindsay, “Evangelicalism Rebounds in Academe”). 
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CHAPTER ONE 
 

“IN REFERENCE TO ETERNITY”:  SLAVERY, ROMANTICISM, AND 
MILLENNIAL HISTORY IN HARRIET BEECHER STOWE’S  

THE MINISTER’S WOOING (1859) 
 

 “In no other country were the soul and spiritual life ever such intense realities, 

and everything contemplated so much (to use a current New England phrase) ‘in 

reference to eternity,’” wrote Harriet Beecher Stowe in her 1859 novel The Minister’s 

Wooing (50-51).
1 

 With this statement, Stowe explains the theological and social 

perspectives not only of the characters in her novel, which is set in the late-eighteenth 

century, but also of many in the nineteenth-century audience for whom she was writing.  

Regarding human relationships and actions on earth “in reference to eternity” meant 

understanding that those relationships and actions contributed to the achievement of an 

other-worldly, millennial reward.  Stowe and many in her audience interpreted American 

history in a millennial sense; that is, they regarded the nation’s history as a parallel and 

extended version of the ancient Hebrews’ special covenant with God.  This covenant 

would culminate with the spiritual regeneration of God’s chosen people, presumably 

Americans, and the eventual thousand-year reign of Christ on earth before the Last 

Judgment.
2
  The eighteenth-century Puritan minister Jonathan Edwards believed that 

America would be an originating point for the millennial transformation of the world.  

But by the time Stowe was writing in the mid-nineteenth century, Americans’ literal 

belief in millennialism had given way to a metaphorical and symbolic sense of the 

nation’s auspicious destiny. 
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 Nevertheless, antislavery Christians like Stowe regarded the institution of chattel 

slavery as the national sin that would thwart America’s millennial providence.  Stowe and 

other antislavery Christians believed that in order to conquer its sinful past and thereby 

fulfill its millennial destiny, the nation must overcome the transgression of slavery.
3
  To 

at least textually purge the nation of this sin, in The Minister’s Wooing Stowe attempts to 

revitalize America’s special covenant with God by extending America’s virtue into the 

past.  She does so by aligning eighteenth-century Calvinist orthodoxy with nineteenth-

century antislavery sentiments.  With characters and incidents from the novel’s 

antislavery subplot, Stowe posits that the Calvinist theology of disinterested benevolence, 

the belief that one must be willing to be damned in order to promote God’s kingdom on 

earth, was actually conducive to recognizing the Christian potential and, thereby, the 

humanity of African and African American slaves.  Through her fictitious portrayal of the 

historical Rev. Samuel Hopkins, Stowe recovers an antislavery heritage from his 

orthodox Calvinist theory of disinterested benevolence.  In so doing, she attempts to 

valorize America’s Puritan heritage while finding a place for the problem of slavery in 

the nation’s grand design.  But with the novel’s romantic love story, Stowe is still able to 

critique what she views as the limiting and exclusive nature of the Calvinist theories of 

eternal salvation represented by Hopkins. 

 The early reviewers and the few recent critics of The Minister’s Wooing have 

been interested in this little studied novel primarily for its theological significance and the 

ways in which Stowe critiques the orthodox Calvinist legacy of her father, the minister 

Lyman Beecher.
4
  For the most part, previous critics have overlooked the significance of 
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the characters and incidents that promote the novel’s antislavery and romantic plots.  To 

be sure, the elements of the novel’s theological, antislavery, and romantic plots interact 

with each other in order to recover and romanticize the nation’s virtuous past.  The 

mutually reinforcing relationship among these plots is what critic Jane Tompkins would 

call a “totalizing effect,” or “a system of endless cross-references in which it is 

impossible to refer to one [character, incident, or subplot] without referring to all the rest” 

(136).  But the implications of the novel’s “totalizing effect” indicate Stowe’s limited 

racial politics.  The resolution of the novel’s romantic and theological subplots ultimately 

privileges whiteness and white political concerns.  As we will see, Stowe’s romanticism 

allowed her to look to the nation’s religious past in order to recover an antislavery 

heritage.  But her romantic aesthetic does not challenge, but rather reinforces, the 

religious bases of white supremacy and U.S. cultural imperialism.  

Set in Newport, Rhode Island, in the decade following the American Revolution, 

the romantic plot of the The Minister’s Wooing hinges upon a love triangle between the 

historic Dr. Samuel Hopkins (a student of Jonathan Edwards), his fictitious parishioner 

Mary Scudder, and her second cousin James Marvyn.  As the novel opens, the pious 

Mary begins to realize the romantic feelings she has for her second cousin, James, a 

sailor and self-proclaimed unregenerate sinner.  James has not undergone a religious 

conversion experience that would reveal a sign of his saving grace and his status as elect, 

or saved.  James admits that he cannot understand the intangible theology of Dr. Hopkins, 

but that faith and salvation are made real to him through Mary’s love.  However, Mary is 

not able to distinguish between the romantic love and the Christian love she feels for her 
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cousin.  Before he leaves for a three-year stint as an officer on a merchant ship, James 

does not ask for Mary’s hand in marriage, but rather for her Bible, presumably so he can 

look for the evidence of his salvation.  James is the favorite child of his mother, Ellen 

Marvyn.  But throughout his infancy and childhood, the only woman who could truly 

understand James was Candace, a “powerfully built, majestic black woman,” who is a 

slave in the Marvyn household and whose “ample skirts were always ready to be spread 

over every childish transgression of her youngest pet and favorite” (67).   

Once James’s ship departs from the Newport harbor, Mary’s mother, Katy, 

suggests that she forget about James, whose religious indifference makes him an 

unsuitable partner for her daughter.  She encourages her daughter to focus her romantic 

attentions on Dr. Hopkins.  Hopkins lives as a boarder with Katy and Mary, and is 

comically but sympathetically portrayed as an absent-minded theologian who is obsessed 

with contemplating the beauty of the millennium.  Hopkins speaks out against the slave 

trade in Newport.  He preaches sermons on the inconsistencies between the Calvinist 

concept of disinterested benevolence, giving up one’s own salvation to save the soul of 

another, and the institution of slavery, an abuse of power through the oppression of the 

weak.  As a result of Hopkins’s influence, the Marvyn family releases their slaves from 

bondage and begins to pay them wages for their work (104).  Other families, whose 

finances depend upon the slave trade and slave labor, leave the church because of the 

antislavery message of Hopkins’s sermons.  

A year after James leaves, his family and friends in Newport hear of a terrible 

shipwreck that killed all of those aboard his ship.  At this point his mother approaches 
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apostasy by declaring the lovelessness of a God who would allow the eternal suffering of 

her son because he did not give a sign of his salvation before he died.  But Candace 

overrides this rigid Calvinism and assures her mistress that a Christ who suffered on the 

cross would show mercy to her son.  After James’s supposed death and the spiritual 

probing and renewal that it causes in the community, Hopkins begins to ask Mary about 

her own assurances of salvation and, through her responses, begins to realize his love for 

Mary.  The two are soon betrothed.  In the days before their wedding, James returns to 

Newport.  It turns out that he was the only survivor of the shipwreck and had been living 

in China and made his fortune there.  Mary realizes that she still loves James, in spite of 

her commitment to Hopkins.  Hopkins, true to his theory of disinterested benevolence, 

gives up his beloved to James.  He officiates over the marriage of the couple in his church 

on the day that his own wedding to Mary was to take place.  In spite of his earlier doubts 

and with the benefit of Candace’s alternate theory of salvation, James has become 

assured of his salvation, thereby making him a suitable partner for Mary.  Together, Mary 

and James assist Hopkins with his antislavery in Newport. 

 

The National Romance, Romanticism, and Romantic Love in The Minister’s Wooing 

“There is no word in the English language more unceremoniously and indefinitely 

kicked and cuffed about, by what are called sensible people, than the word romance,” 

expounds Stowe in the novel’s eighth chapter, “Which Treats of Romance” (70).  Like 

other antebellum American novelists, Stowe was invested in writing a historical romance 

of the still young nation.  In doing so she was influenced by the romantic literary tradition 
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of Sir Walter Scott, the only fiction writer her father would allow his children to read 

when they were young.
5
  Of course Scott’s own fictions such as the runaway success 

Waverley (1814) and Ivanhoe (1819), the most famous of his works, presented accounts 

of Scottish national origins, thereby contributing to the construction of Scottish national 

identity.  Scott himself was very aware of the ways in which the national narrative could 

evolve from the pure facts of history into the “mythological and fabulous history of all 

early nations” (Scott, “Essay on Romance” 135).   

As a genre of fiction, The Minister’s Wooing adheres to the definition of romance 

offered by Sir Walter Scott in the sense that it is a tale of national origins.  In his 1824 

“Essay on Romance,” Scott defined romance as “‘a fictitious narrative in prose or verse; 

the interest of which turns upon marvelous and uncommon incidents’” (129).  He was 

careful to define the romance against the novel, whose “events are accommodated to the 

ordinary train of human events, and the modern state of society” (129).  That is, the novel 

claims to be closer to truth than the romance.  Scott traces the beginnings of the romance 

back to the oral narrative histories of the fathers of the great tribes.  However, although 

the accounts of these early fathers were rooted in “the pure font of History,” as they were 

passed down over the course of generations “with so many tributes from the Imagination 

. . . at length the very name [romance] comes to be used to distinguish works of pure 

fiction” (153-154).  By writing a national romance about Samuel Hopkins, an antislavery 

figure well known within her own family and to her audience, Stowe attempts to find a 

place for what she viewed as the mixed legacies of slavery and Calvinism in the nation’s 

millennial narrative. 
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Similar to Scott, Nathaniel Hawthorne notably defined the romance in opposition 

to the novel.  In his “Preface” to his 1851 The House of the Seven Gables, Hawthorne 

theorizes that the romance is a fluid mixture of realism and fantasy, compared to the 

novel, which adheres to a strict portrayal of everyday events.  Hawthorne states that the 

essence of the romance can be found in its sense of history which “lies in the attempt to 

connect a bygone time with the very present that is flitting away from us” (4).  In other 

words, the past still visits the present, and the present has already become the past.  But 

as an expression of history, Stowe’s sense of the national romance varies slightly from 

Hawthorne’s.  Hawthorne’s theory of the romance focuses on the past’s influence on the 

present.  Stowe’s version of the romance in The Minister’s Wooing communicates a 

simultaneous backward and forward orientation as she works to reclaim America’s 

virtuous past in order to ensure its millennial future.  Significantly, in her chapter entitled 

“Which Treats of Romance,” Stowe cites Plato: “‘Man’s soul, in a former state, was 

winged and soared among the gods’” (72).  Like Plato’s Socrates, who believed the soul 

is constantly longing for the purity of its original state, Stowe’s national romance tries to 

recover pure origins that will ensure the providential future of the nation.  In her national 

romance, Stowe portrays the nation’s religious past, particularly the antislavery impulses 

of Hopkins’s predestinarian theology, as a prediction of its millennial future. 

According to Stowe, God is “the great maker of romance” and assists the soul in 

its Platonic longing for and recognition of its originally pure state (73).  In this sense, 

Stowe’s religious and romantic impulses mingled with each other.  Stowe was a 

“romantic evangelical,” influenced as much by the Calvinist legacy of Jonathan Edwards 
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as by the German and British romanticism that was becoming integrated into American 

philosophical and aesthetic movements in the early nineteenth century.
6
  Because early 

nineteenth-century evangelical revival stressed an emotional faith that supplanted the 

intellectual, the romantic emphasis on the emotive, “helped the evangelicals carry 

Romanticism into religion” (Kimball 96).  Like romantic philosophy and aesthetics, 

nineteenth-century evangelicalism valued intuition, the heart, feeling, and mostly love 

(Kimball 97).  Gail Kimball suggests that “[r]omanticism gave [Stowe] the vocabulary to 

attack New England theology and freed her from the paralyzing inability to match its 

requirements” (119).  Stowe’s romanticism impacted her critique of Calvinist 

predestination, the psychologically demanding theory that human agency or works could 

not influence one’s salvation.  

Stowe herself struggled with the Calvinist concept of predestination, the idea that 

one’s salvation is never known until she or he reveals and can recognize a sign of her or 

his saving grace.  After Stowe’s nineteen-year-old son Henry drowned in 1857 (two years 

before the publication of The Minister’s Wooing), she was very concerned about his 

salvation and whether or not he died with a sign of his saving grace—that is, with or 

without an indication of his eternal salvation.  This emotional and spiritual quandary 

brought back memories of her sister Catharine’s crisis of faith decades earlier when her 

fiancé drowned on a trans-Atlantic voyage without giving a sign of his saving grace.  

This experience caused Catharine great intellectual and emotional distress and made her a 

life-long critic of orthodox Calvinism and its rigid theory of salvation.  Like Mrs. Marvyn 

after the supposed drowning death of James in The Minister’s Wooing, Stowe eventually 
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came to the conclusion that her son Henry’s soul was of the elect and that he was in 

heaven, not suffering in hell.
7 

 This indicates Stowe’s softening, romanticizing, or what 

some critics have called the “feminizing,” of the rigid orthodox Calvinism represented by 

her father.   

Later in life, Stowe converted to the Episcopalian church, whose liturgical service 

was “the natural extension of her Romanticism” because its rituals were connected to 

historical, medieval forms; she found the church’s liturgy and rituals to be poetic, that is,  

more emotionally expressive (Kimball 112, 115).  Because for Stowe, “a response to 

beauty was integral to religious experience,” the ritualistic, liturgical, and decorative 

aspects of the Episcopal church, in contrast to the austere worship style of her Puritan 

heritage, would have been appealing to her romantic aesthetic (Gatta 420).  The 

denomination’s theory of salvation was also more in line with a romantic perspective 

because the Episcopal church followed the concept of Martin Luther’s loving God rather 

than John Calvin’s wrathful God.  As a result, the Episcopalian viewpoint emphasized the 

human capacity for good, while the Calvinist perspective held that humans were innately 

corrupt.  But Stowe was not necessarily a compliant daughter of the Puritans or a 

renegade opponent of Calvinist beliefs.  As we will see through her portrayal of Samuel 

Hopkins, she was rather sympathetic to what she represents as the pure intentions of the 

nation’s Puritan forefathers.   

Like Scott, Stowe regarded the romance as a tale of national origins, but deviating 

slightly from Hawthorne and revealing her ecclesiastical concerns, her romantic sense of 

history looked forward to the nation’s eventual millennial achievement.  But in the 
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chapter “Which Treats of Romance,” Stowe reveals that her national romance will be 

embodied in a “love story.”  She immediately rebuts those readers with “doubts rising in 

reverend and discreet minds whether this history is going to prove anything but a love-

story, after all” (73).  Because Biblical bridal imagery and metaphors have often been 

used to portray the relationship between God and humans, the romantic love story of a 

novel like The Minister’s Wooing would have had national significance to nineteenth-

century Protestant Americans such as Stowe.  In The Minister’s Wooing, marriage is 

symbolic of the covenant between God and America, and Stowe allegorically explores 

God’s relationship with America through various configurations of heterosexual romance 

and marriage.
8
  In other words, the novel’s romantic love story indicates the close 

relationship between the temporal and the eternal.   

Stowe makes Hopkins and the theology that he represents central to her 

allegorical story of romantic love.
9
  By setting her novel in the eighteenth century, Stowe 

was able to use Hopkins’s theology to look to America’s Puritan past for confirmation of 

its millennial destiny.  Hopkins’s theology was relevant and accessible to a nineteenth-

century audience because, according to Sydney E. Ahlstrom, the theology of Hopkins and 

his fellow New Divinity ministers, “form[ed] a bridge between the still recognizably 

Puritan outlook of Edwards and nineteenth-century American Protestantism” (405).  

Hopkins was one the “New Light” or “New Divinity” theologians in the late eighteenth 

century who extended the evangelical and orthodox legacy of Jonathan Edwards.  Like 

his mentor Jonathan Edwards, Hopkins believed that the liberal Congregationalists had 

compromised too much on church theology by allowing the Half-way Covenant of 1662, 
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which made baptism available to the children of the unregenerate.  He was also opposed 

to their later practice of serving communion to all moral persons, not just church 

members who were of the elect.   

Rather than accept these compromises, the historical Hopkins worked at refining a 

more rigid, and what he saw as a more consistent, concept of predestination by 

developing his theory of disinterested benevolence.  This theory explained how both the 

elect and the damned could live to promote the kingdom of God.  From a strict Calvinist 

perspective, one could not be sure of his or her eternal status as elect or as damned, 

thereby taking away consequences and human agency from earthly behavior and actions.  

According to the theology of disinterested benevolence, all Christians should be willing 

to sacrifice their salvation for the salvation of another, and thereby risk eternal 

damnation, for the promotion of God’s providential plan.  Lawrence Buell summarizes, 

“Christ’s voluntary sacrifice as the willing victim of God’s wrath is the model of 

disinterested benevolence.  The truly regenerate person is the one who would submit 

unconditionally to the conviction of God’s benevolent purposes even if he knew this 

meant his own damnation” (265).
10

  Living the principle of disinterested benevolence 

meant submitting one’s will to God through the expression of disinterested, or self-

denying, love for others. 

In The Minister’s Wooing, Stowe both affirms and then later displaces Hopkins’s 

theory of disinterested benevolence through the romantic love that Mary Scudder feels 

for her cousin, James Marvyn.  Mary has difficulty determining where her Christian love 

for James ends and her romantic love for him begins.  At the beginning of the novel, 
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James has just returned from a voyage, and he begins to express his romantic interest in 

Mary.  Because her mother has warned her that James would not be a suitable romantic 

partner, Mary is careful to “never think of James, except, of course, in her prayers; but as 

these were constant, it may easily be seen it was not easy to forget him” (Stowe 18).  

Even though this is meant to be a humorous description of the pious Mary’s devotion to 

both James and to her god, Stowe nonetheless comments upon the close relationship 

between the romantic and the religious in the Puritan worldview.  Due to the strict moral 

and religious regulations of the community, James is only allowed to see Mary at prayer 

meetings, lectures, and sermons at the meeting house.  Mary is dismayed when James 

tells her that he attends these religious gatherings not to hear the preaching of Dr. 

Hopkins, but simply be near her.  James calls himself a “‘natural man’” or an 

unregenerate and unconverted sinner, thereby indicating that James has not received a 

sign of his saving grace and is unsure of his eternal salvation (22).   

Concerned about his seemingly cavalier attitude toward his salvation, Mary tells 

James, “‘But I wish you did feel more interested in good things,’” meaning religious and 

spiritual truths, especially his eternal salvation (22).  But through his romantic interest in 

her, James becomes interested in the “good things,” or the spiritual truths that she 

represents to him.  When Mary laments to James that he is not “‘a real, true, noble 

Christian,’” he accuses Mary of not genuinely caring for him because she is so willing to 

judge the state of his soul (23).  He states, “‘This way of drawing up, among you good 

people, and leaving us sinners to ourselves, isn’t generous.  You might care a little for the 

soul of an old friend, anyhow!’” (23).  Mary surprises James by responding, “‘Yes, I 
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would give my soul for yours; I wish I would’” (23).  Mary understands this statement as 

the depth of her Christian love for James, as a sign of disinterested benevolence.  Stating 

that she would give her soul for James means that she would give up her salvation for his, 

even if it meant that she would give up her place in heaven for him and spend her eternity 

among the damned in hell.  This reveals not only her love for James as a fellow Christian, 

but also her obedience to God, who might have it as his will to damn even those whom he 

loves.  Adherents to orthodox Calvinism understood this possibility as part of God’s plan, 

and as true Christians they must follow this plan.  Mary’s avowal of her disinterested 

Christian love causes James to feel simultaneously convicted of his sins and unworthy of 

Mary.  Mary suggests that James seek spiritual counsel from Dr. Hopkins, but James tell 

Mary that Hopkins’s teachings are too obscure and that she is his “‘living gospel’” (24).  

In other words, through her confession of disinterested love, Mary makes Hopkins’s 

abstract theology of disinterested benevolence concrete to James.   

Mary’s embodiment of disinterested benevolence affirms Hopkins’s 

predestinarian Calvinism.  But Stowe’s departure from this more orthodox theology is 

indicated when she portrays Mary Scudder through Marian iconography in contrast to her 

mother, who is portrayed in the tradition of Puritan typology.  When Stowe first 

introduces Mary’s mother, Katy Scudder, as a New England “mother in Israel,” her 

nineteenth-century readers would have understood the Puritan typology and the spiritual 

significance behind the title (9).
11

  Puritan typological representations created a direct 

parallel between Hebrew biblical figures and their American parallels.  Calling Katy a 

“mother in Israel” not only compares her to one of the Hebrew matriarchs such as 
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Abraham’s wife Sarah, but it also transforms her into the American version of those same 

matriarchs.  This statement intimates that Katy is part of a lineage that will contribute to 

the religious destiny and history of the region, and thereby, the nation as a whole.  

Stowe’s narration of Katy Scudder’s history reveals that she is a New England, or 

American, “mother in Israel” because she chooses to marry a man who does not directly 

profit from the slave trade through his line of work.  As a young woman she had many 

admirers, but the romantic rivalry finally came down to two young men, George Scudder 

and Captain Blatheram.  George was poor, unworldly, and unsophisticated, while the 

Captain was very rich, charming, and able to lavish Katy with expensive gifts from his 

voyages.  However, the captain’s wealth was “seasoned by the groans and saturated with 

the sweat of human agony” because he exchanged slaves for merchant goods during his 

voyages (7).  George, on the other hand, was repulsed by the slave trade after spending 

one voyage on a slave ship as a young sailor.  George refused to make his living from the 

suffering of others, something that distinguishes him from his rival and that makes him 

attractive to Katy, a future “mother in Israel” and of the American nation.  But Katy, as a 

typological representation of Christian womanhood, is replaced with Mary, as a symbolic 

icon of the Virgin Mary. 

Stowe associates Mary Scudder with the New Testament Madonna in order to 

represent the new direction for God’s renewed covenant with the nation and Stowe’s 

vision for that covenant.  The veneration of the Virgin Mary is a Catholic tradition that 

celebrates the mother of Jesus for mediating between Christ and humans, especially in the 

afterlife.  Protestant Christians typically denied this deification of the Virgin Mary, 
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considering it to be a form of Catholic idolatry.  Critic John Gatta explains that “Stowe’s 

attraction to images of sacred womanhood, and specifically to Marian iconography . . . 

indicates her drift from Calvinist iconoclasm toward a more Catholic sensibility.” (Gatta 

418).  Since Episcopalianism is the Protestant sect closest to Catholicism, Stowe’s 

association with the Episcopalian church more than likely contributed to Stowe’s 

“ongoing fascination with the Madonna” (Gatta 417).  Mary Scudder is often described in 

mystical terms: “Mary entered, in her simple white short-gown and skirt, her eyes calmly 

radiant, and her whole manner having something serious and celestial” (247).  Mary’s 

French Catholic friend, Virginie, states that “‘if [Mary] had been in our Church, she 

would certainly have been made a saint’” (281).  Like the Virgin Mary, Mary Scudder is 

the mediator between James and his salvation.  As James says farewell to Mary before he 

leaves for his voyage, he begins to think of Mary as a Madonna, comparing her to a 

painting he had once seen in a European cathedral of “the youthful Mother of Sorrows” 

(23).  This foreshadows the devastation Mary will later feel when she learns of James’s 

death without a sign of his status as regenerate, just as the Mother of Jesus Christ 

sorrowed upon the death of her son.  Mary, through her transformation into a mystical 

Marian figure, takes on renewed significance as a mediator between men and their 

salvation as well as the nation and its millennial hopes.   

Just as Mary represents to James a Christ-centered theory of salvation, she also 

mediates Hopkins’s orthodox Calvinist theory of salvation.  Stowe constantly describes 

Hopkins’s obsession with the millennium and the other-worldly.  Yet the narrator 

wonders, “And could Love enter a reverend doctor’s study, and find his way into a heart 
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empty and swept of all those shreds of poetry and romance in which he usually finds the 

material of his incantations?” (55).  The narrator states that Dr. Hopkins can and will find 

love, even if he is so absorbed in his musings on the millennium to know that he is, 

indeed, in love with Mary Scudder.  “As woman it was that was destined to awaken in 

him all the consciousness which music, painting, poetry awaken in more evenly 

developed minds, and it was the silent breathing of her creative presence that is ever now 

creating him anew, while as yet he know it not” (56).  When Hopkins notices Mary 

coming out of her room on Sunday mornings, “he thought of that fair and mystical bride, 

the Lamb’s wife, whose union with her Divine Redeemer in a future millennial age was a 

frequent and favorite subject of his musings” (57).   

Like Mary as the Madonna, Mary as the “lamb’s wife” is a representation not 

only of a spiritual and moral truth for the characters in the novel, but also for Stowe’s 

narrative of the nation’s millennial destiny.  In other words, as the lamb’s wife, Mary 

represents the religious truth of the millennium, or Christ’s return.  Unlike the Virgin 

Mary, who is the mother of Christ, the lamb’s wife is the symbolic consort of Christ. In 

the millennial prophecies of the New Testament book of Revelations, the lamb is a 

reference to Christ who “took on mankind’s sin and was sacrificed in order to deflect 

God’s wrath” (Harris 338).  The marriage supper of the lamb is described in Revelations 

and represents the millennial celebrations of Christ’s return to earth.  By becoming the 

lamb’s wife, Mary becomes part of the lineage that will bring the regenerate, and the 

nation, to a millennial civilization.   
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As the bride of the millennium, Mary mediates not only the salvation of Hopkins, 

but also the salvation of the Christian nation.  But significantly, it is not Hopkins, as a 

representative of orthodox Calvinism, who becomes the allegorical Christ.  Rather James 

Marvyn, who represents the relaxed and inclusive theory of salvation promoted by 

nineteenth-century romantic evangelicals like Stowe, becomes the novel’s Christ figure.  

James’s conversion advances the softened and romanticized theory of salvation favored 

by Stowe.  James’s salvation replaces the distant, wrathful God of predestinarian 

Calvinism with a loving, merciful Christ.  That is, one’s salvation is ensured simply 

through feeling the love of Jesus, not through reading the sometimes confusing and 

convoluted signs of predestination.  On the night of his shipwreck James feels that Jesus 

is with him on the ship, and at that moment he knows that both his life and his soul are 

saved: “‘at once I felt He was there; and when the ship struck I was only conscious of an 

intense going out of my soul to Him’” (299).  There is no doubt that Stowe makes the 

point of comparing James’s death at sea and his return to Newport to the death and 

resurrection of Jesus Christ.  Mary tells her mother that James’s unexpected return to 

Newport “‘is like life from the dead’” (295).   James’s return from the dead also 

represents his spiritual rebirth.  In other words, with the rigid theology represented by 

Calvinism, James was spiritually dead.  It is only the Christ-centered theory of salvation 

represented by Mary that brings him back to spiritual life.  When Mary is reunited with 

James after his rumored death, she realizes that he has become “that true and victorious 

man, that Christian able to subdue life, and to show, in a perfect and healthy manly 

nature, a reflection of the image of the superhuman excellence” (300, emphasis added).  
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And once he is married to Mary, James exhibits “the higher conception of an heroic and 

Christ-like manhood” (326).  

In order to live her millennial destiny with James, an allegorical Christ figure, 

Mary, as the “lamb’s wife,” must be granted freedom from her betrothal to Hopkins.  But 

even though she privileges a new theory of salvation through James, Stowe makes 

Hopkins’s theory of salvation complete and concrete through his relationship to Mary.  

When Hopkins releases Mary from their covenant of betrothal, he allegorically gives up 

his soul for the soul of another Christian.  In the few hours that Hopkins struggles with 

this decision, his romantic torment echoes his spiritual torment.  But to Hopkins, 

romantic and spiritual struggles were the same: “for a while his cries unto God seemed as 

empty and as vague as the screams of birds tossed and buffered in the clouds of mighty 

tempests . . . . Now he looked into himself as into a seething vortex of rebellion, and 

against all the passionate cries of his lower nature could, in the language of an old saint, 

cling to God only by naked force of his will” (317).  True to his theory of disinterested 

benevolence, Hopkins realizes that he has to sacrifice his happiness for the happiness of 

Mary and James.  Just as Hopkins castigated the institution of slavery because it kept in 

place power structures that oppressed the weak, he would be abusing his power, as a man, 

if he were to keep Mary to himself: 

For, I take it, whenever there is a cross or burden to be borne by one or the 

other, that the man, who is made in the image of God as to strength and 

endurance, should take it upon himself, and not lay it upon her that is 

weaker; for he is therefore strong, not that he may tyrannize over the 
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weak, but bear their burdens for them, even as Christ for his Church.  

(319) 

Although this perspective allows Hopkins to be emotionally generous to Mary, it is 

nonetheless rooted in hierarchical notions of gender and power.  But in an allegorical 

sense, this realization is what functions as Hopkins’s sign of his own saving grace.  

Because he is able to sacrifice his betrothed and his happiness to another man, he is 

allegorically able to sacrifice his soul for another’s in heaven, thereby revealing his status 

as elect.  Hopkins tells Mary, “‘I have just discovered . . . . that there is a great cross and 

burden which must come, either on this dear child or on myself, through no fault of either 

of us, but through God’s good providence; and there let me bear it’” (319).  Hopkins must 

endure his Christian burden because it is part of God’s providential plan.   

 

Samuel Hopkins, Disinterested Benevolence, and the Providential Role of Slavery in 

the New Republic 

Stowe uses a romantic historical and literary aesthetic to look to the past and 

rewrite the covenant that America broke through the national sin of slavery.  She 

resurrects Samuel Hopkins and his Calvinist theory of disinterested benevolence in order 

to highlight the relationship between orthodox Calvinism and an antislavery impulse.  

Hopkins was one of the few clergy members of the Revolutionary era who found the 

colonies’ quest for freedom a contradiction to its reliance upon slavery.  Like many 

eighteenth-century Americans, Hopkins believed that America had a special and 

covenanted relationship with God and that that covenant was affirmed through the 
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success of the American Revolution.  But from Hopkins’s perspective, that covenant was 

also tainted by the national sin of slavery.  The nation’s millennial expectations could not 

come to fruition with the sin of slavery contaminating the special relationship between 

God and the American people.  Slavery was inconsistent with Hopkins’s theory of 

disinterested benevolence because the true Christian should unselfishly surrender all 

personal gain out of love for others.  As Joanna Brooks explains, “New Divinity men 

condemned slavery as a practice inherently contrary to the ‘benevolence’ characteristic of 

God and required of a godly society” (29).  To Hopkins, “The persistence of American 

slavery, and its justification as necessary and good—this was the most damning evidence 

that self-interest is the very definition of sin” (Hambrick-Stowe 124).  Because slavery 

took advantage of the weak, Hopkins believed that slavery was a national sin: “He argued 

that the enslavement of the African race stood first among American transgressions of 

divine law . . . . Slavery must be abolished, he prophesied, ‘before we can reasonably 

expect deliverance or even sincerely ask for it’” (Conforti 130).   

Because he believed, like many Calvinists, that human suffering could be turned 

into an instrument of good in order to promote the will of God, he believed that the 

slavery and bondage of Africans was part of a Divine plan.  Former slaves, converted to 

Christianity, could evangelize Africa.  The historical Hopkins believed this could be 

achieved by buying slaves back from their owners, training them to become Christian 

missionaries, and returning them to Africa in order to Christianize the continent.
12

  

Hopkins’s life work, his 1793 Treatise on the Millennium, theologically justifies the 

institution of slavery on American soil as the means to promote providential designs.  
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Hopkins biographer Conforti summarizes this aspect of the treatise: “Slavery and the 

slave trade, he insisted, should be viewed from a millennial perspective . . . . African 

colonization offered an opportunity for evangelical activism which would accelerate the 

process of the millennium” (154).  New Divinity theologians inherited from Jonathan 

Edwards a dispensationalist view of human and American history.  All human events, 

even sinful events, were part of the ultimate “historical design appointed to achieve the 

redemption of the regenerate, and damnation of the unregenerate, and the glorification of 

God” (Brooks 29).  Although Hopkins was theologically and morally opposed to slavery, 

he saw the cruelty of slavery in America as part of human history, the “sixth vial” in the 

Book of Revelations, and the darkest time of suffering for the true Christian.  This vial 

must run its course to make way for the seventh vial, “the period in which the kingdom of 

God would begin to be established on earth” (154).  Slavery blotted the nation’s special 

covenant with God, but it could be used as a way to hasten its regeneration and millennial 

progression.  In this way, slavery fits into the millennial narrative of the American 

covenant and Stowe’s view of the nation’s history.     

Through her depiction of Hopkins’s beliefs, Stowe exposes slavery as a national 

sin with eternal implications.  Historically, the port of Newport, Rhode Island—where 

Stowe’s novel is set— was intimately and economically dependent upon the African 

slave trade.
13

  Early in the novel, as he explores the implications of his theory of 

disinterested benevolence, Hopkins concludes that all those who are in any way 

connected to the slave trade in Newport, or those who even indirectly benefit from it, are 

guilty of the sin of slavery.  When preparing a sermon on the evils of slavery in Newport, 
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Hopkins uses several Old Testament references as examples of God’s punishing those 

who take advantage of the weak.  He summarizes, “‘what a heavy, dreadful woe hangs 

over the heads of all those whose hands are defiled by the blood of the Africans, 

especially the inhabitants of this State and this town, who have had a distinguished share 

in this unrighteous and bloody commerce!’” (143).  When delivering his sermon, 

Hopkins relies not only upon biblical examples to make his point, but also upon the 

national tropes of freedom, independence, and liberty:  “He went over the recent history 

of the country, expatiated on the national declaration so lately made, that all men are born 

equally free and independent and have natural and inalienable rights to liberty, and asked 

with what face a nation declaring such things could continue to hold thousands of their 

fellow-men in abject slavery” (143-144).  Stowe directly quotes several long passages 

from Hopkins’s historical antislavery writings.  As she closes this sermon scene, she 

highlights the national significance of America’s breaking its covenant with the divine, 

the “‘signs of national disaster which foreboded the wrath of heaven’” such as “’the 

jealous irritation of England constantly endeavoring to hamper our trade,’” “‘the Indians 

making war on the frontiers,” and “the increase of public private debts’” (144).  All of 

these incidents are the “evident tokens of displeasure and impending judgment of an 

offended Justice” (144).  The national sin of slavery hinders the nation’s ability to expand 

both on its own continent and around the world as well as to expand and protect its 

commercial interests.  That is, without the aid of the divine, the nation will not be able to 

fulfill its special, millennial role in human history.   
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Significantly, present in the congregation the day that Hopkins delivers his 

sermon is Aaron Burr, another historical and national figure whom Stowe weaves into her 

national romance.  Historically, Burr was the grandson of Jonathan Edwards and the third 

Vice President of the United States.  He killed Alexander Hamilton, his political rival, in 

a duel in 1804.  To further his disgrace, Burr was convicted of treason for conspiring 

against the United States with Spain in 1807.  By incorporating the dishonorable Burr 

into her novel, Stowe shows the tainting of American’s covenant with God.  As the 

grandson of Jonathan Edwards, Burr has lost his faith and lives what Stowe portrays as a 

worldly and socially disgraceful life.  By making Burr present at Hopkins’s antislavery 

sermon, Stowe signals that Hopkins’s message was meant not just for the small town of 

Newport, but for the nation as a whole.  To be sure, Burr did not heed the message of that 

sermon, and left the church, like the others, “to reassure themselves that after all they 

were the first families, and going on the way the world had always gone, and that the 

Doctor, of course, was a radical and a fanatic” (144).  

Before he even delivers the sermon, Hopkins visits slaveholding families in his 

congregation.  Simeon Brown is one of the most pious members of Hopkins’s 

congregation, but Brown can not see the contradiction between his belief in disinterested 

benevolence and his participation in the slave trade.  Brown owns a slave ship that brings 

enslaved Africans to American ports to be auctioned and sold.  When Hopkins visits 

Brown, he begins his conversation by getting Brown to agree that he would “‘lay down 

all [his] worldly possessions for the greater good of the universe’” (94).  This kind of 

sacrifice, of course, is a sign of disinterested benevolence.  It would follow then, that 
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Brown would agree with Hopkins’s next point.  He asks Brown, “‘Did it never occur to 

you, my friend . . . that the enslaving of the African race is a clear violation of the great 

law which commands us to love our neighbor as ourselves,--and a dishonor upon the 

Christian religion, more particularly in us Americans, whom the Lord hath so 

marvelously protected, in our recent struggle for our own liberty?’” (94).  By getting 

Brown to agree to the tenets of disinterested benevolence, he hopes to get him to see how 

slavery is at odds with America’s covenant with God and its millennial future.  By 

referring to the American Revolution, Hopkins uses patriotic discourse along with 

religious discourse to make his point.  Hopkins believes that Brown’s freeing his slaves 

and leaving the slave trade altogether would be a practice of disinterested benevolence 

because it would give slaves both spiritual and literal freedom from their bondage.  But, 

ultimately, Brown is not able “to abandon his whole estate for his principles” (95).  He 

eventually leaves the church and withdraws his financial contributions toward Hopkins’s 

salary.   

After meeting with Simeon Brown, Hopkins moves on to the Marvyn household, 

where he finds a much different response to his query, and a consistent application of the 

religious and moral theories of Calvinist salvation.  When he puts the same question to 

Mr. and Mrs. Marvyn, he again conflates the issue of disinterested benevolence with the 

discourse of American liberty.  He states, “‘My mind labors with this subject of the 

enslaving of the Africans, Mr. Marvyn.  We have just been declaring to the world that all 

men are born with an inalienable right to liberty.  We have fought for it, and the Lord of 

Hosts has been with us; and can we stand before Him with our foot upon our brother’s 
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neck?’” (102).  Mr. Marvyn is compelled by Hopkins’s argument and decides to put the 

“practical test” to a slave woman in his household, Candace.  Candace was born in Africa 

and was kidnapped from her country when she was a teen-aged girl.  Mr. Marvyn asks 

Candace, “‘Would you like your liberty, if you could get it, though?’” (104).  She 

answers, “‘Why, to be sure I should!  Who wouldn’t?’”, but her most compelling 

statement comes when she states, “‘I want to feel free’” (104).  Even though the Marvyn 

family treats Candace with love and respect, her desire to feel genuinely and 

independently free reveals the limitations even within the family.  She yearns to think of 

and define herself outside of her relationship to the Marvyns, her owners.  Stowe then 

uses Candace to show the inconsistency between slavery and national ideals:  “‘Ef I must 

speak, I must . . . No,--I neber did tink ‘twas right.  When Gineral Washington was here, I 

hearn ‘em read de Declaration ob Independence and Bill o’ Rights; an’ I told Cato den, 

says I, ‘Ef dat ar’ true, you an’ I are as free as anybody’” (104).  With these words, 

Candace uses the national discourse of “freedom” to express why she, as a slave, should 

be free.  Her words also point out the inconsistencies between national ideals and lived 

practices, just as Hopkins’s sermon calls attention to the inconsistencies between 

Christian love and slavery as an institution.  

Just as the plot of romantic love reinforces the theological implications of the 

novel, the romantic and antislavery components of the novel also build upon each other.  

That is, just as the concept of disinterested benevolence is concurrently affirmed and 

contested through Mary’s romantic relationships with James and Hopkins, Stowe’s 

antislavery arguments are also embodied in the novel’s love story.  Inspired by Candace’s 
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words and Hopkins’s teaching, Mr. Marvyn grants Candace her liberty.  Like Mary’s 

release from her engagement to Hopkins, Candace’s freedom is secured by Hopkins’s 

insistence on the lived consistency of abstract theological concepts.    Katy Scudder 

justifies what Stowe represents as Mary’s ill-fated marriage to Hopkins with the same 

flawed logic that the slave trader Simeon Brown uses to justify slavery in America: both 

work for the greater good of Christianity.  When Mary expresses uncertainty about 

marrying Hopkins, Katy tells her daughter, “‘And think of what prospect of usefulness 

opens before you!  You can take a position, as his wife, which will enable you to do even 

more good than you do now; and you will have the happiness of seeing, every day, how 

much you comfort the hearts and encourage the hands of God’s dear people’” (236).  

Similarly, Brown justifies slavery by saying, “‘I’m sure it’s a favor to these poor 

creatures to bring them to a Christian land.  They are a thousand times better off.  Here 

they can hear the gospel and have some chance of salvation’” (96).  Just as Candace’s 

enslavement indicates the nation’s broken covenant with God, Mary’s marriage to 

Hopkins would have left that covenant unfulfilled. 

 

“Look Right at Jesus”: Romantic Racialism and a Christ-Centered Theory of 

Salvation  

While finding a way to erase the sin of slavery from the nation’s covenant with 

God, The Minister’s Wooing not only has to atone for the national sin but also find a 

place for freed slaves within its millennial narrative.  Stowe’s romanticism and her 

Christian beliefs dovetailed with prevailing pseudo-scientific antislavery theories of race.  
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Stowe was influenced by the “romantic racialism” of the antebellum north, an ideological 

perspective that viewed black people as inherently childlike, emotional, and submissive.  

Those who valued feeling over reason—romantic evangelicals such as Stowe—projected 

an inherent “emotional” nature onto black people.  According to these romantic racialists, 

black people were emotionally superior to white people because their docility indicated 

that they were inherently virtuous Christians (Fredrickson 103).
14

  George M. 

Frederickson explains, “Although romantic racialists acknowledged that blacks were 

different from whites and probably always would be, they projected an image of the 

Negro that could be construed as flattering or laudatory in the context of some currently 

accepted ideals of human behavior and sensibility” (102).  Susan M. Nuernberg puts it 

this way: “Instead of conceiving of blacks as ‘savage’ or ‘semicivilized,’ romantic 

racialists tended to endorse the ‘child’ stereotype of the most sentimental school of 

proslavery plantation romances and to reject slavery itself because it took advantage of 

the blacks’ innocence and good nature” (39).  To put it another way, white romantic 

racialists had to over-Christianize black people in order to make a place for slavery in 

America’s millennial narrative.   

In a series of lectures delivered between 1837-1838 and later published as Twelve 

Lectures on the Natural History of Man (1839), a lecturer on race theory named 

Alexander Kinmont expanded upon the theory of the “Negro” as natural Christian.  

Stowe lived in Cincinnati when these lectures were delivered there, and although there is 

no evidence that she attended the lectures, these ideas were nevertheless circulating 

among the evangelical circles in which she was active.
15

  According to Kinmont, it was 
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blacks, and not whites, who would first achieve millennial perfection.  Indeed, the 

“Negro,” according to these theories, had more capability for Christian perfection than 

Anglo European Americans who were corrupted by the emergence of a market economy 

and imperialism (106).  Romantic racialists saw the emotional excess of black people as 

compensation for the lack of emotion in the “Anglo Saxon,” now consumed with 

competition and capitalism.   The fulfillment of humankind’s moral and spiritual 

potential was based in these essentialist theories of race, and especially on the potential of 

Africans to live their racial and Christian destinies in the glory of a civilized and 

Christianized Africa.  Kinmont wrote that blacks would develop a “far nobler 

civilization” than whites because white people’s innate love of dominion rendered them 

“almost constitutionally unable to be a true Christian” (qtd. in Fredrickson 105).   

Romantic racialists understood racial differences between whites and blacks as a 

way to support a worldview that considered slavery wrong, but that saw slavery as a 

means to accelerate the realization of a millennial Christian civilization.  Therefore, 

colonizing Africa with black missionaries—natural Christians converting more natural 

Christians—was a way not only to confirm the American covenant with God, but also a 

way to extend America’s millennial impact and its Christian civilization around the 

globe.  By claiming that blacks were capable of millennial perfection, the romantic 

racialism promoted by Kinmont and Stowe made a place for slavery, but not for black 

people, in America’s millennial narrative.
16

 

The putative inherent Christianity of black people was what humanized them and 

made slavery a sin.  Although Stowe’s antislavery politics were innovative for her time in 
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the sense that she portrayed black characters as human beings capable of Christian 

salvation, she chose not to portray characters in Uncle Tom’s Cabin (1852) such as 

George, Eliza, and Topsy as capable of accessing American citizenship.
17

  Even though 

romantic racialism, as a theory of race, like Hopkins’s theory of disinterested 

benevolence, attempted to subvert racial hierarchies, romantic racialism perniciously 

understood black people as religious symbols who could further white, American 

millennial progress. 

Because the concept of romantic racialism was tied to assumptions about black 

emotional excess, Candace is the character who espouses a new version of salvation in 

Stowe’s novel.  When Candace is first introduced in the novel, she is exoticized as an 

African other; she is “powerfully built,” a “majestic black woman” (67).  Since Stowe 

uses Candace to represent a more inclusive theory of salvation, Candace cannot ascribe to 

the rigid theology of Hopkins’s orthodox Calvinism: “There was a legend current in the 

neighborhood, that the first efforts to catechize Candace were not eminently successful, 

her mode of contemplating theological tenets being so peculiarly from her own individual 

point of view that it was hard to get her subscription to a received opinion” (82).  

Candace debates Hopkins on issues such as the nature of sin, rejecting the Puritan axiom 

that “In Adam’s fall, we sinned all.”  She tells the doctor, “‘—nebber did I eat dat ar’ 

apple,--nebber eat a bit ob him’” (82).  However, when Hopkins works to free Candace’s 

cousin from slavery, she attempts to show her gratitude to Hopkins by at least appearing 

to embrace his theology.  She hyperbolizes, “‘—I eat de whole tree, an’ swallowed ebery 

bit ob it, if you say so’” (83).  Candace can’t wholeheartedly accept the predestinarian 
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theology represented by Hopkins because she will later become the mouthpiece of 

Stowe’s inclusive and ecumenical theory of salvation.   

When Mrs. Marvyn is hopeless because she believes her son James is lost at sea 

without a sign of his saving grace, Candace is the only person in her household or in the 

community who is able to comfort her.  Mrs. Marvyn pushes her husband away as he 

tries to soothe her and shrieks, “‘Leave me alone . . . I am a lost spirit’” (201).  Candace 

then enters the room and instructs, “‘Do talk gospel to her, can’t ye?—ef you can’t, I 

will’” (201).  In this moment, Candace displaces both Mr. Marvyn and Dr. Hopkins as 

religious and spiritual authorities.  In fact, not only does Candace displace these men, she 

completely reworks the theology that they, especially Hopkins, represent.  Candace 

compares the love of Christ to the compassionate love that friends have for each other; 

she makes Jesus’s love human and less abstract than the distant God that reigns over 

Hopkins’s abstract millennialism and theories of salvation.  Candace tells Mrs. Marvyn,  

“‘Why, de Lord a’n’t like what ye tink,--He loves ye, honey!, Why jes’ feel how I loves 

ye,--poor ole black Candace,--an’ I a’n’t better’n Him as made me’” (201).  Candace 

goes on to state that Jesus’s love mirrors the love of mothers, “‘He knows all about 

mothers’ hearts; He won’t break yours,’” meaning that a Christ who suffered on the cross 

can understand the suffering and grief of Mrs. Marvyn, as a mother.  The implication is 

that Christ will bring solace to Mrs. Marvyn by brining redemption to her son.   

Candace thereby introduces a theory of salvation that feminizes and softens the 

orthodox Calvinism preached by Dr. Hopkins.  Significantly, Candace makes theology 

and the comfort of Jesus human and real for Mrs. Marvyn.  She tells Mrs. Marvyn to 
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leave the fate of James’s soul “‘in Jesus’s hands’” (201).  Upon hearing Candace’s words, 

Mrs. Marvyn is able to cry for the first time.  All others present to hear Candace’s sermon 

break into cathartic sobs.  Candace is able to give white people access to their emotional 

and spiritual resources through the theology that she represents.  But even though this 

brings about what Stowe presents as a positive theological resolution to the novel, 

Candace’s role as the emotional conduit for white spirituality is nonetheless rooted in the 

limiting theory of romantic racialism. 

 Candace offers a love- and emotion-centered theory of salvation that would have 

appealed to nineteenth-century romantic evangelicals such as Stowe herself.  After 

James’s death, Mary undergoes profound spiritual renewal because of Candace’s 

preaching of a new theology.  Seeking spiritual comfort, she first resorts to traditional 

Calvinism, spending hours reading her last letter from James at sea, looking for a sign of 

his saving grace in the letter’s words.  But Mrs. Marvyn reminds her, “‘There is but just 

one thing remaining, and that is, as Candace said, the cross of Christ.  If God so loved 

us,--if He died for us,--greater love hath no man than this. . . So, Mary, I try Candace’s 

way,--I look at Christ,--I pray to Him.  If he hath seen Him hath seen the Father, it is 

enough’” (207).  Sanctioned by Mrs. Marvyn, Candace’s words and ideas are 

appropriated by Mary.  Mary experiences a “celestial inner clearness” and “[t]hen came 

the fullness of mysterious communion given to the pure in heart” (210).  One day during 

the women’s prayer group, like an “angel child” she is spontaneously utters a prayer 

about the “ineffable union in Christ, binding all things together in one and making all 

complete in Him” (212).   Echoing Candace’s words to “‘Look right at Jesus,’” and to 
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cast the complexities of Calvinist theology aside, Mary embraces a more ecumenical 

theology.  She states to Virginie, her French Catholic friend, “‘All are one who love 

Christ . . . we are one in Him’” (228).  Although Candace is portrayed in a positive light 

as the harbinger of a new, Christ-centered salvation of love that transforms the nation’s 

millennial destiny, in Stowe’s worldview, there is no place for free black slaves in that 

national destiny, other than on the African continent.  That is, although there is a place 

for slavery, because it happened for the greater good, there is no role for black people as 

citizens of the new Republic.  In the same way, just as there is a place for noble Puritan 

ideals in Stowe’s romantic history of the nation, Hopkins’s predestinarian theology is 

displaced—just as Hopkins’s himself is in the romantic love story—by a more inclusive 

theory of salvation embodied in Mary and James’s union. 

From Stowe’s perspective, both the institutions of slavery and of orthodox 

Calvinism would need to be eventually eradicated in order for America to evolve toward 

its millennial destiny as a true Christian Republic.  But by the time Stowe was writing her 

national romance, America’s millennial hopes had actually been transformed from what 

Stowe wanted to represent as noble Puritan ideals into something entirely different.  

These ideals had been displaced by what she and other liberal evangelicals regarded as 

the basely competitive notion of Jacksonian Manifest Destiny.  Although evangelicals 

like Stowe did not oppose the westward expansion of the nation’s borders or the role that 

Protestants would play in the putative civilization of Native populations and frontier 

society, they were distraught by the aggressive militarization of that expansion as 

represented by the U.S.-Mexican War.  Nevertheless, the ideology of Manifest Destiny 
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eventually ushered in policies that promoted U.S. nation building, border expansion, and 

cultural imperialism.
18

  Theories of racial difference and white superiority long predated 

the historical time frame of Stowe’s story, but in the mid-nineteenth-century, theories of 

racial hierarchy—such as romantic racialism—were reinvigorated in order to justify the 

expansion of the nation’s borders.  In her attempt to construct a national romance that 

could find a place for both Calvinism and slavery in the nation’s millennial history, with 

The Minister’s Wooing Stowe ultimately uncovers some of the eighteenth-century 

religious justifications for the ideologies of white cultural supremacy. 
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NOTES 

1
 The Minister’s Wooing was published in twelve installments in The Atlantic Monthly 

from December 1858, vol. 2, issue 14 to December 1859, vol. 4, issue 26.  All twelve 

issues of the serialized version can be accessed online through Cornell University 

Library’s “Making of America” digital library, <http://cdl.library.cornell.edu/moa/>.   

Before its final installment appeared, The Minister’s Wooing was released as a book to 

critical and popular acclaim.  Fans of the novel included Lady Byron, George Eliot, 

Charles Dickens, and James Russell Lowell, editor of the Atlantic Monthly.  The 

Minister’s Wooing was supposedly Lady Byron’s favorite of Stowe’s novels.  When 

George Eliot read the novel, she wrote a letter to Stowe that initiated a life long 

correspondence between the two authors.  Charles Dickens also expressed admiration for 

the novel (Harris xxi). 

 
2
 In the Feminization of American Culture, Ann Douglas explains American millennial 

beliefs in this way: “During and after the Reformation, Christian thinkers and believers 

showed an increasing preoccupation with the doctrine of the millennium, that period of a 

thousand years before the Last Judgment in which Christ and his saints would rule on 

earth.  Millennial speculation was particularly intense in America: many could not help 

associating the birth of this new nation with more general and religious possibilities of 

regeneration.  Jonathan Edwards was not alone in hoping that America might be the close 

site of millennial rule” (220-221).  For more information on America’s belief in its divine 

covenant and millennial destiny, see Robert T. Handy’s A Christian America: Protestant 

Hopes and Historical Realities.  See also Chapter Six, “Children of the Covenant,” in 

Perry Miller’s The New England Mind: From Colony to Province.  Reginald Horsman 

discusses the relationship between American millennial hopes, social constructions of 

whiteness, and Manifest Destiny in his book Race and Manifest Destiny: The Origins of 

American Racial Anglo-Saxonism.   

 
3
 For a discussion of the social and religious implications of Stowe’s millennial 

perspective, see Dorothy Berkson’s “Millennial Politics and the Feminine Fiction of 

Harriet Beecher Stowe.”   

 
4
 As a matter of fact, in an anonymous review of the novel published in The New York 

Tribune, James Russell Lowell wrote, “It has always seemed to us that the anti-slavery 

element in the two former novels [Uncle Tom’s Cabin (1852) and Dred, A Tale of the 

Great Dismal Swamp (1856)] by Mrs. Stowe stood in the way of a full appreciation of 

her remarkable genius, at least in her own country” (qtd. in C. Stowe 327).   

The tendency of Stowe critics to underestimate the intertwined relationship 

between slavery and theology in The Minister’s Wooing is illustrated in the comments of 

Stowe’s grandson, Lyman Beecher Stowe in his book Saints, Sinners, and Beechers: 

The Minister’s Wooing was an attack on the cruelty and injustice of 

Calvinism just as Uncle Tom’s Cabin was an attack on the cruelty and 

injustice of slavery.  In The Minister’s Wooing she attacked Calvinism 
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without attacking Calvinists just as in Uncle Tom’s Cabin she attacked 

slavery without attacking slaveholders. (qtd. in Foster 104)   

Like Lyman Beecher Stowe, Vernon Louis Parrington, in his 1958 essay “Harriet 

Beecher Stowe: A Daughter of Puritanism,” sees a clear division between Stowe’s “New 

England” novels, such as The Minister’s Wooing, and her “abolition” novels, like Uncle 

Tom’s Cabin.  Lawrence Buell, in his 1980 essay “Calvinism Romanticized: Harriet 

Beecher Stowe, Samuel Hopkins, and The Minister’s Wooing” focuses on Stowe’s 

tendency to romanticize the earlier theology of Edwards, Hopkins, and her father, Lyman 

Beecher, in response to nineteenth-century literary and aesthetic romanticism.  Like 

previous scholars, in 1987 Fred G. See also addressed the theological significance of the 

novel: “She understood theology both as illusion and illumination.  Theology is her true 

subject always . . . . Stowe reveals in a much more skillful way, with a genuine 

fascination, the assumption she shares—but more consciously—with the other writers of 

sentimental fiction” (See 46).  But See goes on to claim that with Stowe “we have no 

writer of fiction—not, I would argue, even Hawthorne—with a more brilliant and flexible 

understanding of American ecclesiastical history” (See 46).   

 More recent studies of The Minister’s Wooing include the following: Joan D.  

Hedrick, “Parlor Literature:  Harriet Beecher Stowe and the Question of ‘Great Woman 

Artists’” (1992); Joan D. Hedrick, “‘Peaceable Fruits’: The Ministry of Harriet Beecher 

Stowe” (1998); and Christopher P. Wilson, “Tempests and Teapots:  Harriet Beecher 

Stowe’s The Minister’s Wooing” (1985). 

 
5
 As a matter of fact, according to critic Susan K. Harris, along with the novels of James 

Fenimore Cooper and Catharine Sedgwick, “[The Minister’s Wooing was] one of the last 

antebellum attempts to provide a history for the new country” (Harris ix).  Stowe 

biographer Joan Hedrick reports that Lyman Beecher, suspicious of novels, finally 

conceded to allow his children to read the novels of Scott.  In fact, he himself read 

Ivanhoe seven times and “Sir Walter Scott became a Beecher family institution. . . . 

When Harriet had a household of her own it contained a ‘Walter Scott bookcase,’ and 

when she traveled to Scotland she made a point of visiting all the places whose names 

had invested that haunts of her childhood with a mysterious, romantic aura” (20).  

Hedrick also comments on Scott’s literary influence on Stowe: “Scott celebrated the 

particularity of local dialects and translated love of place into a national literary 

movement.  No only did this reading [of Scott’s novels] put in Stowe’s mouth and ears 

the rhythms of a popular writer and the narrative strategies of the historical novel, it put 

her in touch with an immediate audience whose reactions, from anticipation to delight 

and tears, showed her what moved people” (198). 

 
6
 Gail Kimball’s discussion of Stowe as a “romantic evangelical” can be found on pages 

95-125 of her 1982 study The Religious Ideas of Harriet Beecher Stowe: Her Gospel of 

Womanhood. 

 
7
 In a letter to her father Lyman Beecher—who was constantly preoccupied with the 

states of his family members’ souls—she wrote, “In regard to Henry’s eternal estate I 
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have good hope—The lamb of my flock he was I rested on him as no other & He who 

has taken will care for him.  He who spared not his own son—how shall he not with him 

freely give us all things—” (qtd. in Hedrick 274-275).  Several scholars have cited the 

significance of Catharine Beecher’s spiritual struggles in relation to Harriet Beecher 

Stowe’s critique of Calvinism.  See Hedrick’s 1984 Harriet Beecher Stowe:  A Life, 32, 

40, 89, 276; and especially chapter four of Charles H. Foster’s The Rungless Ladder:  

Harriet Beecher Stowe and New England Puritanism.  Foster especially emphasizes how 

Catharine Beecher’s experiences influenced Stowe’s portrayal of Ellen Marvyn in The 

Minister’s Wooing.  He had previously addressed the issue in his 1948 article “The 

Genesis of Harriet Beecher Stowe’s ‘The Minister’s Wooing.’” 

 
8
 Many nineteenth-century Protestant Americans, like their Puritan predecessors, believed 

themselves to have an especially intimate and privileged relationship with God and 

appropriated the early Christian imagery and ideology of bridal mysticism to understand 

and justify that relationship.  Amanda Porterfield explains, “Marriage has long been 

associated with biblical and mystical imagery and with the idea that God’s love for the 

saint is like a bridegroom’s love for his bride.  As a type of divine love, marriage has 

served as an emotional base for feelings and ideas about God and as a religious 

framework for constructing gender roles” (155). 

 
9
 Indicating the importance of the romantic plot to the novel’s ideological aims, Stowe 

had to change the biographical background of Hopkins’s life to make him romantically 

accessible to Mary Scudder.  Historically, during the point at which the story was set, 

Hopkins had been married twice and had several children.  He would have been in his 

sixties or seventies.  In Stowe’s fictitious portrayal of Hopkins, he is in his forties and a 

bachelor. 

 
10

 As Charles E. Hambrick Stowe explains, the doctrine of disinterested benevolence does 

not mean “disinterested in the sense of being apathetic but rather deeply sympathetic, 

denying one’s self out of love for the other, simply for the sake of the other, with 

absolutely nothing personal to gain” (124).   

 
11

 In her note to this passage, Susan K. Harris explains, “The Puritans organized their 

world on the basis of the Bible, using the different biblical texts to interpret their own 

lives—a practice known as typology.  To refer to Katy Scudder as a mother in Israel 

indicates her status in the Puritan community” (334). 

 
12

 Because of its emphasis on racial equality in terms of salvation, disinterested 

benevolence was “in the forefront of the new missionary movement as it was spreading 

from England and the Continent to the American churches” (Hambrick-Stowe 124).  

Conforti reports that “Hopkins’s self-effacing doctrine of disinterested benevolence 

merged with a revitalized millennial expectation to provide the New Divinity movement 

with a theological rationale for missionary work” (142).  During the more than thirty 

years he preached in Newport, Hopkins made repeated attempts to send former slaves to 
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Africa to establish a mission there.  Charles E. Hambrick-Stowe discusses in detail 

Hopkins’s efforts to send freed slaves to Africa in his 2003“All Things Were New and 

Astonishing:  Edwardsian Piety, the New Divinity, and Race.” 

Joanna Brooks reports that “Lemuel Haynes, an accomplished New Divinity 

thinker in his own right, and Prince Hall, founder of Boston’s African Lodge of 

Freemasons, which established a satellite lodge in Providence, Rhode Island, in 1797, 

both retained the New Divinity’s dispensationalist view of slavery but rejected its 

colonizationist agenda” (30). 

 
13

 Hopkins biographer Joseph A. Conforti reports the following: “Often Newport 

shipmasters steered their vessels to the coast of Africa, where in exchange for rum they 

secured slaves to barter away on return voyages to the West Indies and colonial ports.  

Indeed, rum had become so important to the economic life of Newport that no less than 

sixteen distilleries operated in the city” (99). 

 
14

 This perspective on race also had implications for the ideologies of whiteness. For 

example, the reasoning of romantic racialism contended that the Anglo Saxon loved 

freedom and liberty while the African was inherently childlike and emotional 

(Frederickson 98).  Frederickson posits that these racial theories tended to make 

America’s virtues and commitment to democracy racial rather than historical or 

environmental (99).  According to this theory, the love of liberty was common to and 

actually originated with the white race.   

 Romantic racialists did not see the supposed inherent passivity of black people as 

a survival mechanism or as a technique of resistance: “Many slaves accepted their fate 

with docility and apparent resignation; however, such passivity is a form of resistance, 

cultivating patience and waiting for the right opportunity to ignite” (Nuernberg 41).   

 
15

 Stowe biographer Joan D. Hedrick writes, “It is highly likely that Harriet Beecher 

Stowe, living in Cincinnati at the time Kinmont delivered his lectures, was exposed to his 

ideas.  The likelihood is increased by the fact that his lectures were published in 

Cincinnati in 1839.  Such romantic racialism was widespread by 1851” (210).  Hedrick 

also notes that “Stowe remarks on Kinmont’s death” in a letter to Mary Dutton in 1838, 

indicating that Stowe was aware of Kinmont and his work (437). 

 
16

 See Nuernberg’s article for evidence of Stowe’s engagement with romantic racialism 

and the politics of African colonization in “Stowe, the Abolition Movement, and 

Prevailing Theories of Race in Nineteenth-Century America.” 

 
17

 Stowe’s romantic racialist attitude influenced not only her portrayal of characters like 

Tom and Topsy in Uncle Tom’s Cabin, but her perceptions of black people in her 

household.  In 1851 she wrote to her brother Henry: 

but I have known a great many slaves—had them in my family known 

their history & feelings and seen how alike their hearts beat to any other 

throbbing heart & above all what woman deepest feels I have seen the 
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strength of their instinctive and domestic attachments in which as a race 

they excel the anglo saxon.  The poor slave on whom the burden of 

domestic bereavement falls heaviest is precisely the creature of all Gods 

creatures that feels it deepest.  (qtd. in Hedrick 209) 

Similarly, in her 1853 A Key to Uncle Tom’s Cabin, Stowe wrote, “The Negro race is 

confessedly more simple, docile, childlike and affectionate than other races and hence the 

divine graces of love and faith, when inbreathed by the Holy Spirit, find in their 

temperament a more congenial atmosphere” (qtd. in Nuernberg 44). 

 
18

 Andrea Tinnemeyer explains the transformation of Puritan ideals into the concept of 

Manifest Destiny: “What were the Puritans doing in Winthrop’s ‘city upon a hill’ if not 

fulfilling a divide providence that would be called ‘Manifest Destiny’ less than a hundred 

years later?  Appealing to higher principles of liberation and freedom, in the case of both 

the Revolutionary War and the U.S-Mexican War, meant the encroachment on others’ 

lands . . . and a reinvigorated racial hierarchy to guarantee the legal disenfranchisement 

for all those who survived the warfare” (xv). 
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CHAPTER TWO 
 

“BEYOND MORTAL VISION”: RELIGION, RACISM, AND REDEMPTION IN 
HARRIET E. WILSON’S OUR NIG (1859) 

 
“I know 

That care has iron crowns for many brows; 

That Calvaries are everywhere, whereon 

Virtue is crucified, and nails and spears 

Draw guiltless blood; that sorrow sits and drinks 

At sweetest hearts, till all their life is dry. . . ” 

 

--Josiah Holland, 1859 

Epigraph to Harriet E. Wilson’s Our Nig 

 
By opening her 1859 novel Our Nig with the religious poem above, Harriet E. 

Wilson uses the emblematic martyrdom of Christ to frame her own story about the 

suffering of the innocent victims of racism in the United States.
1
  She thereby exposes the 

racism and social inequality she herself experienced as a free black woman in the 

antebellum North.  These injustices are illustrated through the portrayal of her semi-

autobiographical protagonist Frado, an indentured servant who works for a Northern 

family.  However, her use of this poem by popular religious poet Josiah Holland may 

seem at odds with Wilson’s critical and acerbic depictions of some Christian characters.  

Her representations of individual white Christians range from the gullible abolitionists 

who are duped by Frado’s husband, to the kindhearted but ultimately powerless Aunt 

Abby, to the compassionate yet unavailable James, and to her downright evil mistress, 

Mrs. Bellmont.  The pejorative nature of Wilson’s portrayals of Christians has led some 

scholars to suppose that Frado rejects and denies Christianity altogether.  But with this 

assumption, critics overlook not only the importance of Wilson’s consistent engagement 
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with religion throughout the novel, but also the significance of her overall social critique 

of race relations in the United States.   

The tension between Frado’s troubled relationship with some aspects of 

Christianity and Wilson’s deployment of Christian themes and doctrines is worthy of 

further examination.  An analysis of Wilson’s appropriation and inversion of Christian 

discourse is especially relevant in light of recently discovered information about Wilson’s 

later career as a spiritualist lecturer.
2
  Spiritualism was a religious and philosophical 

movement that promoted the exploration of psychic spirit communication with the dead.  

Spiritualism started gaining popularity in the United States in the 1850s.  It received a 

renewed interest in the 1860s and 1870s due to the Civil War’s massive death toll.  Many 

spiritualists were associated with social reform movements such as the women’s rights 

movement, abolition, and labor reform.  Spiritualism was an ecumenical and diverse 

movement that attracted a wide range of followers including those from Christian sects 

such as Unitarianism, Universalism, and Radical Quakerism.  Although many Protestant 

Christians viewed Spiritualism as heretical and evil, it wasn’t necessarily incompatible 

with Christian beliefs.
3
  But Spiritualism did not embrace a formal doctrine and was not 

an organized denomination, which is probably one characteristic that made it appealing to 

Wilson.  Knowing that Wilson had a sustained involvement with an unorthodox religious 

movement that attracted optimist reformers distrustful of organized religion adds another 

layer of complexity to her portrayal of Frado’s interactions with white Christians and 

Christian institutions.   
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Without the benefit of this new biographical information about Wilson’s 

consistent engagement with religion throughout her life, previous critics have overlooked 

the significance of Frado’s spiritual struggles and triumphs.  I will show that instead of 

either wholeheartedly accepting all facets of Christianity or altogether rejecting 

Christianity, Wilson, through Frado’s experiences, expresses a questioning, complex, and 

multifaceted relationship to religion.  In American Lazarus: Religion and the Rise of 

African-American and Native American Literatures, early Americanist scholar Joanna 

Brooks argues that for African American writers, religion could actually provide a 

“venue for creative and political agency” (18).  Wilson would later find this outlet 

through her involvement with the Spiritualist religion, which was not an established 

church denomination, but rather embraced a wide range of philosophical and religious 

perspectives.  Some of the early writers examined by Brooks used Christianity and 

Christian literature “as instruments for transforming the meaning of race” (14).
4
  Brooks 

points out that when African American texts depart from familiar literary conventions, 

scholars tend to classify the works as inadequate or somehow lacking.  However, these 

gaps, or deviations from convention, are actually “elements of signification” where the 

“resourcefulness” of the authors, along with their “potential for intelligence and strategy” 

becomes apparent (Brooks 12).   

Because religion has been an ignored category of analysis in the field of 

American literary studies, the significance of these gaps can remain unrecognized or even 

be misread, as is the case with Our Nig.  For example, Elizabeth J. West, one of the few 

scholars to consider the religious components of Wilson’s novel, assumes that Frado 
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simply rejects Christianity because her conversion does not follow the linear process of a 

Puritan conversion narrative.  Rather than reading Frado’s indefinite conversion as an 

“element of signification,” West reads the novel as a “failed conversion,” Frado’s “failed 

initiation into the community of earthly saints,” and “Frado’s rejection of Christianity’s 

promised eternity” (Brooks 12; West 3, emphasis added).  It is true that the depth and 

seriousness of Frado’s Christian spirituality is unknown.  That is, we do not know what 

Wilson intended to reveal through her depiction of Frado’s religiosity.  But according to 

Brooks, this ambiguity is the critic’s cue to read for the author’s “creative and political 

agency” (18).  We do know that Frado grapples with and complicates profound 

theological issues such as the existence of God and why God allows the innocent to 

suffer.  She analyzes the limitations of Christianity by making distinctions between the 

different types of Christians.  She also assesses the contradictions within Christianity as a 

belief system that provides her some comfort, the Christian institutions such as the local 

church where she experiences kindness, and individual Christians who ultimately 

disappoint her. 

Previous scholarship about Our Nig has overlooked the fact that Wilson uses a 

religious framework to expose the national sin of racism.  Many white abolitionists saw 

Southern slavery as the national sin that would prevent America from achieving its 

millennial destiny, but Wilson’s entire novel reveals that the nation’s systemic racial 

prejudice (found in the North as well as in the South) is the fatal flaw that will imperil the 

nation’s redemptive possibilities.  With Our Nig, Wilson “transform[s] the meaning of 

race” by engaging with Christianity on her own terms, thereby denying the contemporary 
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pseudo-scientific, romantic racialist theories that maintained that black people are 

inherent and docile Christians (Brooks 12).  And by ending her novel with the biblical 

allusion to the Old Testament story of Joseph and the Pharaoh’s butler, Wilson hints at 

the latent redemption and regeneration possible for the innocent victims of racism.   

The heroine of Our Nig is a mixed-race girl named Alfrado Smith, or Frado.  

Most of the novel takes place while Frado is between the ages of six and eighteen.
5
  The 

novel opens with the history of Frado’s mother, Mag Smith, a lower-class white woman 

seduced by an upper-class white man.  Mag’s seducer has a voice that “seemed like an 

angel’s, alluring her upward and onward.  She thought she could ascend to him and 

become an equal” (6).  Significantly, Wilson uses religious imagery to discuss the class 

hierarchies that separate Mag and her seducer, just as she will later use religious imagery 

to highlight the racial hierarchies that divide Frado and the members of the Bellmont 

family.  Mag “surrendered to him a priceless gem,” her virginity, and gives birth to a 

child who dies within a few weeks (6).  As a seduced and fallen woman, Mag is 

ostracized from her family and the white community, and she is forced to live in penury.  

She is rescued from this life only through the compassion of “a kind-hearted African” 

named Jim (9).  Jim proposes to Mag, and in spite of the “evils of amalgamation” (13), 

Wilson presents marriage to a black man as Mag’s only option for survival.  In the eyes 

of the white community, Mag “has descended another step down the ladder of infamy” 

by marrying Jim (13).  Wilson uses the story of Frado’s mother to establish parallel 

themes and circumstances that Frado will face throughout her life.  Like her mother, 
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Frado will also have to live with the hypocrisy of white communities, severe poverty, and 

betrayal by a lover.   

Jim and Mag have two children, “pretty mulattos,” and one of these children is 

Frado, “our nig” (14).  When Jim dies, Mag enters a common-law marriage with his 

business partner, a black man named Seth.  After a few years, Seth and Mag decide to 

escape their poverty by moving to a new town.  They know they cannot take the children 

with them, and Seth convinces Mag to leave Frado with the Bellmonts, a white family for 

which Mag had occasionally worked.  When Seth makes this suggestion, Mag responds 

with horror, exclaiming that Mrs. Bellmont “‘is a she-devil!’” (17).  Nevertheless, Mag 

eventually leaves Frado at the Bellmonts’ with the promise that she will return in a few 

days.  Quickly realizing that Mag and Seth will never return for the child, the Bellmonts 

decide to keep her at their home as a servant, rather than “‘send her to the County 

House,’” where Frado would be supported by the public treasury (25).  One of the 

Bellmonts’ sons, Jack, suggests keeping Frado as a servant because “‘[s]he’s real 

handsome and bright, and not very black, either’” (25).  Mary, the Bellmonts’ daughter 

and already Frado’s antagonist, objects to Jack’s suggestion, but Jack tells her that if the 

family keeps her, “‘it wouldn’t be two days before you would be telling the girls about 

our nig, our nig!’” (25-26).  Mary and Jack’s use of the epithet “our nig” indicates a 

possession or ownership of Frado that reveals her slave-like role in the family. 

Frado stays with the Bellmonts and works not just as a housekeeper, but primarily 

as a laborer on their farm.  As the Bellmonts’ servant, Frado has to endure the hostility 

and cruelty of Mrs. Bellmont and Mary.  Mrs. Bellmont trains Frado not with compassion 
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and understanding, but rather with “words that burn” and “frequent blows on her head” 

(30).  Mrs. Bellmont constantly beats Frado, placing a block of wood in her mouth so she 

cannot scream during the beatings.  She also stuffs a towel in Frado’s mouth for the same 

reason.  The men of the household are sympathetic to Frado and try to show her kindness 

when they can, but they do not go out of their way to protect her from Mrs. Bellmont’s 

cruelty and physical abuse.  Frado has an ally in Aunt Abby, Mr. Bellmont’s sister who 

lives with the family.  But Aunt Abby is powerless in the household and can offer Frado 

emotional and spiritual comfort, but not protection.   

Mrs. Bellmont does not want Frado to attend school because “she was in doubt 

about the utility of attempting to educate people of color, who were incapable of 

elevation” (30).  In spite of the racial prejudice of the other students and the shabby 

clothes that Mrs. Bellmont provides her, Frado becomes popular among the students 

because of her wit and ability to tell stories and jokes (32).  At school Frado reveals 

intellectual potential, but her schooling is cut short whenever her labor is needed on the 

Bellmont farm.  Aunt Abby, along with the Bellmonts’ son James, encourages Frado to 

attend church.  Frado is eager to attend church because it is “a pleasant release from her 

labors” and a contrast to “the harsh tones which fell on her ears during the day” (69).  

James is Frado’s spiritual mentor as well as her hope for escaping the tyranny of Mrs. 

Bellmont.  James promises Frado several times that he will take her away from his 

mother to live with him and his wife in Baltimore as their servant.  But when he dies of 

tuberculosis, Frado’s only hope of escape from Mrs. Bellmont dies with him.  On his 

deathbed, James tells Frado, “I shall meet you in heaven,” and for a time after his death, 
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Frado’s sole reason for remaining religious is to go to heaven in order to see James (96).  

Mrs. Bellmont tells her she cannot get to heaven because she is black: “She would tell her 

she could not go where James was” (100).   

 Mrs. Bellmont forbids Frado from attending church and threatens to “whip her to 

death” if she does not give up her religious convictions (104).  These threats take their 

toll on Frado, who begins to realize the hypocrisy of certain individuals despite their 

Christian affiliations, and she eventually comes to the conclusion that if Mrs. Bellmont 

will be in heaven with James, she does not want to be there.  Frado thereby rejects the 

hypocrisy of the Christian Mrs. Bellmont by standing up to her: “She resolved to give 

over all thought of the future world, and strove daily to put her anxiety far from her” 

(104).  The next time Mrs. Bellmont raises her hand to hit Frado, she yells, “‘[S]trike me, 

and I’ll never work a mite more for you’” (105).  It is with this defiant statement, not with 

religious submission, that Frado finally “feels the stirring of free and independent 

thought” (105).  As a result of Frado’s defiance, the beatings from Mrs. Bellmont cease.  

Frado begins to think of ways to escape from Mrs. Bellmont and even considers 

poisoning her in order to “rid herself and the house of so detestable a plague” (108).  

Frado contemplates running away, but Aunt Abby persuades her to stay, stating that 

Frado would never find friends like herself and Mr. Bellmont to support her.  The irony is 

that Aunt Abby and Mr. Bellmont never truly help Frado by protecting her from Mrs. 

Bellmont.   

 When Frado turns eighteen, she finally is released from her servitude to the 

Bellmonts and finds employment as a domestic worker and seamstress in the same town.  
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However, the years of physical abuse and hard physical labor have taken their toll on 

Frado’s body.  She is not able to work and must rely on public charity for her room and 

board.  She eventually marries a black man named Samuel, a “professed fugitiv[e] from 

slavery” and a speaker on the abolitionist lecture circuit (126).  Wilson compares 

Samuel’s experience as a slave to Frado’s experience as a free black woman in the North: 

“There was a silent sympathy which Frado felt attracted her, and she opened her heart to 

the presence of love” (127).  However, it turns out that love is her next “arbitrary and 

inexorable tyrant,” as Samuel is an imposter and con artist whose “illiterate harangues 

were humbugs for hungry abolitionists” (127, 128).  Pretending to be an escaped slave 

from the South, Samuel becomes a paid lecturer on the abolitionist circuit.  That is, 

Samuel seduces and betrays not only Frado, but also the gullible members of the 

abolitionist movement.  Soon after their marriage, Samuel deserts Frado and their baby 

son.  At the end of the novel, Frado is without protection, shelter, and financial support 

for herself and her son.   

 

“Maltreated by Professed Abolitionists”: Slavery, Racism, and Christian 

Abolitionists in Our Nig 

Because most scholars have come to read Frado as an autobiographical 

representation of Wilson, it is worth taking the time to illuminate the parallels between 

Wilson’s life and her portrayal of Frado.  Wilson published Our Nig anonymously in 

1859 when she was living in Boston and working as a hat maker there.
6
  Our Nig 

recounts Wilson’s childhood years as a servant for the white Hayward family (portrayed 
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as the Bellmonts) in Milford, New Hampshire.
7
  The novel’s preface, along with its 

appended letters of support, state that she wrote the book so its sales might generate the 

funds she needed to support her son.  Similar to the many antislavery tracts published by 

former slaves, Our Nig ends with an appendix of letters of support for the author to 

encourage sales of the book.  Like the introduction by Lydia Maria Child and the letter of 

support from Amy Post that frame Harriet A. Jacobs’s 1861 Incidents in the Life of a 

Slave Girl, these “testimonial” letters from white women speak to the character and pure 

intentions of the black woman author.  These letters claim that the author is worthy of the 

presumably white reader’s financial support through their purchase of the book.  From 

the three letters appended to Our Nig, we gain more information about the life of the 

author of Our Nig as well as insight into Wilson’s motivations for writing and publishing 

a book.  “Allida,” the writer of the first letter, claims to have met the author after many of 

the events recounted in Our Nig had occurred and presents herself as a type of surrogate 

mother to the author.  Her letter tells of the author’s courtship and marriage to Samuel 

and her subsequent removal to the “County House,” or the poor house.  The appended 

letter from “Margetta Thorn” encourages “[t]he friends of our dark-complexioned 

brethren” to purchase the book so the author can support herself and her son (138).  

Without mincing words, she states that the author “was indeed a slave, in every sense of 

the word; and a lonely one, too” (139).  Finally, “C.D.S.,” in a short note, explains that 

“[a]lthough her complexion is a little darker than my own, I esteem it a privilege to 

associate with her, and assist her whenever an opportunity presents itself” (140).  In spite 

of support from these friends, Our Nig was not a literary or financial success.  And just 
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five months after the publication of Our Nig, a Milford, New Hampshire newspaper 

carried the death announcement of “George Mason, only son of H.E. Wilson, aged 7 yrs. 

and 8 mos.” (Gates xii).  George Mason probably died of a fever while he was 

temporarily staying at a county-funded foster home or almshouse.
8
   

The county’s support of her son George could have replicated Wilson’s own 

relationship to state-sponsored charitable institutions when she was a child.  County and 

census records from Milford show that Wilson lived with the Haywards as a free black 

woman, just as Frado is portrayed as living with the Bellmonts as a servant.  In a practice 

that was common in the first half of the nineteenth century, the Hayward family could 

have received public monies to support Wilson, who, like Frado, was probably orphaned 

or abandoned.
9
  The foster family was then responsible for cultivating virtue in the 

orphaned girl by providing for her education and religious training.  Lois Leveen 

observes that although the Bellmonts expected Frado to work for them in exchange for 

her room and board, she was not given the moral and religious cultivation usually 

provided in these situations.  Leveen posits that Frado’s race makes her situation different 

because it impacted the way the family related to her:  “Frado’s position as an African 

American child clearly differs from that of a white bound orphan because the Bellmonts 

refuse to assimilate her into their household” (564, emphasis added).
10

  The racist, unjust, 

and uncharitable ways in which Mrs. Bellmont treats Frado, especially by denying her 

access to school and church, could serve as Wilson’s exposure of the racial prejudice she 

experienced in the Hayward home as a young girl.   
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Because the Hayward family was connected to the abolitionist movement through 

the well-known Hutchinson Family Singers, Wilson’s portrayal of the racism she 

experienced in the Hayward home could have undermined the perceived virtue of the 

movement.
11

 The Haywards’ associations with the Hutchinson Family Singers could be 

the reason that Wilson, writing from Boston in 1859, states in her preface, “I have 

purposely omitted what would most provoke shame in our good anti-slavery friends at 

home” (Preface).  With this statement, Wilson claims she does not want to harm the 

credibility of those working in the North to end slavery by associating their efforts with 

the racial prejudice she experienced in the Hayward home.  At the same time, if her 

statement is read ironically, it calls into question just how “good” and politically effective 

the efforts of those antislavery friends were.  At the end of her novel she criticizes the 

gullibility and questions the motives of nineteenth-century abolitionists when she states 

that Frado’s con-artist husband’s lectures were “humbugs for hungry abolitionists” (128).   

If Wilson’s novel can seem ambivalent toward white Christians and abolitionists, 

it is probably because the very movement that was working to end slavery had various 

ways of understanding the relationships between slavery, racism, and Christian teachings.  

Historically, the abolitionist movement had contradictory motives, some of them even 

rooted in the assumption of white superiority.  When Wilson was living with the 

Haywards in New Hampshire in the 1830s and 1840s and later living in Boston in the 

1850s, the abolitionist movement, like most intellectual and political movements, was 

developing various and sometimes opposing versions of itself.  The antislavery 

movement in America started soon after the Revolutionary War in response to 
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Enlightenment ideals.  In the North, vocal opponents of slavery were among the 

Congregationalist clergy and other religious denominations, such as the Methodists and 

Quakers.  The religious groups opposed to slavery saw it not only as a moral sin against 

the Enlightenment values of universal liberty and freedom, but also as a national sin that 

jeopardized America’s millennial destiny.   

The goal of the early antislavery movement was to end slavery in increments, by 

slowly emancipating slaves and reimbursing slave owners for their “property.”  The 

American Colonization Society was founded in 1817 with the aim of removing all 

Africans and those of African descent to Africa through gradual emancipation.  This 

movement, though, ultimately “considered the African inferior to the white” (Lowance 

xxiii).  Many Northern philanthropists supported colonization with the expectation that it 

would “purify American democracy” from the taint of slavery and of black people (qtd. 

in Lowance xxiii).
12

  Even those who have been remembered as the allies of slaves 

supported colonization and accepted its racist assumptions.  As a matter of fact, “[a]s late 

as 1863, Abraham Lincoln considered colonization as a resolution to the slavery issue, 

which he perceived as the cause of disunion and a clear threat to a restoration of the 

Union at the conclusion of the Civil War” (Lowance xxv).
13

 Similarly, Harriet Beecher 

Stowe, whose 1852 Uncle Tom’s Cabin convinced many apathetic Northerners of the 

evils of slavery, attempted to resolve the problem of slavery with the migration of the 

recently freed George, Eliza, and Topsy to Liberia, so that they could convert Africans to 

Christianity.  In fact, many white colonizationists even viewed slavery as the necessary 

evil that needed to occur in order for Africa to be converted to Christianity.  The 
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supporters of colonization did not support full citizenship and the incorporation of freed 

slaves into white American society. 

By contrast, by the 1830s some strands of the abolitionist movement—now a 

separate movement distinguished from, but still related to, the antislavery movement—

called for the immediate, rather than the gradual, emancipation of the slaves with no 

compensation to slave owners (Lowance xvi).  These abolitionists were characterized as 

radical and militant due to the efforts of William Lloyd Garrison, the white editor of the 

well-known abolitionist newspaper The Liberator.  Unlike more moderate abolitionists, 

the “Garrisonian,” or radical, abolitionists saw the direct link between racial prejudice 

and slavery.  Early in his career Garrison had been a colonizationist, but he changed his 

views when he realized that by denying citizenship to freed slaves, their full equality as 

human beings was also denied. 

Several Christian denominations, influenced by their involvements with other 

early nineteenth-century reform movements, were vocal on the issue of slavery.  A few 

denominations, such as the Baptists and the Presbyterians, had to split into separate 

northern and southern denominations due to disagreements over the morality of slavery.  

Although mainstream Congregationalists in the North eventually took an antislavery 

stance, most northern Christians and churches weren’t convinced of the evils of slavery 

until the passage of the 1850 Fugitive Slave Law, which made it a felony for individuals 

to help slaves escape from the South.  Wilson herself was probably aware of the 

antislavery controversy within Christian congregations.  The Milford Congregational 

Church, the church the Hayward family and Wilson probably attended (church records 
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indicate she was married there in 1851), like many Northern churches, had a tenuous 

relationship with the antislavery movement and was “almost from its establishment . . . 

gripped by the contemporary antislavery controversy” (Ellis 88).  In the early nineteenth 

century, the church called and supported several antislavery ministers whose sentiments 

did not always align with the town’s more conservative views on slavery and race.  This 

sometimes created controversy for (and even within) the church. 

When it came to the imperative of taking action against slavery, many white 

Christians in the North were of the “moral suasion” school of thought.  This approach, 

based in the Enlightenment ideals of human goodness and reason, assumed that just and 

reasonable people, when presented with the logical arguments against slavery, could be 

persuaded that slavery was wrong for moral, religious, and political reasons.  According 

to this perspective, slavery defied and contradicted the laws of nature, the laws of God, 

and especially the principles of the American constitution.  But the white abolitionists 

and Christians who embraced a philosophy of moral suasion were blind to the realities of 

racism.  That is, they did not see or understand the relationship between racism and 

slavery, and how embedded racism was in all of the social, economic, and political 

institutions of the nation, not just in the Southern institution of slavery.  Wilson, however, 

does recognize and expose this racial prejudice.  She explains that Frado was “maltreated 

by professed abolitionists, who didn’t want slaves at the South, nor niggers in their own 

houses, North” (129).  The Northern abolitionists with whom Frado has contact do not 

want to let a black person into their own home, much less to “eat with one” or to “sit next 

to one” (129). 
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Although Wilson’s novel is not about slavery, it exposes the existence and 

prevalence of racism even in the North.  And just as some northern Christians abdicated 

their responsibility to end slavery, Mr. Bellmont, Aunt Abby, and James abdicate their 

responsibility to protect Frado from the abuse of Mrs. Bellmont.  Aunt Abby is powerless 

when it comes to helping Frado because of her own powerless role in the household as a 

dependent family member and in her own society, as a single, non-property holding 

woman.  James’s chance to help Frado is cut short when he dies.  And when Aunt Abby 

asks her brother why he does not protect Frado from his wife’s mistreatment, Mr. 

Bellmont sheepishly responds, “‘How am I to help it?  Women rule the earth, and all in 

it’” (44).  With this line, Wilson satirizes and exposes the artificial power of the 

nineteenth-century cult of True Womanhood—that is, white women have power only 

when it is convenient for white men to give it to them.  In this case, Mrs. Bellmont can 

exercise a race-based form of power over Frado because it does not disrupt the gender-

based hierarchies that give Mr. Bellmont legal power over his wife, family, and home.  

But in any case, as we will see, Mrs. Bellmont’s power over Frado is the source of 

Frado’s physical and spiritual suffering. 

 

Northern “Devils Dressed in Angels’ Robes” 

In his 1845 Narrative of the Life of Frederick Douglass, the escaped slave 

Frederick Douglass makes a distinction between what he describes as virtuous, authentic 

Christianity and the fraudulent form that pervaded the South and allowed slavery and 

racism to thrive:  “I love the pure, peaceable, and impartial Christianity of Christ; I 
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therefore hate the corrupt, slaveholding, women-whipping, cradle-plundering, partial and 

hypocritical Christianity of this land . . .” (122).  He extends his distinction by stating that 

Southern Christianity makes “religion and robbery the allies of each other—devils 

dressed in angels’ robes, and hell presenting the semblance of paradise” (124).  Although 

Douglass also criticized the hypocrisy of white northern Christians in regards to their 

racial prejudice, Wilson’s Our Nig shows the specific ways in which the racist, corrupt 

form of Christianity, embodied by the “devils dressed in angels’ robes,” also exists in the 

North.  But in light of Douglass’s words, we can see that Frado doesn’t necessarily reject 

Christianity as a system of beliefs, but rather that she exposes individual Christians such 

as Mrs. Bellmont who don’t practice what Douglass calls the “Christianity of Christ” 

(122).
14

   

 Throughout her novel, Wilson works to unravel the arbitrary relationship between 

perceived Christian virtues and the category of whiteness.  As she considers becoming a 

Christian, Frado performs a Sunday school catechism recitation with James that 

ultimately exposes the inconsistencies between Christian beliefs and the actions of 

individual Christians—particularly the racist hypocrisy of Mrs. Bellmont.  While the 

fictitious Frado does not attend a Sunday school or even read Sunday school literature, it 

is apparent that Wilson is familiar with the conventions of the literature produced by 

these antebellum, evangelical religious organizations.
15

  Wilson’s appropriation of this 

form of religious discourse is significant because Sunday school, as a Protestant 

institution, was one of the many “institutions that Americans created in the early 

nineteenth century [that] assumed the social tasks of maintaining order, cohesion, and 
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control” (Boylan 3).  The organizers of the first American Sunday schools imagined they 

could reach poor children such as Mag Smith (Frado’s mother) and Frado in order to 

instill the social behaviors associated with religious virtue.
16

  Furthermore, as Anne 

Boylan argues, Sunday schools “represent[ed] an effort to hold back the tide of history 

and preserve or restore traditional patterns of social order based on deference and 

hierarchy” (3).   

 Sunday school teachers hoped to use the perceived plasticity of childhood to 

prepare children for the “life-defining event of conversion” (Boylan 146).  Aunt Abby 

represents this attitude in Our Nig when she desires that Frado have a religious 

conversion:  “She saw a soul to save, an immortality of happiness to secure” (69).  

Similarly, the minister at Aunt Abby’s church “was surprised to find the little colored girl 

so solicitous, and kindly directed her to the flowing fountain where she might wash and 

be clean” (103).  Sunday school organizers reasoned that internal, spiritual change could 

lead to positive secular by-products, resulting in a more moral citizenry and, thereby, a 

stronger republic.  In this sense, Sunday school was part of a nation- and citizen-building 

enterprise.  This attitude is exemplified by James’s opinion that Frado has “[a] kind 

affectionate heart, naïve wit, and common sense, and the pertness she sometimes 

exhibited, he felt if restrained properly, might become useful in originating a self-

reliance which would be of service to her in after years” (69, emphasis added).  James 

makes the point that if Frado’s positive characteristics could be developed within the 

framework of the Protestant virtue of self-control (“restrained properly”), then she would 

not only be a happier person, but also a more valued and productive member of her 
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society.  Although she represents their intentions in a positive light, Wilson portrays Aunt 

Abby and James as the type of kind-hearted white Christians who nevertheless use the 

ideologies of Christian virtue to maintain and establish white Protestant cultural 

authority.   

Because another goal of the Sunday school movement was to promote literacy 

among uneducated youth, it was a major source of printed pedagogical material.
 
 The 

materials were usually free and distributed widely.
17

  One popular form of this didactic 

literature was the “question book” which was “related in form to the catechism” (Brown 

111).  This type of book was standard for communicating the doctrines of Sunday school 

instruction.  Candy Gunther Brown explains that “[e]ach lesson began with a passage 

from Scripture followed by explanations and questions for study and discussion” (111).  

As a pedagogical tool, these recitations modeled the rote memorization of Christian 

doctrine and guided the pupil, through a series of questions posed by a Sunday school 

teacher, parent, or minister, to come to what were presented as logical conclusions about 

sin, salvation, and the nature of God’s love.   

One heavily circulated “question book” was Eliphalet Beecher Coleman’s 1819 

The Sunday School Catechism.
18

  The full title of the tract reveals that it was “designed to 

assist children in gaining an intimate acquaintance with the life, character, doctrines, and 

precepts of Christ, and the Acts of his Apostles.”  Coleman’s “Preface” states that the 

purpose of the catechism was “to assist the young, in committing to memory the 

interesting historical facts, and important doctrinal and practical truths of the Gospel, and 

to impress them more forcibly upon the mind” (iv).  The catechism would help those 
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adults who had “the charge of immortal souls” as they took charge of “the early pious 

instruction of children” (iii).  The dozens of questions in Coleman’s catechism come 

almost verbatim from New Testament scripture.  Examples of questions include “Where 

was Jesus born?” and “What prophecy was fulfilled by [Jesus’s] residence in Egypt?” 

(6,7).  These questions were meant to have only one answer, one that could be 

memorized from scripture and parroted back to the Sunday school teacher. 

Since the catechism scene was prevalent in both Sunday school literature and 

religious sentimental literature, Wilson’s audience would have recognized its conventions 

and anticipated its outcomes.  However, Wilson refines the “question book” scene for her 

own purposes in order ultimately to teach her audience the difference between a true 

Christian and mere “professing” and racist Christian like Mrs. Bellmont.  When James 

comes from Baltimore to visit his parents, he asks Frado, “‘Are you glad I’ve come 

home?’” (50).  Frado responds, “‘Yes; if you won’t let me be whipped tomorrow’” (50).   

Promoting the values of Sunday school, James suggests that Frado can control the abuse 

she receives from Mrs. Bellmont by modifying her own behavior.  “‘You won’t be 

whipped.  You must try to be a good girl’” (50).  Frado responds, “‘If I do, I get 

whipped…[t]hey won’t believe what I say.  Oh, I wish I had my mother back; then I 

should not be kicked and whipped so.  Who made it so?’” (50).  This catechism-like 

scene opens with Frado’s realization that God allows her to suffer by denying her the 

protection and comfort of a mother.  Unlike the typical catechism recitation, Frado does 

not come to the conclusion that God sends suffering in order to make one a stronger and 
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better Christian.  Rather, Frado realizes that her suffering is arbitrarily based in Mrs. 

Bellmont’s racial prejudice.   

When Frado asks James, “‘Who made it so?’” Wilson begins Frado’s catechism 

scene by disrupting the social hierarchies established through catechism-style recitations.  

Instead of an older, male interlocutor asking the questions, Frado asks the questions.  

Wilson thereby positions Frado to direct the dialogue in order to expose some of 

Christianity’s inconsistencies: 

“God;” answered James. 

  “Did God make you?” 

  “Yes.” 

  “Who made Aunt Abby?” 

  “God.” 

  “Who made your mother [Mrs. Bellmont]?” 

  “God.” 

  “Did the same God that made her make me?” 

  “Yes.” 

  “Well, then, I don’t like him.” 

  “Why not?” 

 “Because he made her white, and me black.  Why didn’t he make 

us both white?” 

“I don’t know; try to go to sleep, and you will feel better in the 

morning.”  (51) 
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Frado’s potentially disruptive questions about power and race do not fit into the paradigm 

of trite and simplistic answers offered in Sunday school materials such as Eliphalet 

Beecher Coleman’s The Sunday School Catechism.  The complex nature of Frado’s 

questions is reflected by James’s response to her questions—he does not engage these 

issues with Frado.  Instead he tells her “‘I don’t know; now go to sleep’” (51).  Wilson 

intimates that the conversation upsets and troubles James: “It was a long time before he 

fell asleep; and a number of days before James felt in a mood to visit and entertain old 

associates and friends” (51).  And even the compassionate and patient Aunt Abby is 

baffled by some of Frado’s questions about religion which were “not at all acceptable to 

the pious, sympathetic dame” (107).   

Mrs. Bellmont’s abuse is not only physical; she also spiritually torments Frado.  

When Frado begins to attend church and find some comfort there, Mrs. Bellmont tells 

Frado “‘[r]eligion was not meant for niggers’” (68).  Similarly, when Frado becomes ill 

and believes that she might die, she begins to pray for the forgiveness of her sins. But 

Mrs. Bellmont tells Frado “it would ‘do no good for her to attempt prayer; prayer was for 

whites, not for blacks.  If she minded her mistress, and did what she commanded, it was 

all that was required of her’” (94).  Mrs. Bellmont’s abuse eventually leads Frado to ask 

herself, “[I]s there a heaven for the black?” (84).  But still, by stating in the catechism 

scene that she “‘doesn’t like [God]’” because God made Mrs. Bellmont white, Frado isn’t 

necessarily rejecting Christianity or religion (51).  Rather, Wilson uses Frado’s seemingly 

naïve questions to expose the fact that Christian teachings, in the wrong hands, can be 

used to promote racial prejudice.  The practices of a Christian like Mrs. Bellmont are at 
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odds with the northeastern abolitionist interpretation of Christianity that promotes the full 

equality of all human beings in the eyes of God.  In short, Mrs. Bellmont is a hypocrite.  

Ironically, in Mrs. Bellmont’s eyes, Aunt Abby is the one who does not live “according 

to her profession,” or her Christian beliefs, because she would not give Mr. and Mrs. 

Bellmont her share of money in the family homestead and because she shows kindness to 

Frado (45). 

Through Frado’s experiences, Wilson creates distinctions among different types 

of Christians.  In the catechism recitation scene with James, Frado realizes that the same 

God who made the white Christians who do practice Christian teachings—Aunt Abby 

and James—also made Mrs. Bellmont, a Christian who denies the “Christianity of Christ” 

through her abusive treatment of Frado (Douglass 122).  James’s kindness “cheered her 

through many a weary month, and an occasional word to her in letters . . . [was] like ‘cold 

waters to a thirsty soul’” (52).  Like James and Aunt Abby, the schoolteacher’s attitude 

toward Frado is consistent with Christian beliefs.  When the other students make fun of 

Frado for being black and poor the teacher says, “‘She looks like a good girl; I think I 

shall love her, so lay aside all prejudices, and vie with each other in sh[o]wing kindness 

and good-will to one who seems different from you’” (32).  To Frado, the teacher’s 

words were “[t]he most agreeable sound which ever me[t] the ear of sorrowing, grieving 

childhood” (32).  In contrast, as she attends church and spends time with Aunt Abby, 

Frado eventually realizes that Mrs. Bellmont’s treatment of her “did not harmonize with 

those of the man of God [the minister] or Aunt Abby’s” (94).   
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When Frado attempts to apply the doctrines of Christianity to her lived 

experiences, she comes to realizations that expose the discrepancy between Christian 

beliefs and the behavior of individual Christians.  Frado realizes that unlike Aunt Abby’s 

and James’s version of Christianity, Mrs. Bellmont’s version of Christianity promotes 

racism and cruelty.  Mrs. Bellmont forbids Frado to attend church and threatens to “whip 

her to death” if she does not give up her religious convictions (104).  Eventually, Frado 

can take no more.  Her hatred of Mrs. Bellmont overcomes the comfort Frado finds in a 

potential other-worldly reward:  “Frado pondered; her mistress was a professor of 

religion; was she going to heaven?  Then she did not wish to go . . . . She resolved to give 

over all thought of the future world, and strove daily to put her anxiety far behind her” 

(104).  With this statement, Wilson, through Frado, not only exposes the hypocrisy of 

many white Northern Christians, but also the capability of black people to express a 

complex and questioning Christian spirituality.   

Unlike the depictions of black romantic racialism perpetuated in popular 

abolitionist propaganda—Harriet Beecher Stowe’s depiction of Uncle Tom in her 1852 

Uncle Tom’s Cabin is one strong example—Frado is not a docile and compliant 

Christian.  She grapples with and questions her faith, especially when rather than 

providing her with comfort, that faith perpetuates her suffering even into the afterlife.  

But even though it seems Frado has rejected religion at this point in the novel, it is only 

temporary.  Later on, one of her ways of defying Mrs. Bellmont is to “return once more 

to her [church] meetings in the evening” (108).  Similarly, when she considers running 

away, it is as if God intervenes to prevent her: “[S]he was restrained by an overruling 
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Providence; she finally decided to stay contentedly through her period of service, which 

would expire when she was eighteen years of age” (109).   

Just as Frado notices distinctions between white Christians, she also notices the 

arbitrary and race-based assignment of Christian virtue.  In this catechism scene it may 

seem that Frado internalizes racial prejudice by implying that she wishes she had been 

made white.  But this recitation scene shows that even though Frado sometimes thinks 

within these racial hierarchies, she has not accepted them.  Wilson uses Frado’s humor 

and irreverence to deconstruct racial hierarchies.  For example, time and again, Frado, a 

poor, black, female child, is portrayed as the most virtuous character in the novel, 

especially in comparison to Mrs. Bellmont and Mary.  Mrs. Bellmont works to reinforce 

white superiority by literally attempting to darken Frado’s skin in the sun.  Apparently, as 

a mixed race child, Frado “was not many shades darker than Mary now; what a calamity 

it would ever be to hear the contrast spoken of. But Mrs. Bellmont was determined the 

sun should have full power to darken the shade which nature had first bestowed upon her 

as best fitting” (39).  But when Mary dies, Frado tells Aunt Abby, “‘S’posen she goes to 

hell, she’ll be as black as I am.  Wouldn’t mistress be mad to see her [Mary] a nigger!’” 

(107).  Frado’s skin was darkened through Mrs. Bellmont’s abuse, while Mary’s will be 

turned black from the fires of hell.  And Mrs. Bellmont, presumably will also be in hell to 

see her daughter turned into a “nigger.”  By taking apart the arbitrary relationship 

between race and eternal salvation, Frado again exposes the hypocrisy and racism of Mrs. 

Bellmont, a supposed paragon of Christian virtue. 
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Wilson also exposes the illogical relationship between race and Christian virtues 

in her portrayal of Frado’s parents, Mag and Jim Smith.  Jim argues that the relationship 

between race and character is not fixed when he tells Mag, “‘I’s black outside, I know, 

but I’s got a white heart inside.  Which would you rather have, a black heart in a white 

skin, or a white heart in a black one?’” (12).  While this statement uncritically accepts a 

racial binary that privileges whiteness, it still temporarily subverts and disrupts racial 

hierarchies and suggests that they are not fixed.  Therefore, when virtue is assigned by 

skin color, it can arbitrarily and mistakenly be applied to undeserving people such as Mrs. 

Bellmont and Mary.  As a result, Frado, who acts in Christian and virtuous ways, is 

constantly overlooked and degraded.  This brings us back to Frado’s “question book” 

scene, in which she not only reverses the role of student and teacher, but also complicates 

the teachings of a traditional catechism dialogue to show the arbitrary nature of racial 

categories used to determine morality and Christian virtue.  She points out that Mrs. 

Bellmont is not a virtuous Christian simply because she is white, but rather that she is 

another Northern “devil dressed in angels’ robes.” 

 

Regendering the Deathbed Scene 

In the early- and mid-nineteenth century, Sunday school tracts about the deaths of 

young girls were prevalent in American Sunday school libraries.  These Sunday school 

tracts addressed “the theme of death, of the transience of life” and “how one should 

prepare for death” (Schneider 13, 9).  This is especially highlighted in an 1819 religious 

tract entitled “A Memorial for Sunday School Girls,” which
 
details the deaths of twenty-
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five young girls.
19

  According to the pamphlet’s front cover, George Hendley, “minister 

of the Gospel,” compiled the tract, which has the full title of “Memorial for Sunday 

School Girls, Being the Second Part of an Authentic Account of the Conversion, 

Experience, and Happy Deaths of Twenty-Five Girls.”  The purpose of these narratives 

was to encourage Sunday school pupils to become Christians so they, too, could 

experience happy and peaceful deaths.  Candy Gunther Brown explains that these 

deathbed narratives “aimed to be useful to child readers who could identify with other 

children’s experiences and through this identification process emulate worthy  

examples . . . . Readers who identified sympathetically with the characters described 

would hopefully be moved to pursue the path toward heaven” (92).  Like the didactic 

catechism books, the deathbed narratives were used as pedagogical tools to promote 

Christian piety and conversion among young children.  And as with the catechism book, 

Wilson appropriates the conventions of the deathbed narrative to continue telling her 

story of the suffering of the innocent.  The prevalence of the dead girl as a nineteenth-

century Christian teaching and conversion tool indicates a relationship between gender 

and religion that Wilson reworks and manipulates for her own purposes. 

In Our Nig, Wilson incorporates conventions from these deathbed scenes into her 

novel through her depiction of James’s death.  But instead of a young girl dying, a grown 

man lies on his deathbed.  And rather than fostering Christian piety and conversion, 

James’s death instead results in Frado’s continued religious confusion and 

disappointment.  Wilson layers her retelling of this Sunday school tract convention with a 

reiteration of the biblical story of the death of Jesus Christ, but she gives both narratives 
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entirely different meanings.  By allowing Frado intimate physical and spiritual contact 

with James during his illness and death, Wilson sanctifies the stigma of black female 

sexuality.  And by telling the story of redemption cut short through James’s death, she 

suggests that Frado’s redemption will be found elsewhere.   

Frado finds allies in all of the Bellmont men, but James in particular.  While Jack 

shows kindness to Frado and brings a respite from the cruelty of Mrs. Bellmont and 

Mary, he never goes so far as to stand up for her or to protect her from Mrs. Bellmont’s 

physical abuse.  Similarly, Mr. Bellmont insists that Frado be allowed to attend school 

and church services, but, like Jack, he never protects her from the beatings that she 

endures.  James, on the other hand, has sympathy for Frado and wants to take her away 

from the Bellmont household and his mother. Like Aunt Abby, James encourages Frado 

to become a Christian:  “He had found the Saviour, he wished to have Frado’s desolate 

heart gladdened,  quieted, sustained, by His presence” (69).  James is not only kind and 

compassionate toward Frado, but he is also her only hope of rescue from her misery.  

James promises Frado several times that he will take her away from Mrs. Bellmont and to 

his home in Baltimore.  Unlike Jack and Mr. Bellmont, James represents rescue and 

safety to Frado: “Frado felt so happy in his presence, so safe from maltreatment!  He was 

to her a shelter” (67).  Soon after he becomes ill James finds Frado in tears, and he 

reassures her that when he becomes healthy again he will “take her under his protection” 

(72).  When James is to marry and move to Baltimore, Frado wants to go with him and 

his wife, and she “hoped . . . [he would] remove [Frado] from such severe treatment as 

she was subject to” (52).  
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Removal from Mrs. Bellmont would temporarily release Frado from her suffering, 

and James is the key to that process.  When James promises to take her away from his 

mother, “Nig seemed awakened to new hopes and aspirations, and realized a longing for 

the future, hitherto unknown” (70).  Just as a Christian looks hopefully to a future in 

heaven, Frado conflates a future in heaven with a future in James’s home in Baltimore 

because it represents at least a psychological ending point for her suffering.  To put it 

another way, like the recent convert looking toward heaven, Frado finally has something 

to live for when she has the promise that James will take her away from Mrs. Bellmont.   

Because Wilson is intentionally unclear in her portrayal of the relationship 

between James and Frado, we can never say with certainty how it corresponded to 

Wilson’s experiences with the sons in the Hayward home.
20

  James’s death reveals a 

“curious blend of religion and displaced sexual desire” between James and Frado that 

most scholars have either misread or ignored (Gates xlix).  Regendering the Christian 

girl’s deathbed scene is a way for Wilson to portray the relationship—no matter its 

nature—between James and Frado as sanctified in order to associate Frado with the 

privileges of white female sexual purity. As a black woman, Wilson was automatically 

outside the definition of what it meant to be a True Woman in antebellum America.  A 

True Woman had the characteristics of domesticity, piety, submissiveness, and purity.  

Purity implied connotations not only of moral and spiritual purity, but also of sexual 

purity.  As Barbara Welter explains, “Without [purity] she was, in fact, no woman at all, 

but a member of some lower order” (154).  This purity also carried with it the racial 

connotation of whiteness, as the black female body was automatically associated with 
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sexual prurience.  Hazel Carby reminds us that when reading nineteenth-century black 

women’s texts we should work to “comprehend and analyze the ways in which black 

women, as writers, addressed, used, transformed, and, on occasion, subverted the 

dominant ideological codes” of white and black female sexuality (21).  Carby explains 

that in contrast to white female purity and passionlessness, black women, by nature of 

their race, were associated with “overt sexuality”; and “[t]he effect of black female 

sexuality on the while male was represented in an entirely different form from that of the 

figurative power of white female sexuality . . . . the white male . . . was represented as 

being merely prey to the rampant sexuality of his female slaves” (27).  By reworking the 

conventions of the deathbed scene, Wilson makes a black woman spiritually sanctified 

and, thereby, romantically available to a white man.   

Wilson disrupts the sexual ideologies of white female purity and black female 

lasciviousness by allowing Frado to desire both religiously and romantically a white man 

who cannot save her.  Because he dies, James ultimately is not available to her 

romantically.  But he is available to her spiritually, and their alliance can continue in an 

other-worldly realm.  Although James does not seduce Frado sexually, he does seduce 

her with religion, a “future existence” in heaven and the hope of redemption from the 

Bellmont home.  A romantic alliance with James would be a way for Frado to access 

white privilege and social equality with white people.  But more important, it would be a 

way to erase the sexual stigma that is marked on her black female body.  But just as 

Frado’s mother, Mag Smith, thought she could become the social equal of her upper-class 

seducer by submitting to his seduction, Frado innocently believes she can become the 
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spiritual and social equal of James by submitting to Christian teachings.  And just as 

Mag’s seducer abandons her and causes her social and economic downfall, James 

abandons Frado in another way—through his death—thereby prompting Frado’s 

temporary fall away from religion.  Ultimately, James cannot redeem Frado domestically 

as a husband or spiritually as a Christ figure: James represents the husband who cannot 

take Frado to a home and the savior who dies but does not rise from the dead after three 

days.  When he dies, Frado’s hope of redemption, or at the very least rescue, from her 

essential slavery in the Bellmont household also dies.   

This is why James, as the mediating figure of the deathbed narrative, cannot fulfill 

the expectations of that convention for Frado and for Wilson’s readers.  The reader is set 

up, with great detail, for James’s death, thereby making his death and Frado’s 

disappointment even more agonizing.  Like the girls in the Sunday school tracts, James 

dies surrounded by his family; even Frado is called to his deathbed.  He sees and hears 

angels calling him to heaven right before he dies.  During his illness, James “loved to sit 

with Aunt Abby in her quiet room, talking of unseen glories, and heart-felt experiences, 

while planning for the spiritual benefits of those around them,” including Frado (73).  As 

he approaches death, James thinks of Frado: “With all his bodily suffering, all his anxiety 

for his family, whom he might not live to protect, he did not forget Frado.  He shielded 

her from many beatings, and every day imparted religious instructions” (76).   And right 

before he dies, James tells Frado, “‘My Heavenly Father is calling me home.  Had it been 

his will to let me live I should take you to live with me; but as it is, I shall go and leave 

you.  But, Frado, if you will be a good girl, and love and serve God, it will be but a short 
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time before we are in a heavenly home together’” (95).  Although James cannot take her 

away to his home in Baltimore, he gives her the hope of following him to a home in 

another life:  “As James approached that blessed world, she felt a strong desire to follow, 

and to be with the one who was such a dear, kind friend to her” (85).  And on his 

deathbed, James tells Frado, “‘I shall meet you in heaven’” (96).  After James dies, Frado 

“would steal into his chamber as often as she could, to weep over his remains, and ponder 

his last words to her” (97).  She wants to go to heaven not to see Jesus, but to see James:  

“He was the attraction” (100).  Even though there was an “attraction” between James and 

Frado, it was defined through Christian religious desire, not through the taint of black 

female sexuality.  

However, although Frado’s relationship with James works to redefine black 

female sexuality, her escape from the Bellmonts, along with her spiritual salvation, is 

never realized, even after James’s death.  Unlike James and Aunt Abby, who value Frado 

for her soul, Mrs. Bellmont doesn’t believe Frado has a soul at all.  “Her mistress told her 

it would ‘do no good for her to attempt prayer; prayer was for whites, not for blacks.  If 

she minded her mistress, and did what she commanded, it was all that was required of 

her’” (94).  Mrs. Bellmont uses religion to keep Frado out of the cultural privileges of 

whiteness and to reinforce arbitrary racial hierarchies.  Although Frado is allowed to go 

to James’s funeral, she is not allowed to be counseled by the minister who comes to 

comfort the “afflicted widow and mother” because it is assumed that she cannot and 

should not grieve for James (100).  Still, Frado listens to the minister’s consoling prayer 

from another room and breaks into cathartic sobs: “[L]osing all control of herself, she 
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wept aloud” (101).  Mrs. Bellmont views Frado’s mourning for James as “an act of 

disobedience” (101).  She then beats Frado for grieving over James’s death:  “Her 

mistress grasping her raw-hide, caused a longer flow of tears, and wounded a spirit that 

was craving healing mercies” (101).  Instead of providing rescue or redemption, James’s 

death only increases Frado’s physical and spiritual suffering. 

When it comes to actually changing Frado’s lived experiences or challenging 

established racial hierarchies, James represents an ineffective redeemer who cannot live 

up to the potential for redemption that he represents.  Although he provides Frado 

temporary relief from her social and religious oppression, he dies without her being able 

to achieve social equality and spiritual renewal.  To put it another way, James’s death 

reveals Christianity’s limited hope for those who must deal with the lived realities of 

white hypocrisy.  In Wilson’s deathbed scene, a Christian’s death does not represent the 

promise of salvation and spiritual comfort for the suffering and unconverted, but rather 

the continued suffering of the innocent.  However, by allowing Frado and James to bond 

spiritually through his death, Wilson at least temporarily displaces assumptions about 

black female sexuality.  And by cutting short James’s redemptive possibilities, she 

suggests that Frado’s redemption will be found elsewhere. 

 

“That Calvaries Are Everywhere”  

By using Josiah Gilbert Holland’s religious poetry as the epigraph to her novel 

(quoted at the beginning of this chapter) and as the epigraphs to several of her subsequent 

chapters, Wilson engages with the institution of Protestant Christianity by using it to 
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communicate the profound suffering and grief that she experiences as a free black woman 

in the North.  Henry Louis Gates writes that “Each epigraph is well-chosen, and each 

illustrates the predominant sentiment of the following chapter.  Most, above all else, 

appeal directly to the sympathies of the reader, for love betrayed, hope trampled, dreams 

frustrated, or desire unconsummated” (xl).  Popular religious poetry was one antebellum 

mass medium that allowed religious ideology to be “unobtrusive and everywhere at the 

same time” (Douglas 9).  In fact, some of the novel’s epigraphs may even be the work of 

Wilson: “The five epigraphs that we have not been able to identify could well have been 

composed by Mrs. Wilson herself, especially since they read like pastiches of other 

authors, or like lines from common Protestant hymns” (Gates x).  “Allida,” the writer of 

one of the novel’s appended letters of support, quotes from religious poetry written both 

by herself and by Wilson.   

When placed in conversation with each other, the epigraphs tell a story of 

sacrifice and martyrdom that places Wilson’s/Frado’s story in a parallel relationship to 

the biblical story of Jesus Christ.  In these epigraphs exists a subtext of deep sorrow and 

disappointment; this subtext records profound emotional, psychological, and spiritual 

pain.  The text of the novel itself details the physical pain that Frado endures, but the 

epigraphs communicate a more profound trauma caused by Northern racism.  Through 

this subtext of epigraphs, Wilson martyrs Frado.  However, unlike Christ’s crucifixion, 

this narrative subtext does not end with the resurrection and the parallel promise of 

salvation.  But it does hint at a latent regeneration and redemption available for the 

innocent victims of racism in the United States. 
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As I stated in the opening of this chapter, with Holland’s poem Wilson 

intentionally frames Frado’s story with the themes of Christ’s suffering and death at 

Calvary.  The third line of Holland’s poem proclaims that “Calvaries are everywhere.”  

As Wilson’s novel reveals, the “Calvaries” in Holland’s poem represent not only the site 

of the crucifixion of Jesus Christ, but also the site of suffering—physical, emotional, and 

psychological—that Frado has to endure as an indentured servant in the Bellmont house 

and as a free black woman in the United States.  Calvary is where Christ was crucified by 

the Romans, but in Christian symbolism, Calvary also contains the implied promise and 

hope of Christ’s resurrection.  Instead of making Christ the victor over death at Calvary, 

Wilson uses the religious imagery of the crucifixion to show that Frado is the victim of 

hypocritical white Christians.  Frado does not always find hope and renewal through the 

crucifixion of Christ, but rather disappointment and inequality.  The epigraph to Chapter 

Eleven, attributed to a poet named Charlotte Elliot, continues and reinforces the pattern 

of using the image of Calvary to talk about Frado’s suffering: “Crucified the hopes that 

cheered me,/All that to the earth endeared me;/Love of wealth and fame and 

power,/Love,--all have been crucified” (111).  Frado’s hopes are crucified when her 

mother leaves her, when James dies, through the abuse and torture of Mrs. Bellmont, and 

then when her husband Samuel deserts her.  Wilson uses the images of the crucifixion 

and Calvary to draw a connection between all of Frado’s disappointments and the ways in 

which they are compounded by racial inequality.  That is, Wilson portrays Frado as a 

Christ figure.  But while Christ’s suffering is associated with the promise of redemption, 

it seems that with Frado, that parallel is not quite completed. 
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Through Wilson’s portrayal of Frado, we see that these injustices and religious 

justifications for racism are manifested in the martyred black female body.  With her 

graphic descriptions of Frado’s torture and her beaten body, Wilson is calling upon the 

ways in which the abused and tortured black body was often used in literature to excite 

white audiences either to sympathy or titillation, ultimately to promote white superiority 

and to maintain racism.  In The Masochistic Pleasures of Sentimental Literature, 

Marianne Noble theorizes how the whipped and wounded body of Uncle Tom in Stowe’s 

Uncle Tom’s Cabin was read by white audiences as an eroticized scene that informed 

white sexual subjectivities rather than promoting the humanity of Uncle Tom and of 

slaves.  And in Scenes of Subjection:  Terror, Slavery, and Self-Making in Nineteenth-

Century American Literature, Saidiya Hartman explains that even when Christianity was 

used to humanize slaves, “It was often the case that benevolent correctives and 

declaration of slave humanity intensified the brutal exercise of power upon the captive 

body rather than ameliorating the chattel condition” (8).  Exercising dominance and 

authority through beatings and torture “confirmed that slaveholder’s dominion and made 

the captive body the vehicle of the master’s power and truth” (8).
21 

  

The suffering acted out on Frado’s body does not represent the hope of 

redemption, but rather another example of white hypocrisy and unchecked power.  At one 

point, Mary, the Bellmont’s daughter, tells a lie and says that Frado pushed her into the 

river on their way home from school.  When Frado denies the accusation, Mary calls 

Frado a liar, and Mrs. Bellmont and her daughter commence to “beat her inhumanely, 

propping her mouth open with a piece of wood” (35).  They place the wood in her mouth 
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to prevent Frado from crying out during the beating.  After the beating they lock her in a 

dark room and withhold her dinner.  The Bellmont’s son, Jack, eventually finds Frado, 

“her mouth wedged apart, her face swollen, and full of pain” (36).  Frado’s physical state 

after her beating is so pitiful that Jack himself is moved to tears when he finds her in the 

locked, dark room.  In another instance, Mrs. Bellmont asks Frado to bring in a small 

piece of wood from outside.  The wood that Frado brings isn’t satisfactory to Mrs. 

Bellmont, and Mrs. Bellmont hits her with a raw-hide strap and sends her for more wood.  

Time and again, Mrs. Bellmont sends Frado back to the woodpile, and when “none left 

would suit her mistress,” Mrs. Bellmont “kicked [Frado] so forcibly as to throw her upon 

the floor” (44).  Mrs. Bellmont continues kicking Frado until Aunt Abby and Mr. 

Bellmont enter the room.  But even though they are opposed to Mrs. Bellmont’s abuse of 

Frado, they never directly protect Frado or tell Mrs. Bellmont to stop.  Indeed, the abuse 

takes a physical, emotional, and spiritual toll on Frado. 

At her lowest point, Frado does wish that, like Christ, she could die a martyr’s 

death.  Frado mourns the death of James through the pain Mrs. Bellmont inflicts on her 

during a beating.  Dying a martyr’s death would make her suffering seem worthwhile: 

“Frado hoped she would end her misery by whipping her to death.  She bore it with the 

hope of a martyr, that her misery would soon close” (82-83).  It is through Frado’s abused 

body that we see Wilson’s retelling of an unexpected message about white Christianity 

that disrupts the ideologies of white supremacy.  Wilson’s is not a message of millennial 

expectations or national progress.  As we saw in Chapter One, the Northern evangelicals 

who embraced these hopes predicated them on a theory of race that suggested that blacks 
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were inherent Christians.  Wilson has already shown that Frado is not an inherent 

Christian.  She has a complex and questioning faith.  Rather than evolving toward 

millennial hopes, Frado’s body and her spiritual state of mind are constantly in a state of 

torment.  Similarly, Wilson’s version of American history and the nation’s relationship 

with race also follows a trajectory of devolution and degeneration, instead of millennial 

regeneration and progress. 

This descending trajectory is clearly communicated in the last epigraph of the 

novel.  This epigraph quotes King Solomon of the Old Testament book of Ecclesiastes to 

claim that there is “Nothing new under the sun” (126).  The entire passage from the Bible 

reads, “What has been will be again,/what has been done will be done again;/there is 

nothing new under the sun.”  The larger implication here is that Wilson is working 

against a theory of millennial progress and Christian perfection that constantly looks 

forward.  While nineteenth-century millennialists believed in the progress of the nation 

and, at least metaphorically, the possibility of Christian perfection, Wilson exposes the 

nation’s deep moral flaws and defects—especially its racism.  This reveals how Wilson’s 

theology and sense of American history differ from Harriet Beecher Stowe’s.  Stowe sees 

a millennial future for the nation, but Wilson sees America trapped in a damaging and 

racist cycle.  By pointing out in an epigraph quoted from the Bible itself that there is 

“nothing new under the sun,” Wilson compounds her own experience with the authority 

of the Bible to suggest that American history is not moving forward in a millennial and 

hopeful sense, but rather that it is simply reproducing new iterations of the same 

injustices.   
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Wilson’s portrayal of Northern racism and hypocritical white Christians 

dismantles the ideological impact of the Protestant theologies of millennialism and 

Christian perfection.  Both of these nineteenth-century Christian doctrines suggested that 

Americans, as God’s chosen people, had the capability to hasten the return and reign of 

Christ on Earth by working toward a just and virtuous republic.  To many Northern 

abolitionists and evangelical Christians, this meant cleansing the republic of the national 

sin of slavery.  But Wilson shows that the racial prejudice that causes slavery exists not 

just in the South, but also in the North.  That is, Wilson uses Frado’s experiences with the 

Bellmonts to prove that even though slavery had been legally abolished in the North, its 

residues of white superiority and race-based prejudice still remain.  Related to this 

millennial understanding of Christian and American history was a romanticized theory of 

race that posited that the black race was the most capable of Christian piety because of 

the supposedly innate racial qualities of docility and submission.  As I explain in Chapter 

One with my discussion of Harriet Beecher Stowe’s The Minister’s Wooing (1859), the 

theory of romantic racialism went hand-in-hand with American millennialism.  Wilson’s 

portrayal of her struggle with white Christianity disrupts this theory of romantic racialism 

and, thereby, American millennial hopes.  Significantly, by providing an example of an 

African American who engages with religion on her own terms and has a complex and 

dynamic relationship to Christianity, Wilson claims a type of humanity for African 

Americans that even Stowe’s well-intentioned social and religious theories denied.  By 

portraying Frado as a complex Christian with struggles and questions, she refutes the 

theory of romantic racialism that assumes the inherent Christian religiosity of black 
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people.  As a matter of fact, Wilson’s later involvement with and leadership in 

Spiritualism, a religious movement outside the boundaries of mainstream white 

Christianity, showed her ability to negotiate her religiosity on her own terms, not through 

the lens of romantic racialism, which ultimately privileges white political and religious 

concerns.  And by showing that racism exists even in the North, Wilson reveals that 

“Calvaries are everywhere.”  The institution of slavery may one day be abolished, but the 

evils of racism will still be operative in the United States.  Indeed, in terms of race 

relations in America, there is and will be “nothing new under the sun.” 

However, throughout the novel, Wilson hints at a latent regenerative power that 

exists for Frado and other victims of racism.  When talking about Frado to Aunt Abby, 

James ponders, “‘When I think of what she might be, of what she will be, I feel like 

grasping time till opinions change, and thousands like her rise into a noble freedom’” 

(74).  Wilson indicates through Frado’s narrative that the changing of opinions—meaning 

the ideologies of white supremacy—will probably not happen any time soon.  However, 

like James, Wilson seems to believe that there is still a type of redemption possible for 

black people in the United States.  In the last line of the novel, Wilson explains that as far 

as the Bellmonts are concerned, “Frado has passed from their memories, as Joseph from 

the butler’s, but she will never cease to track them till beyond mortal vision” (131).  In 

the Old Testament, Jacob’s youngest son, Joseph, when captive in Egypt and sent to 

prison, assists the Pharaoh’s butler, another prisoner, by interpreting his dreams.  The 

butler promises to recommend him to the Pharaoh, but the butler soon forgets him, and 

Joseph remains imprisoned and forgotten.  Just as Joseph, an imprisoned slave, was used 
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by the butler, Frado was used by the Bellmonts.  And like Joseph who remained 

imprisoned, Frado remains imprisoned by the social hierarchies that oppress her as a 

poor, black woman, while white Northerners like the Bellmonts go on with their lives.  

Wilson uses a biblical allusion to show she hopes for an afterlife in which Mrs. Bellmont 

will have to answer for her unjust treatment of Frado.   

The reference to Joseph also promotes the possibility of regeneration and renewal 

for black people in the United States.  Although Joseph was sold into slavery, he was 

eventually able to redeem himself by saving not only the nation that enslaved him, Egypt, 

but also the nation that sold him into slavery in the first place, the future tribes of Israel.  

Joseph becomes a trusted advisor to the Pharaoh by prophesying that a famine would 

come to Egypt.  Because of his ability to prophesize and interpret the Pharaoh’s dreams, 

the country is able to store enough food to not only survive the famine, but also to help 

other peoples from other lands, including the same brothers who sold Joseph into slavery.  

Understood from a Christian perspective, Joseph’s saving his eleven brothers and their 

families set in to motion the redemptive story of Jesus Christ, whose lineage came from 

one of these twelve tribes of Israel.  Read as an allegory not only of Frado’s life, but also 

of race relations in the United States, Joseph’s deliverance of his brothers suggests a 

redemptive agency for those in the nation enslaved by the institution of slavery.  This 

allegory also hints at the possibility of redemption for those enslaved by the racist 

inconsistencies between Christian beliefs and Christian practices.  To put it another way, 

Frado, as a female Joseph figure, represents the redemption of black people in the United 

States.  And although race relations in the United States would only degenerate after Our 
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Nig was published in 1859, in Wilson’s own life the renewal and regeneration 

represented by her allusion to Joseph’s prophesying was at least partially fulfilled.  That 

is, the allusion is all the more powerful considering Wilson’s later role in the 1860s and 

until her death in 1900 as a prophet and spiritual leader to both black and white 

Spiritualists. 
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                                                                NOTES 

1
 Henry Louis Gates, Jr., in his “Notes to the Text” in the second edition of his reissue of 

Our Nig, identifies the title of this poem as “Bittersweet: A Poem.”  The poem was 

published in Josiah Gilbert Holland’s Bitter-Sweet, 5
th

 ed. New York: Charles Scribner, 

1859, pages 35-36.  R.J. Ellis is the scholar who located the author and source of the 

poem (Gates lv). 

 
2
 Gabrielle Foreman’s investigation into Wilson’s life after the publication of Our Nig 

reveals that in the late 1860s and until her death in 1900, Wilson was a well-known 

spiritualist trance medium.  Known in spiritualist circles as “the colored medium,” she 

delivered lectures to audiences sometimes numbering 3,000 and shared platforms with 

famous and influential spiritualist leaders such as Victoria Woodhull.  See “Chronology 

I: Harriet E. “Hattie” Wilson, 1825-1900” and Foreman’s “Introduction” to the 2005 

Penguin edition of Our Nig. 

 
3
 For example, Nina Baym explains that in Elizabeth Stuart Phelps’s 1887 spiritualist 

novel The Gates Between, “Spiritualism, far from being an enemy of Christianity or even 

a belief compatible with it, becomes Christianity’s highest expression” (Baym, Three 

Spiritualist Novels xxii).  In 1870, a Spiritualist historian claimed that there were 11 

million Spiritualists in the United States, making it one of the “largest ‘denominations’ in 

the United States in the second half of the nineteenth century” (Baym, Three Spiritualist 

Novels ix).  Baym describes the types of people typically attracted to Spiritualism:  

“Kind-hearted, pious people uncomfortable with the wanton cruelty of an all-powerful 

God who would wrap up a life of earthly torture by sending one to Hell also adopted 

Spiritualism.  Orthodox people trying to understand what St. Paul meant by saying the 

dead would rise as spiritual bodies, not disembodied essence, thought perhaps 

Spiritualism had the answer.  Utopianists and communitarians of all kinds, including 

socialists, found the progressive Spiritualist afterlife attractive.  Advocates for women’s 

rights and abolitionists were often Spiritualists” (Baym, Three Spiritualist Novels xviii). 

 
4
 Although Joanna Brooks’s work deals with literature produced during the early 

American period, her approach can be useful when extended to literature produced in the 

nineteenth century in order to better understand the religious aspects of texts produced by 

African American writers such as Wilson.   

 
5
 Our Nig was first published by George A. Rand in 1859.  It was republished with an 

Introduction by Henry Louis Gates in 1983 by Vintage Books.  A second edition was 

reissued in 2002 with a new Preface, Notes, and an Afterword by Barbara White.  In 

2005, Penguin Books issued an edition of Our Nig with an Introduction by Gabrielle 

Foreman.  Foreman’s Introduction includes biographical information about Wilson’s life 

after the publication of Our Nig.  But all page citations to the novel, Gates’s Introduction 

and Notes, and White’s Afterword come from the second Vintage Books edition. 
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6
 Gates reports that “Harriet E. Wilson registered the copyright of Our Nig at the District 

Clerk’s Office at Boston on August 18, 1859” (“Introduction,” xvii).  The book was 

published by the George C. Rand and Avery company of Boston (xvii). 

 
7 

Because of the parallels between Harriet Wilson’s and Frado’s lives, many scholars read 

Our Nig as Wilson’s fictionalized autobiography.  I make this same assumption in my 

interpretation of Frado’s religious experiences.  Gates has published several articles and 

book chapters that detail the process of identifying Harriet E. Wilson as the author of Our 

Nig.  The two that I found most useful were Gates’s Introduction to the second edition of 

the reissue of Our Nig along with Gabrielle Foreman’s Introduction to the 2005 Penguin 

edition.  Barbara White has researched the Hayward family and published her findings in 

an essay entitled “New Information on Harriet E. Wilson and the Bellmont Family,” that 

is published as the Afterword to Gates’s reissue of Our Nig.  R.J. Ellis’s Harriet Wilson’s 

Our Nig: A Cultural Biography of a “Two Story” African American Novel offers 

biographical, historical, literary, and cultural contexts for reading the novel by utilizing 

and extending the previous research of Gates and White. 

 
8 

On his death certificate, George Mason Wilson’s parents were listed as Thomas and 

Harriet E. Wilson, and his “color” was listed as “black,” establishing the identity and race 

of the author of Our Nig through her son.  A birth certificate for Harriet E. Wilson has not 

been located.  Although there are possible records of Harriet Wilson in Milford, New 

Hampshire census records, only three official documents connect Harriet Wilson to the 

author of Our Nig: a marriage certificate for Thomas Wilson (“Samuel,” in the novel) and 

Harriet Adams on October 6, 1851; the copyright of Our Nig in 1859; and the death 

certificate for George Mason Wilson in Milford, New Hampshire (Gates, “Introduction” 

xv-xvii). 

 
9 

R.J. Ellis speculates that Harriet Adams (Wilson’s name before she married) was a 

distant relative of the Haywards, so they were obligated to take her in.  This kinship 

connection would be through Harriet Adams’s father, whose family was from the black 

branch of a prominent white family in Milford.  Ellis uses census data and White’s 

research to show the Hayward family was intimately connected with the Blanchard 

family, the only family in Milford to have an African American branch.  This is evidence 

of past inter-racial relationships between the two families.  Ellis speculates, “It is 

conceivable, then, that to solve some kind of interracial ‘problem’ in the Blanchards’ 

extended family, Adams-Wilson was removed to live with the Haywards” (35). 

 
10 

Gretchen Short, in “Harriet Wilson’s Our Nig and the Labor of Citizenship,” explains 

that Wilson “is unofficially indentured to the Bellmonts; this arrangement was a 

traditional solution to the problem of orphaned, abandoned, or even improperly 

supervised children in New England communities” (7).   

 
11

 Barbara White reports: “The Hutchinson Family Singers gained international 

recognition in the late 1840s and 1850s as a group of folksingers who supported 
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progressive causes, most notably women’s rights and temperance . . . . They knew most 

of the abolitionist leaders and were considered a huge success in raising consciousness” 

(xxvi).  White’s research indicates that several of these Hutchinsons lived in Milford, 

New Hampshire and that Rebecca Hayward (Mrs. Bellmont) was distantly related to the 

Hutchinsons by blood.  Additionally, the Hayward family was connected to the 

Hutchinsons through two marriages.  Several of the Hayward children corresponded with 

some of their Hutchinson cousins.  See also Foreman’s “Chronology II: The Hayward 

and Hutchinson Families of Milford, New Hampshire” in the 2005 Penguin edition of 

Our Nig, pages xix-xxii. 

 
12

 Lowance quotes the historian John Thomas’s introduction to Slavery Attacked: The 

Abolitionist Crusade: “Some Southern planters supported the American Colonization 

Society in the hope that exporting free Negros would strengthen the institution of slavery, 

while Northern philanthropists endorsed colonization in the equally futile expectation that 

it would purify American democracy by ridding the country of slaves” (xxiii).  Even 

some Southerners believed that exporting free blacks back to Africa would strengthen the 

institution of slavery because free blacks in the North would stop agitating for the 

emancipation of current slaves in the South.  Thomas comments on this agreement 

between Northerners and Southerners on the issue of colonization:  “On one crucial issue, 

however, both Northern and Southern colonizationists were agreed—the Negro was 

inherently inferior to the white man and had no place in a democratic society” (xxiii).   

 
13

 In an 1858 campaign speech Abraham Lincoln said, “I will say then that I am not, nor 

ever have been, in favor of bringing about in any way the social and political equality of 

the white and black races . . . –that I am not nor ever have been in favor of making voters 

or jurors of negroes, nor of qualifying them to hold office, nor to intermarry with white 

people; and I will say in addition to this that there is a physical difference between the 

white and black races which I believe will forever forbid the two races living together on 

terms of social and political equality.  And inasmuch as they cannot so live, while they do 

remain together there must be the position of superior and inferior, and I as much as any 

other man am in favor of having the superior position assigned to the white race” (qtd. in 

Lowance xxiv). 

 
14 

Debra Walker King explains that “Many readers interpret [these scenes] as Frado’s 

rejection of a spiritual life, of religion . . . .  Frado rejects the hypocrisy ingrained in Mrs. 

Bellmont’s interpretation of Christianity, not religion” (40).   

 
15

 Sunday school literature was ubiquitous in the nineteenth century.  Candy Gunther 

Brown reports, “The number of Sunday school texts increased dramatically in the 

nineteenth century.  The [American Sunday School Union], formed in 1824, listed 75 

titles in its 1825 catalog; by 1863, that number had grown to 953.  As early as 1830, the 

[American Sunday School Union] claimed to have sold 30 volumes.  Soon after the 

[American Sunday School Union] pioneered in the field, the [American Tract Society] 

perceived the demand for Sunday school publications to be large enough to warrant its 
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entrance into the market. . . . By 1850, the ATS had printed over 1 million copies of 69 

different books, as well as over 7 million copies of children’s tracts, in English and 

several other languages” (106). 

 
16

 The Sunday school movement in America started in the early-nineteenth century, using 

as models movements that had developed in England during the previous century.  The 

movement sprung from the same cultural and religious motivations that fostered the 

many social and moral reform movements supported by antebellum evangelical 

Christians.  When the Sunday school movement took root in America, Enlightenment 

ideals—newly accepted in American Protestant circles—saw children as “pliable, tender, 

capable of impressions,” and, thereby, capable of religious instruction (Boylan 15).   

 
17

 According to Candy Gunther Brown, the American Sunday School Union (ASSU) and 

other Sunday school organizations were the major producers of religious literature—

books, pamphlets, hymnals and tracts—in the nineteenth century.  Brown reports that “In 

part because of evangelical efforts to establish Sunday and common schools and to make 

cheap, printed texts more readily available in rural areas, American literacy increased 

rapidly in the nineteenth century” (10).  George A. Schneider states that Sunday school 

tracts were “inexpensive or free” (1).  In fact, the ubiquity of these materials made them 

substitutes for Sunday school classes themselves: “the texts defined a geographically 

expansive community that could potentially substitute for membership in a local Sunday 

school” (Brown 109).  Schneider posits that the “shaping forces” of Sunday school tracts 

were multiple, and that the tracts both indicated and contributed to “the traditionally close 

relationship between church and education; . . . the government’s inability to provide 

education for minimal literacy. . .; the successive religious revivals that swept the country 

during much of the nineteenth century; [and] the increased importance placed upon 

independent Bible study and salvation” (14). 

 
18

 Eliphalet Beecher Coleman’s 1819 The Sunday School Catechism is available on 

microfiche through the Early American Imprints series.  The catechism went through at 

least six editions, indicating its popularity and success. 

 
19

 Although this tract was written and first published in England, the ideas within it must 

have resonated with American audiences as well because it was eventually published and 

distributed in Boston in 1819 by Samuel T. Armstrong.  Other nineteenth-century tracts 

indicate that the death of the converted girl was a favored narrative of Protestant religious 

instruction.  Other titles include “Religious Exercises of Miss Laura Chipman, Daughter 

of Gen. Timothy F. Ciphman [sic] of Shorehman, VT, Who Died April 26, 1818, Aged 

16 Years,” by Daniel Morton Oliver,  Middlebury, VT: Printed at the Messenger Office, 

1818; “The little missionary, or, A biographical sketch of Gratia Olive Leonard,” by 

“M.J.P.R,” Philadelphia: American Sunday School Union, c.1855; “Sketch of the 

religious experience of Mahala Holcolmb: who was killed by lightning at Ticonderoga, 

NY, August 7, 1819, aged 12 years,” Middlebury, VT: Printed at the Messenger Office, 

1819; “An account of Elizabeth Radden, a Sunday school child, and also of her brother 
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Daniel, who died a few days after,” by Mr. Brigham, Philadelphia: Religious Tract 

Society of Philadelphia, [1818?].  There are also some examples of male deathbed 

narratives.  For example, Candy Gunther Brown cites Saved by Grace; Or, the Last Week 

in the Life of Davis Johnson, Jr. (1860).  But for the most part, these stories were about 

young girls. 

 
20 

Ronna C. Johnson insists in “Said But Not Spoken:  Elison and the Representation of 

Rape, Race, and Gender in Harriet E. Wilson’s Our Nig” that Frado was systematically 

raped by all of the Bellmont men.  To support her argument, Johnson cites the history of 

rape and sexual violence perpetuated against black women by white men, especially 

within the institution of chattel slavery.   Johnson maintains that Wilson writes to reveal 

the sexual abuse of black women in the North and her own experiences with rape and 

sexual violence.  She contends that Wilson portrays Frado “as an object of sexual interest 

to her mistress’s opposites, the Bellmont men, and indeed the story of the activities 

behind Mrs. Bellmont’s back form the subject of the tale’s subtext” (100).   But Johnson 

overlooks the novel’s ironic tone and the manner in which Wilson, as a black woman 

writer, “addressed, used, transformed, and, on occasion, subverted the dominant 

ideological codes” of black female sexuality in her text (Carby 21).  Reading Frado’s 

interactions with James as a type of satire, Elizabeth Breau is able to point out how 

Wilson eschews the convention of “the sexually motivated conflicts that usually 

predominate in nineteenth-century narratives about female mulattos,” thereby 

desexualizing the plot of her novel.  By doing so, Wilson “render[s] it less arousing” and 

“forces her readers to maintain their awareness of her exposure of social evil” (463). 

 
21 

Cynthia J. Davis, in her essay “Speaking the Body’s Pain: Harriet Wilson’s Our Nig” 

writes, “Over the course of Wilson’s narrative, we watch in horror as Frado’s once 

healthy body is tortured, maimed, beaten, and broken; before our very eyes, Frado’s body 

is transformed from her strongest asset to her greatest liability” (391).  Davis argues that 

Wilson portrays the black female body not as the site of uncontrolled sexuality, but as the 

site for feeling and experiencing pain, contradicting the sexual stigma black women faced 

in the antebellum North and South.  The beatings from Mrs. Bellmont are similar to the 

rapes many black women suffered at the hands of white masters:  “Both are forms of 

violence—both attempt to exert control, to assert dominance over the black woman’s 

body . . .” (397).  Through her portrayal of Frado’s body and her pain, Wilson “provides 

an alternative to representations of nineteenth-century Afro-American women as either 

disembodied saints or wanton bodies” (402). 
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CHAPTER THREE 
 

“SOMETHING WORSE THAN DEATH WILL HAPPEN”: CATHOLIC PURITY 
AND PROTESTANT CAPTIVITY IN MARÍA AMPARO RUIZ DE BURTON’S 

WHO WOULD HAVE THOUGHT IT? (1872) 
 

The New England characters in María Amparo Ruiz de Burton’s 1872 Who 

Would Have Thought It? are baffled by the skin color and possible ethnic identity of the 

novel’s Catholic Mexican heroine, Lola Medina.  When the young girl arrives in New 

England, she has recently been rescued from captivity among Indians in the Southwest 

who had dyed her skin black.  Therefore, the bewildered New Englanders with whom she 

is to live are not sure whether she is a “nigger girl,” a “Mexican,” an “Indian,” or even an 

“Aztec” (Ruiz de Burton 16, 17, 20).  The dye gradually fades to reveal Lola’s pure white 

skin, much to the chagrin of her enemies and the confusion of her friends.  Although Lola 

was born in Mexico, she is of pure European descent—her mother is Spanish and her 

father is Austrian—thereby making Lola “white.”  Based on her own experiences as a 

displaced Mexican citizen living on the East Coast of the United States, Ruiz de Burton 

wrote Who Would Have Thought It? to claim the cultural privileges of whiteness for a 

Mexican aristocracy.  Her deliberate portrayal of Lola’s racial ambiguity is meant to 

condemn the ignorance of the smug New Englanders whose provincial jingoism prevents 

them from recognizing Lola’s superior class origins as well as her racial and cultural 

purity.  Lola’s racial and cultural pedigrees make her worthy to eventually become the 

wife of Julian Norval, who is portrayed as a New England Brahmin and as a member of 

the nation’s cultural elite.  When they move to Mexico at the end of the novel, together 

Lola and Julian become the symbolic progenitors of a New World aristocracy.   
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In order to bring this romantic and ideological resolution to the novel, Ruiz de 

Burton uses Lola’s Catholic beliefs to make a radical case for her racial and cultural 

purity, despite her Mexican nationality.  As she was writing her satirical novel, Ruiz de 

Burton was not only working against the racial and ethnic prejudices of Reconstruction 

Era Americans, but also against a sustained tradition of nativist, anti-Catholic rhetoric 

that promoted white Protestant political and cultural supremacy in the United States.  

Anti-Catholic sentiment in the nineteenth century peaked in response to the arrival of 

waves of immigrants from Ireland and southern and eastern Europe—especially during 

the antebellum and the Reconstruction decades.  In order to rebut ubiquitous portrayals of 

Catholic otherness and to compound her argument for Lola’s cultural merit, Ruiz de 

Burton encodes Lola’s racial and sexual purity into the novel through the portrayal of 

Lola’s Catholicism.  Specifically, Ruiz de Burton employs and subsequently inverts the 

structures of anti-Catholic convent captivity narratives, a popular form of anti-Catholic 

propaganda, as a strategy to highlight the sexual, and, therefore, the racial purity of the 

Catholic Lola.  And unlike the hyper-sexualized Catholic priests and nuns depicted in 

anti-Catholic literature, Ruiz de Burton’s dishonest and lascivious Protestant ministers 

and matrons had real-life, contemporary counterparts in the famous Beecher-Tilton 

adultery scandal of the 1870s.  To put it another way, Ruiz de Burton uses a portrayal of 

religious difference—particularly Catholic female sexual purity in opposition to 

Protestant female sexual impurity—to diminish the cultural authority of middle-class, 

white, Protestant America.  In so doing, she extends the cultural authority and the 

privileges of whiteness to Mexican and Mexican American women.
1
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Who Would Have Thought It? is set in the Southwest and the Northeast before and 

during the Civil War and throughout Reconstruction.  The novel’s purpose is to satirize 

and expose the United States as a failed democracy ruled by the wealthy and as a flawed 

colonial power that does not recognize the cultural value of Mexican aristocrats.  The 

heroine of Who Would Have Thought It?, Lola Medina, is the daughter of two Mexican 

aristocrats.  Her mother is Spanish and her father is Austrian.  When Lola’s mother, Doña 

Theresa, is pregnant with Lola, she is kidnapped from a ranch in northern Mexico by 

Apache Indians, and Lola is born into a life of Indian captivity.  The Mohave Indians to 

whom they are eventually trafficked dye Lola and her mother’s face and hands black in 

order to prevent them from escaping.  Doña Theresa becomes the wife of the Indian 

chief.  She promises him that she will never try to escape in return for her freedom of 

movement.  This allows Doña to start planning prospects for her daughter’s escape.   An 

opportunity arrives when Lola is ten years old.  An American geological expedition 

comes across the Indians who are holding Lola and her mother captive.  The head of the 

party, a New England geologist named Dr. Norval, promises Doña Theresa that he will 

help Lola escape and take her back to New England with him.  He assures the anxious 

mother that he will educate Lola, raise her as a Catholic, and eventually reunite her with 

her father in Mexico.  As payment for helping Lola escape and for educating her, Doña 

Theresa gives Dr. Norval a fortune of diamonds, opals, rubies, and emeralds that she had 

been collecting along the Colorado River and hiding in a ravine during her Indian 

captivity.  Dr. Norval promises to protect the fortune until Lola turns twenty or is 

reunited with her father.  While the Indian chief is recovering from wounds he received in 
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a battle with a white emigrant train, Dr. Norval is able to escape with Lola and the gems 

in the middle of the night.  Doña Theresa stays behind because she is ill and knows that 

she will soon die. 

Dr. Norval returns to his family in New England with Lola and tells his wife that 

he expects Lola to be treated like a member of the family.  His wife, daughters, and the 

rest of the community are surprised by Dr. Norval’s desire “‘to educate the child and 

bring her up like a white girl’” (46).  Disregarding her husband’s wishes, Mrs. Norval 

sends Lola to sleep with the Irish cook and maids.  Because she believes Lola is black, 

Mrs. Norval wants to treat Lola as a servant:  “‘She will learn to work—I’ll see to that—

and a good worker is sure of a home in New England. . . . I shall do my duty as a 

Christian woman.  But she can’t expect to grow up in idleness and be a burden to us.  She 

must learn to work and earn her living’” (23-24).  But before she leaves for Catholic 

boarding school, Lola meets the Norvals’ son, Julian, who has just returned from 

studying in Europe.  The young Lola immediately falls in love with Julian, but she 

believes she must be an “‘object of aversion because [her] skin was black’” (100). 

As the Civil War is about to break out, Lola is sent away to a Catholic convent 

school.  Julian becomes a Union Army officer and later a war hero, and Dr. Norval is 

exiled from the country for protesting President Lincoln’s temporary suspension of the 

writ of habeas corpus.  When Julian is home on a military leave, he realizes his love for 

Lola and asks her to marry him when the war is over.  In the meantime, the two local 

Presbyterian ministers, Rev. Hackwell and Rev. Hammerhead, realize just how much 

money the Norval family has gained access to through Lola’s inheritance.  They feel 
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entitled to some of the fortune, and decide that the best way to obtain it is through Mrs. 

Norval.  She lives off of Lola’s money in her husband’s absence and moves herself and 

her daughters from their humble New England village into an extravagant New York City 

mansion.  Rev. Hackwell becomes Mrs. Norval’s confidante, and soon becomes 

established in her New York mansion as her “financial advisor.”  He essentially becomes 

her common-law husband, and they even have secretly adjoining bedrooms in the new 

mansion.   

Mrs. Norval is comically transformed from a proper Protestant matron in what 

Hackwell calls a “‘Yankee Popocatepetl,’” due to the unexpected “volcanic” passion she 

displays for the minister (177).  Hackwell gives Mrs. Norval “emphatic, unparsonlike 

kiss[es]” (176).  But Rev. Hackwell soon becomes sexually obsessed with younger Lola 

(and her fortune) and believes that he can’t live without her.  When it appears that her 

father is returning from Mexico to bring Lola and her fortune back with him, Hackwell 

devises a scheme to kidnap Lola in order to claim her as his wife and her fortune as his 

own.  Lola eventually escapes from Hackwell’s clutches and returns to Mexico to be 

reunited with her father and grandfather.  They are anxiously awaiting the arrival of 

Archduke Maximilian from Austria to rule Mexico.  They believe that Mexico had been 

misgoverned and too heavily shaped by the principles of a flawed American democracy, 

which Lola’s father calls “‘this terrible, this fatal influence—which will eventually 

destroy us—’”(198).  After he is almost mistakenly tried for treason, Julian comes to the 

realization that due process and justice cannot exist in the United States because the 

political leaders both come from and must cater to the unreasonable masses.  That is, like 
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Lola’s aristocratic family, Julian is dismayed by democracy in the United States because 

it is led by politicians from the lower classes.  Disillusioned, Julian flees to Mexico in 

order to marry Lola.  In Mexico a return to the monarchy of a “‘good and just prince’” 

supported by white aristocrats like Lola and Julian would “‘bring to [Mexico] peace and 

prosperity and raise [Mexico] to a high rank among the civilized nations of the world’” 

(197, 196). 

 
 
María Amparo Ruiz de Burton: A Californiana Aristocrat Among the  

Boston Brahmins 

An understanding of Ruiz de Burton’s background, life experiences, and cultural 

biases can illuminate her reasons for criticizing American political and religious 

institutions.  As many scholars have noted, Ruiz de Burton was constantly negotiating a 

complex subject position as a Mexican citizen, an American citizen, a displaced Mexican 

landowner, and the wife of a high-ranking U.S. Army general.  She was born in 1831 into 

an influential Baja (Lower) California family, when all of present day California was still 

part of Mexico.  Her maternal grandfather was a commander in the Mexican military and 

was later governor of Baja California.  Through her maternal grandmother, Ruiz de 

Burton was related by blood and marriage to several prominent californio families.  In 

1805, her grandfather was awarded by the Spanish monarchy several thousand acres of 

land in Baja California.  But even though the Ruiz family was a socially and politically 

prominent Baja California family, they were not wealthy.
2
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The U.S.-Mexican War of 1846-1848 brought many personal and financial 

changes into Ruiz de Burton’s life.  In 1846, when the U.S. Army arrived in La Paz to 

quell an uprising, she met her future husband, Captain Henry S. Burton of the United 

States Army.  The war’s 1848 Treaty of Guadalupe Hidalgo granted U.S. citizenship to 

Mexicans living in what had now become U.S. territory.  Even Mexican citizens living in 

Baja California (which remained part of Mexico) had the opportunity to travel to Alta (or 

Upper) California to be granted U.S. citizenship.  The sixteen-year-old Maria Amparo 

Ruiz traveled with a group of refugees to San Diego where she became a U.S. citizen and 

then subsequently married Captain Burton in 1849.  The couple lived in San Diego, 

where Captain Burton was stationed.  But in 1859, when the Civil War was about to 

begin, Captain Burton was called east to serve in the Union Army.  As an army officer’s 

wife, Ruiz de Burton lived in several locations on the East Coast, including Rhode Island, 

New York, Washington, D.C., Delaware, and Virginia.  When the Burtons lived in 

Washington, D.C., Ruiz de Burton was part of the very social and political circles she 

critiques in Who Would Have Thought It?.
3
  She even attended the inauguration of 

President Lincoln in 1861, and Lincoln’s correspondence indicates that she met with him 

in person and successfully petitioned him to promote her husband to the rank of colonel.
4
  

However, while as a U.S. citizen and an officer’s wife she was an insider to these social 

and political circles, she was also regarded as an outsider due to her Mexican nationality 

and ethnicity. 

When her husband died of malarial fever in 1869, Ruiz de Burton was left a 

thirty-seven-year-old widow with two children to support.  She moved back to the ranch 
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she and her husband had purchased in California, but she soon became consumed with a 

land claim suit against the U.S. government.  When they were posted in San Diego in the 

1850s, the Burtons had purchased the Jamul Ranch from the Pío Pico land grant in what 

is now San Diego County.
5
  But when Ruiz de Burton returned to the ranch after her 

husband’s death, she found fifteen American squatters living on the land.  As mandated 

by the Treaty of Guadalupe Hidalgo, Mexico ceded fifty-five percent of its land to the 

United States.  As a result, Mexican citizens who owned land that had once been part of 

Mexico had to prove to the U.S. Land Commission that they were the legal owners of the 

property.  The U.S. Land Commission had determined that the original owner who had 

sold the Jamul Ranch land to the Burtons, Pío Pico, had never rightfully owned the land 

in the first place.  Ruiz de Burton contested the Land Commission’s decision, but until 

the matter was officially cleared up, opportunistic squatters moved onto the property with 

the hopes that the land claim would be deemed invalid.  In 1887, the California Supreme 

Court finally ruled that her homestead petition on the Jamul Ranch was valid.   

In addition to managing several business ventures on the Jamul Ranch, Ruiz de 

Burton started writing to earn money for her family’s livelihood.  Fluent in English and 

Spanish, she wrote a play based on the Spanish classic Don Quixote.  She also wrote two 

novels, Who Would Have Thought It? in 1872 and The Squatter and the Don in 1885.
6
 

She eventually undertook another land claim against the Mexican government and 

foreign investors on her mother’s family’s land in Baja California, Mexico.
7
  This land 

claim would consume Ruiz de Burton’s final years.  In 1895, she died in poverty while 

living in Chicago, still working on the Baja California land claim suit. 
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Perhaps as a result of her genteel but impoverished upbringing, in Who Would 

Have Thought It? Ruiz de Burton satirizes the arbitrary relationship between acquired 

wealth and cultural authority.  Who Would Have Thought It? challenges the Northeast's 

assumptions of cultural authority, but not by disputing assumptions of white cultural 

superiority.  Rather, Ruiz de Burton makes the argument that upper-class Mexicans—like 

herself—should be recognized as white.  As a matter of fact, Ruiz de Burton makes the 

point of distinguishing Lola’s racial purity not only from Native Americans, mixed-race 

Mexicans, and black people, but also from other categories of white people, particularly 

the Irish and the nouveaux riches.  Using Lola to show that Mexicans of European 

descent should be included in the category of “white,” Ruiz de Burton shows that 

“‘cultural gentility’ is [Lola’s] capital”—in terms of class, she is more refined than not 

only the Irish servants, but especially Mrs. Norval and her daughters (Aleman 101).
8 

 The 

humble beginnings and coarse manners of the American noveaux riches, or arrivistes, 

prevent them from becoming effective and worthy cultural authorities.  Although Mrs. 

Norval’s daughters would go to Europe “to be presented to the crowned heads,” Mrs. 

Norval herself had humble beginnings as Jemima Sprig, a country farmer’s daughter 

before she married the more refined, educated, and genteel Dr. Norval (54).  Dr. Norval 

first meets Jemima Sprig on a trip to the countryside when she is clumsily gathering eggs 

in the chicken coop to sell at the market in Boston.  She consoles him after the death of 

his uncle, and he falls in love with her, not realizing her true character.  When Dr. Norval 

proposes to her, he can’t properly kneel because “Jemima was so surrounded with apple 

peelings” (58).  By the end of the novel the Norvals’ neighbors, the Cackles, have 
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obtained both wealth and political prestige, receiving recognition for their “‘unselfish 

patriotism’” (296).  But the sons of the Cackle family become wealthy politicians not 

from doing what was best for the Union.  They hope the Civil War will last as long as 

possible in order to benefit their own business, which was profiting from the war.  From 

Ruiz de Burton’s perspective, the United States had become a failed colonial and 

democratic enterprise because those who simply obtained the most money, rather than 

those with the proper cultural pedigree, are its leaders.   

By contrast, Lola Medina is an aristocrat not necessarily by acquired wealth or 

class status (although Lola does happen to be rich), but through blood lines and inherent 

characteristics.  Lola’s aristocratic refinement aligns her with the cultural aristocracy of 

New England, the Boston Brahmins.  Although Ruiz de Burton does not directly address 

the Brahmins in Who Would Have Thought It?, she appropriates for Lola the cultural 

authority they represented in nineteenth-century New England.  The Brahmins were 

composed of several established New England families, primarily from Boston.  Most 

Boston Brahmins were descended from the original Puritan settlers.  The term “Brahmin” 

was first used in print in an 1860 Atlantic Monthly article in which Oliver Wendell 

Holmes wrote that the Brahmins were a “harmless, inoffensive, untitled aristocracy” (qtd. 

in Broaddus 64).  Although the American sense of the word is purely metaphorical, the 

term “Brahmin” comes from the social caste system of India and has the spiritual 

connotations of “purest person.”  The New England Brahmin ranks were comprised of a 

network of judges, ministers, and many men of letters, including Oliver Wendell Holmes, 

Jr., Henry Wadsworth Longfellow, and James Russell Lowell.  Those in the Brahmin 
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class tended to view themselves as having a social and ethical responsibility as cultural 

arbiters.  As well as cultural and moral authority, the term Brahmin also came to be 

associated with wealth and political power. 

Ruiz de Burton herself was “[a]n underdog with aristocratic pretensions and a 

sense of superiority,” which may explain her desire to identify with Brahmin cultural 

authority while critiquing the arrivistes, the Irish, and the newly rich (Pita and Sánchez, 

“Introduction,” Conflicts of Interest x).  Ruiz de Burton positively portrays Dr. Norval 

and Julian as Brahmin-esque, for only they are refined enough to recognize and 

appreciate Lola’s aristocratic heritage and gentility.  By allying Lola with Dr. Norval and 

Julian—especially through Lola’s marriage to Julian—Ruiz de Burton reveals her desire 

to see “a certain genteel, educated, white middle class” as the “moral authority of the 

country” (Aranda 137).  Because of Ruiz de Burton’s own racial prejudices, Dr. Norval 

and Julian’s appreciation of Lola’s cultural refinement is signaled by their ability to see 

her as white.  Dr. Norval reminds his wife that “‘by the time [Lola] is twenty, she will be 

very rich, and people wouldn’t call her Indian or nigger even if she were, which she is 

not’” (27).  When Julian asks Lola to marry him, he confesses that “‘[h]e had loved her 

always, even when others thought her an Indian’” (147).
9
  In order to appropriate this 

cultural and racial purity for displaced Mexican aristocrats, Ruiz de Burton highlights the 

religious difference between the pure Catholic Lola and the corrupt Protestant New 

Englanders. 
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“I Hate Foreigners and Papists”: Ruiz de Burton’s Rebuttal of  

Anti-Catholic Rhetoric 

In order to claim the cultural privileges of whiteness for land owning Mexican 

Americans, Ruiz de Burton had to find strategies that would allow her to rebut a long 

tradition of nativist, anti-Catholic rhetoric in the United States.  Although anti-Catholic 

sentiment has existed in the United States since the colonial era, anti-Catholic nativism 

started to rise during the early decades of the nineteenth century.  At a time when “the 

notion of a national identity [was] made coherent by its allegiance to Protestantism,” anti-

Catholic sentiment functioned as a powerful rhetorical discourse in the construction of 

American national identity (Franchot 6).  Fierce anti-Catholic prejudice in the U.S. 

emerged in the early nineteenth century when waves of Catholic immigrants from Ireland 

and eastern Europe started arriving in the United States.  American Protestants—whose 

theological issues with Catholicism extended back to the Reformation—regarded the 

Catholic religion as a vestige of the immorality of European culture that New World 

Christians had been striving to overcome for the past two centuries.
10 

 When anti-Catholic 

sentiment reached its pinnacle, it infiltrated all aspects of American life, politics, and 

culture, including newspapers, textbooks, and even the faculty and curriculum of state 

universities.   

The anti-Catholic movement reached even the highest levels of national politics 

and power.  Starting in the 1840s, groups of men organized patriotic societies that 

allowed “[o]nly American-born Protestants without Catholic wives or parents” to join 

(Ahlstrom 565).
11 

 These patriotic societies eventually melded into the national political 
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party of the “Know-Nothings.”  The anti-Catholic, nativist Know-Nothings were a 

substantial political force in municipal and state politics in both the North and the South 

in the 1850s.  They even came close to a presidential victory but eventually lost power 

due to the ascendancy of the newer and younger Republican Party.  However, Know-

Nothing ideology and leaders were absorbed into the Republican Party, which held power 

throughout the Civil War and the subsequent decades.  So although fierce anti-Catholic 

rhetoric was most prevalent in the antebellum years, Ruiz de Burton would have 

experienced its pernicious influences throughout the next decades.  In fact, in the 

1870s—when Ruiz de Burton was writing her novel—there was a renewal of anti-

Catholic sentiment in the United States. 

In Who Would Have Thought It? Ruiz de Burton responds to and rebuts almost all 

aspects of earlier, anti-Catholic rhetoric by turning it back on the Protestants themselves.  

The most jingoistic characters in Who Would Have Thought It?, Mrs. Norval, Rev. 

Hackwell, and the Norval’s neighbor Mrs. Cackle, all rely on anti-Catholic rhetoric to 

promote American virtue and to justify Manifest Destiny—or what many nineteenth-

century Americans viewed as the providential expansion of America’s borders.  These 

characters consistently use anti-Catholic discourse as a strategy for praising the United 

States and its government—or “the last hope of mankind,” as Mrs. Cackle calls it (164). 

Mrs. Cackle believes that it was Dr. Norval’s “unnatural liking of foreigners” that led him 

to send his son Julian to Europe for his education.  Mrs. Cackle is relieved that Mrs. 

Norval made Julian return because “[h]e might have been a Roman Catholic for all we 

know” (11).  In other words, Julian’s exposure to European “Old World” countries and 
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cultures put him at risk of becoming a Catholic and being influenced by Catholic 

sensibilities.  Ruiz de Burton makes the point that Mrs. Cackle’s provincial attitude and 

her anti-Catholic sentiments are intertwined.  This conflation of religious and cultural 

prejudice is probably best summarized in Mrs. Norval’s later statement that “‘I hate 

foreigners and Papists!’” (92).  Furthermore, we find out that Mrs. Norval “had only one 

passion—her religious bigotry—which had inspired her with a strong hatred of 

everything and everybody that was not Presbyterian” (231).    

In this same opening conversation between Mrs. Cackle and Rev. Hackwell, Ruiz 

de Burton shows what she sees as the misguided relationship between nativism, racial 

prejudice, and Manifest Destiny.  In the next breath, Mrs. Cackle begins a seemingly 

unrelated diatribe about California natives: “‘To me they are all alike—Indians, Mexicans 

or Californians—they are all so horrid.  But my son Beau says that our just law and smart 

lawyers will soon “freeze them out” . . . As soon as we take their lands from them they 

will never be heard of anymore, and then the Americans, with God’s help, will have all 

the land that they so righteously acquired through a just war and a most liberal payment 

in money’” (11).  Of course the irony of Mrs. Cackle’s comment is that the U.S. attacked 

Mexico simply for its lands, with the goal of expanding its borders, rather than for 

legitimate and just causes.  Mrs. Cackle’s anti-Catholic prejudice and her uncritical praise 

of Manifest Destiny and U.S policies may seem unrelated.  But in her depiction of this 

one conversation, Ruiz de Burton shows the relationship between anti-Catholicism and 

other social and political prejudices such as racism and American exceptionalism.  To top 

it off, Ruiz de Burton indicates the relationship between misguided patriotism and 
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misguided religiosity when Rev. Hackwell praises Mrs. Cackle for her sentiments: 

“‘Ain’t that patriotism and Christian faith for you?’” (11).  In this conversation, Mrs. 

Cackle hadn’t revealed any type of Christian spirituality or belief.  But because she 

revealed a prejudice against Catholics and a belief in America’s providential destiny, 

Rev. Hackwell assumes her Christian piety.  Whereas Hackwell regards Mrs. Cackle’s 

anti-Catholic views as evidence of her Christian virtue, Ruiz de Burton satirically 

exposes her anti-Catholic attitudes as evidence of her ignorance, intolerance, and 

hypocrisy. 

Throughout the novel Ruiz de Burton uses the characters’ hatred of Catholics and 

their anti-Catholic prejudice to show that New Englanders do not truly believe in the 

religious freedom they so smugly admire themselves for defending.  She thereby not only 

dismantles anti-Catholic rhetoric, but also exposes the inconsistencies of some of the core 

assumptions and building blocks of American democracy.  In her description of one of 

Rev. Hackwell’s sermons, Ruiz de Burton diminishes the significance of America’s 

Puritan heritage.  On the day that Hackwell delivered this sermon, “It was the anniversary 

of some great day in New England . . . Some great day in which the Pilgrim fathers had 

done one of their wonderful deeds.  They had either embarked, or landed, or burnt a 

witch, or whipped a woman at the pillory, on just such a day” (62).  With this 

commentary, Ruiz de Burton exposes the inconsistencies of the actions of the “Pilgrim 

fathers,” their misguided errors, and the misogyny inherent in Protestant American 

customs and beliefs.  Nevertheless, Rev. Hackwell delivers a sermon on freedom of 

religion.  He preaches on “‘the sublime love of religious freedom which made the Pilgrim 
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fathers abandon home, civilization, and friends to come to a comfortless wilderness to 

encounter horrible savages and privations of all kinds, all for the sake of that one thing 

dearer to them than all else, viz., FREEDOM OF OPINION’” (63).    

Dr. Norval is the only one in Hackwell’s congregation who can truly understand 

the unintended significance of Hackwell’s sermon due to his own political dissent and 

criticism of the American government.  The Civil War had recently started, and Dr. 

Norval had been criticized for condemning President Lincoln’s policy of restricting the 

writ of habeas corpus.  This meant a citizen could be arrested and held without being 

accused of a specific crime.  Eventually Dr. Norval must go into exile for his political 

opinions.  That night as they are getting ready for bed, Mrs. Norval asks her husband if he 

liked Rev. Hackwell’s sermon, and he comments, “‘Yes, I approve of letting everybody 

enjoy freedom of conscience,’” which pleases Mrs. Norval simply because she is glad her 

husband has shown an interest in church, not because she understands his critique (65).   

To Mrs. Norval, the rights of freedom of opinion and of religion do not extend 

beyond Anglo-Americans in New England.  Lola’s education in a Catholic convent is a 

source of disagreement between Mrs. Norval and Dr. Norval.  For Mrs. Norval, it is 

almost as bad, if not worse, for Lola to be a Spanish Catholic than for her to be a heathen 

savage—as she initially thought.  When Dr. Norval tells his wife that he promised Lola’s 

mother he would see to her Catholic education, Mrs. Norval exclaims, “‘And pray who is 

to teach her that abominable idolatry here?’” (24).  Dr. Norval tries to point out that the 

“freedom of opinion” and of religion that they had celebrated that very day in their 

church should be extended to the Catholic Lola.  He says, “’The mother did not leave it to 
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my conscience to choose the child’s religion.  I shall be abusing her confidence if I force 

upon her child other than the faith she designated.  If you had died, leaving your children 

among the Catholics, would it not have been your last and most earnest injunction before 

dying that your children should be brought up Protestant?’” (66).  Since Mrs. Norval is 

blinded by her own cultural and religious prejudice, she responds, “‘But my religion is a 

rational one, not an absurd belief in images, and saints, and relics, and holy water’” (66).  

Dr. Norval continues, “’What I am holding is, the right to choose our religion—the 

freedom which Mr. Hackwell lauded the Pilgrims for defending’” (66).  Mrs. Norval then 

equates Dr. Norval’s defense of what she calls “popery” with his criticism of the U.S. 

government’s war policies and what she calls the “‘the best government on earth’” (67).   

Through Mrs. Norval’s anti-Catholic prejudice Ruiz de Burton points out its flawed 

logic: one either hates Catholics and loves the country, or loves Catholics and hates the 

country.   

As another strategy, Ruiz de Burton inverts Protestant criticisms of Catholics in 

order to indict sanctimonious New Englanders for their lack of moral and religious 

discernment.  She compares Mrs. Norval against the Virgin Mary as a supposed “paragon 

of virtue” (120).  When praising Mrs. Norval’s Christian virtue, Rev. Hackwell’s sister 

Emma states that she is the best mother, wife, and Christian woman in their community: 

“Why, you make her almost the equal of the Virgin Mary!” exclaimed 

Lola, astounded. 

“I should think she was!  Why shouldn’t she be regarded as the equal of 

the Virgin Mary!” 
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“Oh, what blasphemy!” ejaculated Lola, horrified, stopping her ears for 

fear of hearing any more such sentiments.  (139) 

Mrs. Norval, who hated anything to do with “popery” and “papists” probably would not 

have been flattered to hear herself compared to the Virgin Mary.  But Lola states that 

Mrs. Norval isn’t even worthy of that comparison.  To a Catholic woman like Lola, the 

the forgiving and accepting Virgin Mary was the pinnacle of virtuous womanhood.  Her 

moral and spiritual purity were characteristics to strive for.  Unlike Mrs. Norval’s anti-

Catholic prejudice, Lola’s religiously-based critique of Mrs. Norval is not founded in 

mere stereotypes and arbitrary hatred.  Mrs. Norval’s affair with Rev. Hackwell does not 

make her a “paragon of virtue,” but rather a hypocrite and far from the purity represented 

by the Virgin Mary.  From Lola’s perspective, it would be “blasphemy” to compare Mrs. 

Norval to the Virgin Mary, especially due to the discrepancy between Mrs. Norval’s 

public presentation of herself as a proper Victorian True Woman and her private reality 

as Rev. Hackwell’s mistress.  In the prevalent discourse of True Womanhood, the 

Christian home was to be the woman’s domain of moral purity in comparison to the 

profane domains of male business and government.
12 

 By bringing Rev. Hackwell into her 

family’s home as her common-law husband, Mrs. Norval compromises not only her own 

virtue, but also the sanctity of the Christian home.  As we will see, by inverting the 

structures of anti-Catholic convent captivity narratives, Ruiz de Burton presents the 

sexually debased and spiritually empty Protestant home as the site of Lola’s captivity.  

But Lola’s Protestant captivity provides the opportunity for her to prove her moral, 

spiritual, and aristocratic rectitude. 
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Remaining Pure in Protestant Captivity  

Although anti-Catholic tracts, pamphlets, and newspapers were ubiquitous 

throughout the antebellum era, stories of Protestant women held captive in convents were 

the most popular genre of this propaganda.
13 

 Maria Monk’s 1836 Awful Disclosures of 

the Hotel Dieu Nunnery of Montreal was the most popular, selling 300,000 copies by 

1860, and appearing in several new editions even after the Civil War.  Convent captivity 

narratives usually followed the same story line.  These salacious narratives told the 

stories of Protestant virgins who were kidnapped, tricked, or forced into convents, 

systematically raped by priests, and then forced to kill their babies.  Maria Monk reports 

that during confession times, the priests were sexually inappropriate with the young 

novices, and were “at length indecent in their questions and even in their conduct when I 

confessed to them” (21).  After taking her vows, she is instructed by the Mother Superior 

to “obey the priests in all things” including “the practice of criminal intercourse with 

them” (47).  Monk reports that since the young nuns were taught that “the priests acted 

under direct sanction of God, and could not sin,” the women could not oppose their 

treatment (75).  One night, while completing a task deep in one of the cellars beneath the 

convent, Monk comes across a pit that contains the lime-covered bodies of recently 

murdered infants.  She realizes that these are the infants born of the priests’ rapes of the 

nuns.  She simultaneously realizes that many of the nuns mysteriously disappear, never to 

be heard from again.  That night she escapes from the convent, and she finally arrives in 

New York City, where she receives shelter and care from Protestants.  She is then able to 

tell her harrowing, nightmarish tale of captivity among the Catholics.
14
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  Through Lola’s treatment as a servant in the Norval home as well as the subplot 

of Rev. Hackwell’s sexual obsession with Lola, Ruiz de Burton addresses and takes apart 

the structures of anti-Catholic convent captivity narratives and their portrayals of deviant 

Catholic sexuality.
15 

 In Ruiz de Burton’s rendering of Lola’s captivity among Protestants 

while living with the Norvals in New England, the greed and virtuous self-justification of 

priests as portrayed in Awful Disclosures is transferred onto Protestant ministers.  When 

they realize that Mrs. Norval has a fortune to be exploited, Hackwell laments to 

Hammerhead, “‘What a pity that neither of us can be father-confessor to Mrs. Norval’” 

(44).   Hammerhead’s statement is a reference to supposed intimacy and impropriety of 

the relationships between priests and their female parishioners in the confessional.  To be 

sure, Maria Monk’s Awful Disclosures details several instances of priests engaging in 

sexual activity with young novices and nuns during confession times.  But in this 

instance, a Presbyterian minister hopes to use a similar type of intimacy—in the guise of 

spiritual counsel—to take emotional and financial advantage of a female member of his 

congregation.  Eventually, as we will see, Rev. Hackwell does take sexual advantage of 

Mrs. Norval in order to gain access to Lola’s fortune.  That is, by entering a sexual 

relationship with his female congregant, Hackwell makes Mrs. Norval come to believe 

that he is in love with her so she will share Lola’s money with him.  Like the Catholic 

priests in convent captivity narratives such as Awful Disclosures, the Protestant ministers 

in Ruiz de Burton’s Who Would Have Thought It? are greedy, diabolical, and scheming. 

 And instead of a Catholic kidnapping a Protestant woman into a convent, Ruiz de 

Burton’s create a situation where a Catholic woman is in danger of being kidnapped into 
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a bogus Protestant marriage and becoming a victim of the sexual impropriety that would 

result.  When the return of Lola’s father is imminent, in an effort to keep Lola’s money in 

the Norval family (so that he can benefit from it as Mrs. Norval’s common-law husband), 

Rev. Hackwell blackmails Lola into claiming that they are married in the lawyer’s 

offices.  The only reason Lola goes to the lawyer’s office with Hackwell is because she 

believes that if she doesn’t, the shame her mother’s Indian captivity and marriage to an 

Indian chief will become public knowledge.  He then tells her that she has complied in 

their marriage, and must recognize him as her husband.  When she refuses, he plans to 

kidnap her and make her his wife: “The more he studied how to accomplish this object, 

he became convinced that he would have to shut her up in some house or carry her off by 

force and stratagem . . .” (249).   

Unlike the Protestant virgins in anti-Catholic convent narratives, at the Catholic 

convent where she attends school Lola is safe and protected from the prejudices of Mrs. 

Norval and from the attempted seduction and kidnapping by Hackwell.  In fact, when 

Lola writes to Julian of Hackwell’s blackmail and entrapment, she tells the messenger to 

tell him, “‘if you don’t go at once to save [me], something worse than death will 

happen;’” (247).  Of course, this phrase was the euphemism from Indian captivity 

narratives to refer to the rape of white women by Indian men.  This phrase communicated 

the cultural death of white women who were sexually tainted by miscegenation.  But by 

portraying Lola’s sexual vulnerability among Protestant authorities such as Hackwell (a 

minister) and Mrs. Norval (a Protestant matron), Ruiz de Burton turns the very premise of 
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the anti-Catholic convent narrative on its head, thereby, at least in her narrative, taking 

away its ideological power and the nativist prejudice that it produces.   

Lola’s ultimate triumph over Hackwell and Mrs. Norval not only weakens anti-

Catholic rhetoric by showing that Protestant ministers, not Catholic priests, are capable of 

sexual perversion.  It also questions assumptions about Protestant female sexual purity.  

Historian Barbara Welter explains that in nineteenth-century America, the standards by 

which a woman was defined as a True Woman included piety, submissiveness, 

domesticity, and purity.  As a substitute mother, the Protestant Mrs. Norval does not 

provide Lola with an example of sexual propriety and purity.  She begins an affair with 

her minister while her husband is in Europe.  Instead of watching over the sexual purity 

of her ward, Mrs. Norval, like the wayward Mother Superior in Maria Monk’s Awful 

Disclosures, models the very sexual impropriety that allows Hackwell to attempt to 

seduce Lola.  Just as the senior nuns help the priests rape the novices, Mrs. Norval is so 

obsessed with her own sexual attraction to the younger Hackwell that she cannot see the 

vulnerable position in which she leaves Lola, especially when Lola nurses Hackwell in 

Washington, D.C. after he is injured in a Civil War battle.  Through her hypocrisy Mrs. 

Norval has demonstrated that she is not spiritually pure, and through her affair with Rev. 

Hackwell, she has proven herself to be sexually impure and unchaste.  

In contrast to Mrs. Norval, Lola and her mother Doña Theresa prove their moral 

worthiness because even while in captivity—both Indian and Protestant—Ruiz de 

Burton’s Catholic women stay spiritually and sexually pure.  The plot of Lola’s potential 

abduction and kidnapping by Hackwell is one that Ruiz de Burton certainly saw as 
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parallel to Doña Theresa’s Indian kidnapping, captivity, and forced marriage to what she 

would have viewed as a “savage” Indian chief.  Critic Andrea Tinnemeyer points out the 

ideological reasons Ruiz de Burton had for incorporating an Indian captivity narrative 

into her novel.  The fictitious details of Lola and Doña Theresa’s Indian captivity are 

remarkably similar to the well known historical captivity of Olive Oatman.  Both the 

historical Oatman and the fictional depiction of Lola’s captivity take place in the 

contested old Spanish borderlands.  Like Olive and her sister Mary Ann (who eventually 

died in captivity) whose chins were tattooed during their captivity, Lola and her mother 

Doña Theresa had skin dye applied to their face and arms.  Tinnemeyer contends that 

Ruiz de Burton based her portrayal of Lola’s captivity on the captivity, rescue, and 

reintegration story of the sexually compromised and Oatman because “Oatman’s story 

permitted Ruiz de Burton to address several issues regarding the status of Mexican 

residents in the newly annexed Southwest: religious difference, full cultural and political 

acceptance into the United States, and, based on the latter point, the problematic 

insistence on the whiteness of californios” (Tinnemeyer 6-7). 

Ruiz de Burton makes it clear that even though Doña Theresa was married to an 

Indian man, she stays pure among the “savages” with whom she is captive.  Lola’s 

mother hints at the sexual taint of her marriage when she explains to Dr. Norval that 

“‘she did not wish to see her family now, after ten years of such a life as had been forced 

upon her’” (35).  In her testimony she wrote, “‘I forgive the horrible savages who 

inflicted upon me the most terrible torture that the human soul can know—the agony of 

living in degradation forever on earth’” (202).  However, even though she bears the 
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stigma of having been married to an Indian man, she did not sin.  She dies a civilized 

woman and spiritually pure woman on bedclothes that symbolically “were as white as 

snow” (36).  Her image later returns to her husband and her father, who see her smiling 

face looking down on them from heaving saying, “‘I am an angel now.  I was always 

pure, for my soul did not sin, although I was insulted by a savage.  I was a martyr; now 

an angel’” (202).  Even though as the wife to the Indian chief Doña Theresa is sexually 

and culturally contaminated by “the fate worth than death,” miscegenation, she dies a 

strong Catholic and a good mother who wants to impart Catholic ways to her daughter.  

In spite of the disgrace of miscegenation, Doña Theresa retains her spiritual 

purity while captive among the Indians.  Similarly, Lola’s captivity among the Protestants 

while living in the Norval home reveals her purity and, thereby, her whiteness and her 

cultural significance.  Of course, the comparison between captivity among the “savages” 

and Lola’s captivity among the Protestants reveals Ruiz de Burton’s own prejudice 

against Native peoples.  Highly invested in the Spanish caste system, Ruiz de Burton 

made a point of differentiating Mexicans from Indians.  Critic María Sánchez explains 

that many nineteenth-century “Mexican American writers . . . claim a ‘pure’ Spanish 

ancestry, one devoid of indigenous, African, or Jewish presences, and understood 

implicitly within their own communities as ‘white’” (65).  Claiming whiteness was a 

strategy for showing that the Protestants among whom Lola lived were also savage 

heathens, and not worthy of Lola’s aristocratic purity.  In her depiction of Lola’s Indian 

captivity, Ruiz de Burton “makes a case for Lola’s whiteness” by “casting a Mexican 

heroine into the role traditionally played by white women” (Tinnemeyer xx).  Since 
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Lola’s racial purity and cultural purity are conflated, “whiteness operates as a symbolic 

shorthand for a genealogical connection to imperial Spain and its colonizing projects” 

(Sánchez 65).  With a similar strategy, by portraying a Catholic heroine in a role usually 

reserved for Protestant women, Ruiz de Burton again argues for Lola’s whiteness and 

cultural superiority, this time by showing that whiteness and Protestantism are not 

mutually constitutive.
16 

 That is, in order to claim the privileges of whiteness for Lola, 

Ruiz de Burton uses Lola’s Catholic Spanish heritage to make a claim for her racial 

purity and her cultural authority. 

Ruiz de Burton highlights Lola’s legacy of pure racial origins in order to show 

what is at stake when she is captive among the Protestants.  The Spanish Doña Theresa 

and her husband Don Felipe are both white, and Lola was “a beloved fruit of that pure 

and transient love, of that happiness so tragically terminated . . .” (203).  Lola is born of a 

union more pure—racially, sexually, spiritually, and culturally—than any of the 

marriages (real and sham) of the New Englanders who judge her.  So, while she is a 

captive of the New England Protestants, Lola is not only in danger of losing her sexual 

purity to Rev. Hackwell, but she is also in danger of losing (by not being recognized for) 

her racial and ethnic pedigree. Comparing Lola’s Indian captivity to her Protestant 

captivity was a way to take cultural authority and power away from self-righteous New 

Englanders.  Unlike Mrs. Norval, Lola does not succumb to Hackwell’s seduction.  In 

fact, rather than finding him appealing, she finds him to be repulsive and disgusting.  

Like Maria Monk in Awful Disclosures who uses her wit and resolve to escape her 

Catholic captors, Lola has agency and is able to outsmart her Protestant captors with the 
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help of sympathetic members of the Norval family, including Julian.  In a dramatic 

escape scene, Lola is whisked away from the Norval mansion, with Hackwell right on her 

heels, to a departing steamboat where her father is waiting to take her to Mexico.  In 

Mexico, Lola will be able to claim her role as an aristocratic cultural arbiter, because now 

that she is no longer a captive of Protestants, her race and class identity will no longer be 

questioned. 

Ruiz de Burton wrote Who Would Have Thought It? to claim the cultural 

privileges of whiteness for Mexican and Mexican American women.  Her portrayal of 

Lola’s racial ambiguity not only shows the arbitrary relationship between whiteness, 

ethnicity, and class, but it also condemns the ignorance of the New Englanders whose 

prejudice and hypocrisy prevent them from recognizing Lola’s superior class origins.  

Her ability to stay sexually pure even during her captivity among the Protestants sets her 

apart from the sexual impropriety of the New Englanders who won’t acknowledge Lola’s 

claims to whiteness.  Indeed, her purity—both racial and sexual—and, thereby, her 

cultural significance and authority, are represented through her Spanish Catholic heritage.  

 

She Thinketh No Evil: The Fall of the Protestant True Woman 

Ruiz de Burton’s portrayals of dishonest and lascivious Protestants had real-life 

counterparts in the famous Beecher-Tilton adultery scandal and trial of the 1870s.  The 

alleged seduction and adultery between the famous Congregationalist minister Henry 

Ward Beecher and his best friend’s wife, Elizabeth Tilton, exposed the instability of 

Protestant Christianity and the human weaknesses of its leaders.  Even though the major 
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events of the scandal were not made public until after the publication of Who Would 

Have Thought It?, Ruiz de Burton’s portrayal of the faux-marriage of Rev. Hackwell and 

Mrs. Norval can be read as a parody of the Beecher-Tilton adultery scandal.  Like the 

contemporaries of the Beecher-Tilton trial, Ruiz de Burton understood the social and 

political significance of the symbolic fall of the Protestant minister.  But unlike the 

contemporaries of the trial who focused their analysis on the male participants of the 

scandal, Ruiz de Burton understood the even more important social and political 

significance of the sexual fall of the Protestant woman.  Through her portrayals of Mrs. 

Norval and her sister Lavinia, Ruiz de Burton calls into question the moral and religious 

superiority of white, middle-class, Protestant women.   

When Ruiz de Burton was writing in the early 1870s, Henry Ward Beecher, the 

younger brother of Harriet Beecher Stowe and the son of the well-known minister Lyman 

Beecher, was a well known celebrity and national icon.  Since 1847, he had been the 

pastor of the one of the most popular churches in New York City, Plymouth 

Congregational Church in Brooklyn Heights.  His sermons were transcribed every week 

in the religious newspaper The Independent and were read by thousands of Americans.  

Beecher was known for preaching a “gospel of love,” a much less rigid and more 

forgiving version of the predestinarian Calvinist theology of his father.  Along with his 

unique theology, Beecher was known for his emotional and dramatic preaching style.   

Elizabeth Tilton and her husband Theodore were prominent and active members 

of Beecher’s large Brooklyn Heights congregation.  Theodore Tilton was one of 

Beecher’s business associates and his protégée.  In 1869, after years of private visits 
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under the guise of pastoral counseling, Elizabeth Tilton and Beecher began an adulterous 

affair that lasted for less than a year.  In 1870, Elizabeth Tilton confessed her affair to her 

husband.  Although he promised to forgive her and to keep the affair a secret, he started 

telling other friends and church members.  Soon, many in the prominent and influential 

Beecher circle knew about the adultery.
17 

 The scandal became officially public in 1871 (Ruiz de Burton published her novel 

the next year, in 1872) when Victoria Woodhull, a feminist reformer, suffragist, and 

proponent of “free love,” outed Beecher as a fellow practitioner of free love in a letter 

published in the New York World.
18

  Woodhull’s theory of free love did not promote 

sexual promiscuity, but rather the proposition that sexual intercourse should not be a 

mere legal obligation of marriage.  It should result from pure romantic attraction, and 

should be as “uninhibited as economic, political, or religious activity” (Waller 1).  

Describing the Beecher-Tilton love triangle, she wrote, “My judges preach against ‘free 

love’ openly, and practice it secretly. . . . For example, I know of one man, a public 

teacher of eminence who lives in concubinage with the wife of another public teacher of 

almost equal eminence.  All three concur in denouncing offenses against morality” (qtd. 

in Applegate 414).  In November 1872, Woodhull went into more depth in an exposé 

printed in her own newspaper, Woodhull and Claflin’s Weekly.  She claimed that she was 

exposing Beecher not for practicing free love but rather for attempting to cover it up.  

Although the affair was made public in 1871 by Woodhull, it did not go to civil trial until 

1875 when Theodore Tilton sued Beecher for damages.  The trial lasted from January to 

July 1877.  It was a major exhibition, with hundreds of spectators both inside and outside 
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of the courtroom every day.  Eventually, the jury found Beecher neither guilty nor 

innocent; the case ended without a verdict.  

All involved with the scandal saw that it could suggest the instability of American 

institutions and the moral weaknesses of the nation.
19

  Even one of Beecher’s enemies, 

Henry Bowen, whose own wife had slept with Beecher years before and who had every 

reason for exposing Beecher, wanted to keep the scandal quiet because if it were made 

public it “would tend to undermine the very foundations of social order” (qtd. in 

Applegate 408).  Attacking Beecher was like attacking a social institution “because he 

represented more that his own denomination of Congregationalism, or even 

Protestantism; he embodied the very essence of American purity and virtue” (Waller 6).  

The scandal itself was a “symbol for social and cultural conflict” (Warren 81).  The more 

orthodox Congregationalist ministers in Brooklyn saw the scandal as more than 

impropriety:  “they considered it a threat to the religious institutional life of their 

community as well” (Warren 17).  Indeed, the fall of Beecher represented the fall of an 

institution.  In their closing statements, Beecher’s lawyers proclaimed, “Better were it for 

the inhabitants of this city that every brick and every stone in its buildings were 

swallowed by an earthquake, or melted by fire, than that its brightest ornament, its most 

honored name, should sink into deep infamy” (qtd. in Shaplen 203). 

Since Ruiz de Burton wrote her novel after the exposure of the scandal but before 

the spectacle of the public adultery trial, her questioning of the minister as a fixed moral 

and social authority seems prophetic.  In Who Would Have Thought It?, Ruiz de Burton 

directly refers to Beecher.  Derisively commenting on the community’s evaluation of 
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Mrs. Norval as a “[n]oble paragon,” Ruiz de Burton’s narrators adds, “So the popular 

voice said, and ‘the people’—Mr. Beecher says—‘can’t make a mistake’” (120). 

Beecher’s words are a way for Ruiz de Burton to extend her critique of the United States 

as a flawed democracy that caters to the masses.  Ironically appropriating Beecher’s 

valorization of democracy, Ruiz de Burton makes the point that obviously, in this case at 

least, the people are unable to distinguish between a noble paragon and a fallen woman.  

This only strengthens Ruiz de Burton’s case that the United States allows the wrong 

kinds of people to become its cultural and moral arbiters.   

Ruiz de Burton understood what she was undermining by exposing the hypocrisy 

of Protestant ministers, as indicated by the fallout of the Beecher-Tilton adultery scandal.  

Ruiz de Burton first exposes the cunning, manipulative, and disingenuous motivations of 

the ministers through their relationships with Lavinia Sprig, Mrs. Norval’s sister.  When 

Hackwell and Hammerhead were younger, “both—had made love to her, and then run off 

and married” other women (38).  Lavinia’s observation of their behavior castigates the 

hypocrisy of the ministers: 

“I wonder if God will punish those two men for their lies and treachery to 

me?  It is all I can do every Sunday to keep from screaming out from my pew to 

Hammerhead in his pulpit, ‘You liar! you liar!’  It would do me good if I did.  

And if I were to go to Hackwell’s church, I don’t think I could be able to contain 

myself, for he was the greater scoundrel of the two. . . . Oh. The rascals, the 

hypocrites, preaching morality every Sunday!  Faugh!”  (39) 
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Later it is revealed that the ministers were very aware of their plan to, as Hammerhead 

puts it, “jilt” Lavinia.  Hammerhead’s only regret about deceiving Lavinia and marrying 

other women  instead is that he and Hackwell missed out on their chance to have access 

to the Norval money, which, of course, was gained through Lola’s fortune.   

 The interactions that Ruiz de Burton portrays between Hammerhead and 

Hackwell—in which they disclose to each other their motivations and duplicitous goals—

rework the anti-Catholic rhetoric that depicted Catholic priests as a sexual threat to 

Protestant women.  Rather, Ruiz de Burton portrays Protestant ministers as lascivious and 

their female parishioners as “parson-ridden.”  Hackwell explains that he did not become 

an Episcopalian minister because, as he does nothing “half-way,” he would have been on 

the path to becoming a Catholic priest.  Episcopalism, of course, is the Protestant sect 

closest to Catholicism.  Hackwell believes that his becoming a priest would have been a 

tragedy because “‘[t]hen I could not have married.  And imagine what a loss that would 

have been to the ladies!’” (45).  Hackwell’s motivation for becoming a minister was to 

have intimate contact with women. This was the same accusation brought against priests 

in anti-Catholic convent captivity narratives and the same accusation that Ruiz de Burton 

makes of Hackwell and Hammerhead. Hackwell’s admission reveals that he has no real 

religious or spiritual commitment to his chosen denomination.  He is a minister without a 

calling, and that is what makes him so hypocritical.   

 Because they do not have a sincere devotion to their Protestant denomination, 

Hammerhead and Hackwell are driven not only by sexual lust for women, but also by the 

lust for money and for power.  Hammerhead convinces Hackwell that they are entitled to 
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benefit from the Norvals’ new-found fortune.  The only way to do that, of course, is 

through the women in the family.  Because both ministers are already married, they can’t 

access the fortune by attempting to court and marry the single women of the family.  

They can only access the fortune through the Norval woman with whom they, as 

ministers, are allowed to have intimate contact:  their married parishioner, Mrs. Norval.  

Of course, this relationship would have been already culturally arranged and even 

condoned through the relationships developed between ministers and women in the 

nineteenth century.  As Ann Douglas explains in The Feminization of American Culture, 

in the early decades of the nineteenth century, a cultural and religious shift made middle-

class women and their ministers the social peers of each other.  This alliance between 

women and the clergy reflected the diminishing power of both in an increasingly 

industrial and consumer-driven society.  In Ruiz de Burton’s satiric portrayal of the 

ministers, this social arrangement also suggests an inappropriate emotional intimacy that 

Hackwell and Hammerhead are able to manipulate in order to gain access to the Norval 

money.   

Through her portrayal of the Presbyterian ministers, Ruiz de Burton was most 

likely satirizing the real-life celebrity of the very popular Beecher, who, according to 

Theodore Tilton, supposedly, “‘preache[d] to seven or eight mistresses every Sunday 

evening’” at the church service (qtd. in Applegate 410).  Hackwell laments, “‘What a pity 

that neither of us can be father-confessor to Mrs. Norval’” (44).  But Hammerhead 

reminds him, “‘You can be as bad as—I mean as good—as if you were her confessor.  

Being her pastor, you can be her spiritual adviser’” (44).  Wishing they could use the 
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intimacy of the Catholic confession to take advantage of Mrs. Norval again demonstrates 

their lack of spiritual calling.  Hammerhead and Hackwell devise a plan to inch Hackwell 

into Mrs. Norval’s life and heart.  Knowing that Dr. Norval and Mrs. Norval disagree 

about Lola’s education and how to deal with her money, they assume that Mrs. Norval 

will be in want of a confidante and a friend to provide “moral support” in her arguments 

with Dr. Norval (44).  Hackwell hopes that if Mrs. Norval will “confess” the family’s 

financial concerns to him, she will be confident enough to “put Lola’s money in his 

hands,” as he is also a practicing lawyer (45).  Furthermore, with Hackwell’s hoping to 

gain economic and sexual access to Mrs. Norval through the intimate relationship of 

“father-confessor,” Ruiz de Burton reveals that Protestant anxieties about the intimacy of 

the Catholic confession were actually a reflection of their own moral flaws and sexual 

impropriety. 

The male-dominated media that reported about the Beecher-Tilton scandal was 

primarily concerned with the scandal’s implications for Beecher and the male-dominated 

ecclesiastical, political, and business institutions he represented.  But what was most 

important to Ruiz de Burton in her portrayal of the affair between Hackwell and Mrs. 

Norval was the fall of the True Woman.
20

  As a Mexican American woman, Ruiz de 

Burton realized that the fixed stability of womanhood was a false source of cultural 

authority that white women had appropriated for themselves.  Similar to Harriet E. 

Wilson who, in Our Nig, critiqued the hypocrisy of the True Woman, Ruiz de Burton 

attempts to appropriate the cultural authority of the True Woman for Mexican women.  

While the contemporaries and historians of the Beecher-Tilton adultery scandal looked 
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upon the event as the fall of a great man, Ruiz de Burton looks at the situation as a way to 

expose the implications of the fall of a Christian woman.  By portraying the sexual fall of 

a True Woman, Ruiz de Burton works against the Victorian concept of white 

womanhood, the symbol of the nation’s virtue, as fixed.
21 

Ruiz de Burton was hyper-aware of the lack of power that women actually had in 

American society, in spite of the over-inflated cultural significance given to them as 

wives and mothers.  This point is illustrated with Ruiz de Burton’s half-ironic, half-

affectionate portrayal of Lavinia, Mrs. Norval’s sister.  Lavinia travels all over 

Washington, D.C. in order to advocate for the release of her brother Isaac from a 

Confederate prison camp.  Constantly degraded and talked down to by men, Lavinia 

comes to the conclusion:  “‘What a miserable, powerless thing woman is, even in this our 

country of glorious equality!’” (106).  Ruiz de Burton’s narrator adds the commentary, 

“Poor Lavvy! . . . She had believed all she had read in printed political speeches delivered 

just before election times” (106).  When she finally does receive a meeting with a low-

level government secretary, the man is reluctant to explain the policy of not releasing 

prisoners to her because “‘it is not expected that ladies would exactly appreciate those 

ideas, they being beyond their sphere of thought’” (115).   

When Lavvy realizes the corrupt nature of “the best government on earth,” she 

realizes her lack of power and agency as a woman, something that she had always been 

taught to believe in along with the moral virtue of her country (116).  Victorian separate 

spheres ideology consigned women to the private sphere of the home while men occupied 

the public sphere of business and government.  But women believed that through the 
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influence of the moral superiority they cultivated in the home that they could change a 

corrupt society.  Contrary to this idea, Lavvy’s foray into the public sphere relegates her 

back to the private domain of the home without the benefit of having transformed the 

corrupt system of prisoner release policies.  That is, rather than making a feminist 

statement through Lavvy, Ruiz de Burton points out the lack of agency and choice that 

American women have in their lives and in their society. 

 By destabilizing the assumptions of white female virtue and sexual purity, Ruiz 

de Burton also destabilizes important American social and religious institutions.  Through 

her portrayal of Mrs. Norval’s sexual desire and passion for Hackwell, Ruiz de Burton 

challenges another myth about American women, that of female passionlessness.  The 

need to see women as incapable of having or expressing sexual desire was a cultural 

trend used to portray womanhood as the fixed anchor of a transforming society.
22 

 During 

the Civil War, Hackwell gives up his job as a preacher to become a Major in the Union 

Army.  Mrs. Norval notices that “[h]e wore his uniform, and it certainly made him look 

ten times handsomer than did the sleek black clothes of a Presbyterian parson.  But still 

Mrs. Norval had loved to hear him preach.  Since he had left, she ‘did not enjoy going to 

church at all’ she had often said” (121).   

When reports first come that Dr. Norval had disappeared or even died while in 

exile, Julian refuses to look at his father’s will.  He had promised his father he would not 

do so until Lola turned twenty-one.  In a transgressive act, Mrs. Norval and Hackwell 

delight in opening the will late one night, “with more zeal and excitement, perhaps, 

because it was forbidden, because they were breaking a precept” (122).  With an almost 
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sexual glee, they read the will: “His face was pale as he read; hers was flushed; the hands 

of both trembled, and they spoke in whispers” (122).  At first it is just the money—Lola’s 

“six or seven million”—that excites Hackwell and Mrs. Norval.  But that excitement 

turns into a sexual attraction when Hackwell proclaims his devotion to Mrs. Norval:  

“[N]ever in her life had she experienced a thrill like that which now went from 

Hackwell’s hand to hers and pervaded her whole frame.  She trembled like a young 

maiden.  She blushed; she stammered” (123).  Hackwell is pleased with her response, as 

“He was perfectly sure he could make the stately madam tremble like a girl anytime he 

pleased” (123).   When Hackwell kisses her, “[s]he was so surprised at first that she could 

not speak, and then she felt so weak in his arms, so powerless to resist, that she did not 

resist” (123).  Ruiz de Burton’s portrayal of Mrs. Norval’s almost ridiculous attraction to 

Hackwell is another device to dismantle the concept of “the stately lady” and the 

“paragon of propriety” in order to take apart a society and government that she sees as 

inconsistent and unjust (123).   

 After her secret engagement and pseudo-marriage to Hackwell, Mrs. Norval is 

comically transformed from a plain and proper New England wife into a worldly woman 

of fashion: “Every day her hair was crimped, perfumed, and curled by a hairdresser” 

(171).  The Norvals (plus Mrs. Norval’s secret husband, Hackwell) now live in a mansion 

in New York, where Mrs. Norval and her daughters, because of their money, become part 

of fashionable society.  “No one could have recognized in this superbly dressed lady the  

. . . rigid Puritan who had scorned the frivolity of lace or a bit of ribbon about her neck” 

(231).  Hackwell realizes that he will not have access to Lola’s fortune and turns on Mrs. 
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Norval by exposing her delusions when Lola’s father returns.  He tells Mrs. Norval, “‘It 

is all up with us’” (251).  Mrs. Norval assumes that it is her husband, not Lola’s father, 

who has returned.  Hackwell mocks her, “‘So you would regard it as a calamity if your 

good husband were to turn up, eh?  Pretty good, madam!  very good!  Who would have 

thought it?  Not those dear, good souls of our congregation, surely; not those good 

Puritans who regarded you as a model of matronly virtues and a stickler for propriety’” 

(251).   

But once Mrs. Norval realizes that her husband was not really dead, and that he 

has returned to restore Lola’s fortune, she falls into brain fever, unable to excuse or own 

what she had done.  Before she collapses, she realizes that she is “wretched” and in a 

“debase[d]” situation (267).  “A shudder, a feeling of horror came over her; she tried to 

speak, but she could not; she raised herself, and with another shriek again fell back.  

Nature succumbed; she was delirious; fever took possession of her brain, and she did not 

know any longer that she was a miserable woman” (267).  Like the heroines of early 

American seduction novels, who will themselves to die rather than face their sin, Mrs. 

Norval wills herself into a brain fever coma so that she does not have to live with the 

reality of her sexual fall.   

Through her criticism of the figure of the Protestant minister and the image of the 

True Woman, Ruiz de Burton destabilizes their cultural significance.  The epitaph on 

Beecher’s grave reads “He thinketh no evil,” Beecher’s favorite biblical scripture from a 

letter in First Corinthians, book 13.  Beecher biographer Debby Applegate points out the 

irony that these are the same words that Herman Melville used to open his novel 1857 
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The Confidence Man, an allegorical novel that probes the multiple identities one man 

assumes to achieve power and privilege as well as the moral ambiguities of those who are 

taken in by his acts.  There is no doubt that Ruiz de Burton would have appreciated this 

irony as well.  By transferring the pejorative sexual stereotypes of Catholics onto 

Protestant “paragons of virtue,” she rebuts anti-Catholic rhetoric in order to claim 

Protestant cultural and political authority for the true arbiters of a moral New World 

aristocracy—white, Mexican Catholics. 
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NOTES 
 

1
 Kate McCullough, in a brief analysis of Lola’s mother, explains that “In [her] portrait of 

Catholicism Ruiz de Burton flags the extent to which legacies of Puritanism inform 

American national identity and are consolidated through anti-Catholicism . . . . Situated 

against this wide-ranging American anti-Catholicism, Lola’s and her mother’s 

Catholicism serves as a reminder of the degree to which Protestant discourse both 

constructed itself against a Catholic Other and simultaneously swerved toward 

Catholicism in its construction of a maternal idea based on a form of secular mariology” 

(150-151). 

 
2
 As Ruiz de Burton scholars Beatrice Pita and Rosaura Sánchez explain, “In a largely 

barren peninsula with a very small population, the Ruiz family undoubtedly could boast 

more about its prestige and political recognition than about its economic power” (Pita and 

Sánchez, “Introduction, Squatter and the Don 10).  As a matter of fact, “[t]hroughout her 

life María Amparo used her maternal last name as it carried prestige and privilege” and 

dropped her father’s last name altogether (Pita and Sánchez, Conflicts of Interest 4).  The 

land awarded to her maternal grandfather by the Spanish crown played a major role in 

Ruiz de Burton’s life, and she died “fighting for her claims to these lands” (Pita and 

Sánchez, Conflicts of Interest 7; “Introduction,” Squatter and the Don 15).   

 
3
 Amelia María de la Luz Montes claims that “[t]he characters she develops in Who 

Would Have Thought It? are loosely based on actual people she knew in New England” 

(218). 

 
4
 Like Julian Norval, Ruiz de Burton had an important meeting with President Lincoln 

while living in Washington, D.C.  The purpose of the meeting was to advocate for her 

husband’s promotion in the army.  In an 1861 memo, Lincoln wrote to the Secretary of 

War, “Mrs. Capt. Burton is very desirous that her husband may be made a Colonel.  I do 

not know him personally; but if it can be done without injustice to other officers of the 

Regular Army, I would like for her to be obliged” (qtd. in Aranda 130).   

 
5
 Pío Pico, 1801-1894, was the last Mexican governor of California.  Like Ruiz de 

Burton’s maternal grandfather, he received a several thousand-acre land claim from the 

Spanish crown as a reward for his military service.  The land became known as the Jamul 

Ranch. 

 
6 Who Would Have Thought It? was published anonymously but is listed under H.S. 

Burton and Mrs. Henry S. Burton by the Library of Congress (Pita and Sánchez, 

“Introduction,” Squatter and the Don 12).  The Squatter and the Don, Ruiz de Burton’s 

second novel, is a composite story of the losses of the fortunes and the lands of many 

Alta California families after the 1848 Treaty of Guadalupe Hidalgo. 

 Most of the scholarship surrounding Ruiz de Burton’s life and writing has focused 

on her complex relationship to power and how this impacts her identity as a recovered 
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Chicana subject.  After Ruiz de Burton’s two novels, Who Would Have Thought It? 

(1872) and The Squatter and the Don (1885), were reissued in 1995 and 1997 by the 

“Recovering the U.S. Hispanic Literary Heritage” project, the first wave of Ruiz de 

Burton scholarship worked to position her as an antecedent to contemporary Chicana 

writers and subject positions.  In their Introduction to Who Would Have Thought It?, 

Sánchez and Pita claim a subaltern identity for Ruiz de Burton.  They explain that 

“Reconstruction after the Civil War, which displaced the old plantation ruling class in the 

South, would no doubt also trigger memories of what had taken place in Alta California, 

where after occupation the ruling Californios were reduced to a subaltern minority” (Pita 

and Sánchez, Who Would Have Thought It?, “Introduction,” ix; emphasis added).  Many 

scholars of Chicana and Chicano Studies have gone on to contest and complicate this 

claim by pointing to Ruiz de Burton’s own class privilege as a land-owning californiana 

with U.S. citizenship.  One of the most sustained critiques comes from José F. Aranda.  
He argues that “[e]arly attempts to identify a writer like Ruiz de Burton as ‘subaltern’ 

were premature, I argue, because Chicano/a Studies has yet to conceptualize adequately 

the inclusion of writers and texts that uphold racial and colonialist discourses that 

contradict the ethos of the Chicano movement” (123).  
 

 

7
 Again, with this land claim, Ruiz de Burton negotiated her nationalities:  “Although a 

United States citizen after 1848, Ruiz de Burton identified as Mexican against foreign 

investors backed by United States businessmen seeking to colonize the Baja California 

area” (Pita and Sánchez, “Introduction,” The Squatter and the Don 15).  
 

 

8
 María Carla Sánchez explains this investment in whiteness as “a symbolic shorthand for 

genealogical connection to imperial Spain and its colonizing projects. . . . [but] it 

becomes clear that for many Mexican Americans, Mexican whiteness is not equal to 

Anglo whiteness.  It’s actually much better” (65, 72).
 

 

9
 Indeed, “[t]he richer Lola gets, the whiter she becomes” (Aleman 102). Jesse Aleman 

explains that “Lola’s dark skin exposes the North’s racism, but her blackface also enacts 

a peculiar Mexican racial anxiety for being categorized as Indian or black. . . . Lola’s 

blackface undermines Anglo American racism but replaces it with a Spanish/Mexican 

racial caste system that nevertheless situates whiteness as the highest identity marker” 

(105-106).  Aleman explains also that “Mexico represents the last bastion of white 

national consolidation and serves as a racial and cultural corollary to the United States 

that positions Mexicans, not Anglo Americans, as the ideal white citizenry” (108).  
 

 

10
 Anglo-American political anxieties about Catholics can be traced all the way back to 

Queen Elizabeth’s Protestant crusade against King Philip of Spain and all other “allies of 

popery” (Ahlstrom 556).  The Puritans took up this cause with great enthusiasm, and 

subsequent Americans “nourished the view that the United States had a special 

responsibility to realize its destiny as a Protestant nation” (Ahlstrom 556).   
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11
 The men in these patriotic groups had to “[swear] to oppose the election of foreigners 

or Roman Catholics” (Ahlstrom 565).  If the group found a member to be worthy of 

holding public office, the society would support that member who, if elected, was not to 

appoint and was to remove Catholics from publicly held positions (Ahlstrom 565).  

Antebellum anti-Catholic fear was also rooted in economic anxieties.  Southerners feared 

the existence of a willing immigrant work force—composed primarily of Irish 

immigrants—would call into question the economic necessity of slavery.  At the same 

time, workers in the North were losing job security as the result of Irish Catholic 

immigrant workers.  See “Irish-American Workers and White Racial Formation in the 

Antebellum United States” in David R. Roediger’s The Wages of Whiteness: Race and 

the Meaning of the American Working Class.
 

 

12
 Historian Peggy Pascoe highlights the close relationship between the discourse of True 

Womanhood and the ideology of the Christian home.  She explains, “Starting from two 

conventional values of true womanhood—piety and purity—and the equally conventional 

notion of the Christian home, [women] used Victorian woman’s identification with 

morality to press for authority in American society . . . . ‘[T]he Christian home’ was 

identified with the moral authority of women rather than the patriarchal control of men” 

(Pascoe 33).
 

 

13 Pagliarini cites Ray Billington’s The Protestant Crusade, 1830-1860:  A Study of the 

Origins of American Nativism to report that “between 1830 and 1860 . . . some 270 

books, 25 newspapers, 13 magazines, and a multitude of giftbooks, almanacs, and 

pamphlets were dedicated to the anti-Catholic cause” (Pagliarini 97). 

Monk’s was the most prolific and widely disseminated of the anti-Catholic convent 

captivity narratives, selling 300,000 copies by 1860 and appearing in several new editions 

even after the Civil War (Ahlstrom 561).  In fact, Ahlstrom reports that an edition of 

Monk’s Awful Disclosures came out as late as 1960.
 

 

14
 For many Jacksonian Americans, the ideals of Catholicism were at odds with the “new 

middle-class domesticity” and the “domestic project” (Franchot 120).  And of course, 

women were at the center of these cultural endeavors: 

The capture of virgins and their rape inside convent walls, their 

psychological subjection to tyrannical abbess and lecherous father 

confessor, and the titillating exposure of these indignities for middle-class 

readers refashioned the seclusion of [Protestant] women inside the 

domestic sphere of civil society as liberty, their subordination to 

patriarchal authority as voluntary, their sexual repression as “purity.” 

(Franchot 120) 

And because of its veneration of Mary and history of ardent female mystics, Catholicism 

offered “alternative femininities” to the protestant Cult of True Womanhood (Franchot 

120).  It seems that “[c]loistered women, then, were captives in need of rescue but also  
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. . . cultural deviants in need of control . . . convent walls held not only kidnapped 

maidens but women whose tyrannous faith mysteriously enabled a troublesome 

autonomy” (Franchot 144-145).    

 Other scholars who have analyzed the cultural and political meaning of convent 

captivity narratives include Susan M. Griffin, “Awful Disclosures: Evidence in the 

Escaped Nun’s Tale” and Tracey Fessenden, “The Convent, the Brothel, and the 

Protestant Woman’s Sphere.”     
 

 

15 We cannot know for certain if Ruiz de Burton read these convent captivity narratives.  

But because these narratives were so popular and circulating even after the Civil War it is 

fair to say that at the very least, that Ruiz de Burton’s responses to the depictions of 

hyper-sexualized Catholics in contrast to innocent Protestant virgins would have been 

recognizable to her audience. 

 Even after Monk’s popular narrative was published, many questioned its veracity.  

This resulted in several testimonial letters of support from Monk’s friends being 

appended to subsequent editions of the narrative.  True or not, Awful Disclosures was 

highly popular and was being read, so Ruiz de Burton’s audience would have recognized 

its conventions and anti-Catholic stereotypes.
 

 
16 As Julie Ruiz comments, “In placing nativist stereotypes of New World Catholicism 

onto a Protestant mother and reverend in the domestic sphere, Ruiz de Burton critiques 

the convent captivity genres that equated imprisonment within the ‘savage’ New World 

wilderness with captivity to the seductive interiors of the Catholic convent” (122).   
 

17
 Even before his affair with Elizabeth Tilton, Beecher had a reputation for infidelity.  

Before he moved to Brooklyn Heights, he and his wife Eunice had been living in the 

frontier state of Indiana, where Beecher had been a Congregationalist minister.  When he 

left Indiana, it was among rumors of an affair.  Early in his years as pastor at Plymouth 

Congregational Church, he had a brief affair with the wife of his business associate and 

friend Henry Bowen.
 

 

18 Beecher and Theodore Tilton both were very involved with the reform movements of 

their day, including the movement for women’s rights.  Theodore Tilton often invited 

suffrage reformers Susan B. Anthony, Elizabeth Cady Stanton, and Laura Curtis Bullard 

to his home.  Theodore Tilton was introduced to Woodhull by his friends in the women’s 

movement.  Like many reformers of her day, Woodhull was critical of all repressive 

social institutions, but “[s]he seemed more radical . . . because she was willing to go 

beyond the criticism of government and religion; she extended her ideas to sex and 

marriage as well” (Waller 4).  Through her acquaintance with the Tiltons and the first-

hand knowledge of Stanton, Anthony, and Bullard, Woodhull caught wind of the affair 

between Beecher and Elizabeth Tilton. 

As a result of her exposé, Woodhull was arrested and briefly jailed under the 

pretense of “sending obscene material through the mails” (Shaplen 162).  Anthony 

Comstock, of the later Comstock Law fame, was responsible for the arrest.  Woodhull’s 
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sister, Tennessee Claflin was arrested with her.  When their bail was set, the U.S. 

Attorney explained that they “have been guilty of a most abominable and unjust charge 

against one of the purest and best citizens of . . . the United States . . . whose character is 

well worth-while the Government of the United States to vindicate” (qtd. in Shaplen 

163). 

 The free love notion that “[p]erfect love, not human law, ought to determine 

sexual relationships” melded with Beecher’s gospel of love (Warren 36).  Theodore 

Tilton reported that Beecher told him that the sex between Beecher and Elizabeth had 

“been through love, not through lust” as Beecher valued Elizabeth for “companionship of 

her mind” (qtd. in Applegate 408).  And when confessing the affair to her husband, 

Elizabeth Tilton explained that the sex did not grow from “low or vulgar thoughts on 

either her part or his, but always from pure affection and a high religious love” (qtd. in 

Applegate 396).  Beecher’s arguments convinced Elizabeth that even after the affair she 

remained “spotless and chaste” (qtd. Warren 8).  
 

 

19 The cultural resonance of the trial and the implications of Beecher’s guilt or innocence 

are indicated in sensationalism of the print media’s response to the event:  “through the 

fall of 1874, the New York Times alone ran 105 stories and thirty-seven editorials about 

the uproar in Brooklyn—and that was one of the more circumspect papers.  Pamphlets, 

broadsides, cartoons, and doggerel—ranging from serious to satirical to pornographic—

poured off the presses, as well as cheap books with titles like The Beecher-Tilton War 

and The Romance of Plymouth Church” (Applegate 436-437).   

 Frank Moulton, one of Beecher’s associates but not a church member—in fact, he 

didn’t even believe in God—wanted to stifle the conflict because if it went public, “a 

great national calamity would ensue [which] would tend to undermine the very 

foundations of social order, lay low a beneficent power for good in our country, and blast 

the prospects and light the family of one of our most brilliant and promising of the rising 

men of the generation” (qtd. in Shaplen 93).
 

 

20 As critic Kate McCullough has explained, “Focusing [her] critique through the lens of 

gender, Ruiz de Burton assesses the American ideal of the Cult of True Womanhood, 

showing that both the model itself and its New England representatives also fall short of 

national ideals” (140). See Welter for a discussion of the cultural and historical shifts that 

brought about the discourse of True Womanhood in the United States.  Priscilla Wald 

comments that the cult of True Womanhood represented an “allegedly national ideal of 

womanhood to which white upper- and middle-class women had most exclusive access.  

She embraced and transmitted the virtues of piety and sobriety . . . . She was 

paradoxically submissive and in absolute control of the domestic arrangements and the 

moral well-being of her family” (186). 

 
21

 Pita and Sánchez discuss the symbolic relationship between the Republican Matron and 

American virtue:  “Republican motherhood, (embodied in Jemima Norval) is, in part at 

least, a metaphor for the republican nation, also fallen during the Civil War, but more 

importantly the construct introduces an operation in which a whole constellation of 
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ideological myths is collapsed” (Pita and Sánchez, “Introduction,” Who Would Have 

Thought It? xiii).
 

 

22
 Nancy Cott explains, “The concept of passionlessness represented a cluster of ideas 

about the comparative weight of woman’s carnal nature and her moral nature” (220).
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CHAPTER FOUR 
 

TRANSFORMING WOMAN’S CHRISTIAN DUTY INTO WOMAN’S  
EUGENIC DUTY: CHARLOTTE PERKINS GILMAN’S THE CRUX (1911) 

 
“No women on earth have a higher sense of their moral 

and religious responsibilities, or better understand, not 

only what is demanded of them, as housekeepers, but all 

the claims that rest upon them as wives, mothers, and 

members of a social community.” 

--Catharine Beecher, A Treatise on 

Domestic Economy (1841), 21 

 
“The duty of the mother is first to produce children as 

good as or better than herself; to hand down the 

constitution and character of those behind her the better 

for her stewardship; to build up and improve the human 

race through her enormous power as mother; to make 

better people.” 

--Charlotte Perkins Gilman, Women and 

Economics (1898), 187 

 

“‘Beware of a biological sin, my dear; for it there is no forgiveness,’” Dr. Jane 

Bellair cautions Vivian Lane in Charlotte Perkins Gilman’s 1911 racial regeneration 

novel The Crux (193).
1 

 In a series of frank discussions saturated with the Christian 

discourse of sin and redemption, Dr. Bellair warns the sexually ignorant Vivian that her 

childhood sweetheart and soon-to-be fiancé, Morton Elder, is infected with both syphilis 

and gonorrhea.  If Vivian were to marry Morton, he would contaminate her with these 

sexually transmitted diseases, thereby jeopardizing Vivian’s sexual health and, most 

important to Gilman’s argument in the novel, her reproductive potential.  Gilman wrote 

her novel because in the early-twentieth century, women did not know about these 

diseases and how they were spread.  Gilman believed that with more information about 

this issue, women could more capably choose appropriate and disease-free mates in order 
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to fulfill what Gilman viewed as white women’s eugenic duty to become the mothers of 

healthy, white native-born children.   

Gilman was a strong believer in eugenics, a type of social engineering that held 

the core assumption that “heredity was the primary factor in determining human 

betterment” (Selden 1).  The eugenics movement gained prominence during the first three 

decades of the twentieth century and was embraced by many American intellectuals.  As 

a social theory, eugenics seemed to offer scientific solutions to perceived social ills such 

as poverty, prostitution, alcoholism, and rebelliousness (i.e., labor unrest) among the 

lower and immigrant classes.  Eugenic science developed out of the fear that immigrants 

from southern and eastern Europe would soon out-reproduce Anglo-Saxons and, as a 

result, pollute the genetic stock of the American population.
2 

 A declining birthrate 

among the white and native born also contributed to these white racial anxieties. The 

promoters of eugenic science hoped to deter reproduction among those with undesirable 

traits and promote reproduction among those believed to have advantageous traits—that 

is, native born Americans of Anglo-Saxon descent.
3
  

As a campaigner for the eugenics movement who believed in the eventual 

perfection of the white race, Gilman viewed sexually transmitted diseases as “a catalyst 

to familial, cultural, and national degeneration” (Seitler 17).  Since the sexually 

transmitted diseases of syphilis and gonorrhea were associated with sterility and what 

was then known as “feeblemindedness,” the followers of eugenics hoped to find ways to 

prevent the transmission of these diseases.
4 

 Nevertheless, many doctors were reluctant to 

treat sexually transmitted diseases, and most members of the general public were averse 
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to discussing the topic.  Gilman believed the veil of secrecy surrounding sexually 

transmitted diseases was detrimental not only to women, who often unsuspecting married 

infected men, but also to the white race.  She wanted white, native-born women to have 

complete knowledge about the causes, symptoms, and consequences of these ailments so 

they could make contributions to the nation’s racial regeneration.  Gilman wrote her 

novel as an argument for educating young women about sex so they could better choose 

the fathers of their future children.  As she illustrates in The Crux, by remaining free from 

sexually transmitted disease by not marrying the diseased Morton, Vivian could 

eventually participate in the reproduction and eventual evolutionary perfection of the 

white race.  But if Vivian married Morton, she would be prevented from fulfilling her 

distinctively female reproductive duties for the Anglo-Saxon race and the American 

nation.  For an ardent advocate of eugenics such as Gilman, woman’s reproductive role in 

the national destiny is at the “crux” of Vivian’s dilemma.  She can marry for romantic 

love but deny her duty to the race.  Or she can deny love and save her reproductive 

potential in order to one day perpetuate her race.     

The purpose of this chapter is to explore the ways in which Gilman’s racist view 

of woman’s duty to the white race is actually an extension of nineteenth-century religious 

conceptualizations of woman’s role in the nation’s millennial destiny.  As many feminist 

scholars have already illustrated, Gilman’s support of the eugenics movement as well as 

her related woman-centered theory of evolution were both ways to claim regenerative 

power and cultural authority exclusively for Anglo-Saxon women.
5 

 After a period of 

uncritically valorizing Gilman as a recovered feminist foremother, feminist scholars in a 
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variety of fields are now grappling with the pernicious implications of what we now 

regard as her insidious relationship to eugenics, racism, and nationalism.  The unexpected 

religious basis of the secular Gilman’s racist nationalism becomes more apparent when 

reading her social theories through and against the antebellum domestic ideology of her 

great aunt, Catharine Beecher, the daughter of the influential minister Lyman Beecher.  

Catharine Beecher is most known for her best-selling domestic manuals.  Thus far, 

surprisingly, any comparison made between Gilman and Beecher has been brief and has 

privileged the analysis of the secular strands of each woman’s world view.  That is, 

previous scholars tend to view Beecher’s domestic ideology as the antecedent of 

Gilman’s later secular feminism.  By contrast, in this chapter I argue that Gilman’s 

secular and scientific ideology of womanhood was predicated on her great aunt Catharine 

Beecher’s religiously-infused, woman-centered view of national salvation.
6 
 Both women 

asserted views of womanhood and woman’s duty that ultimately promote a millennial 

view of human history and, specifically, American women’s special role in that history.  

While Gilman’s worldview more overtly privileged a social rather than a religious 

millennium, she nonetheless inherited this religious millennial framework and sense of 

urgency from the legacy of her great aunt.  As The Crux intimates, white American 

women had the power to revitalize the nation and promote its evolutionary, millennial 

destiny. 

The Crux was serialized in Gilman’s newspaper The Forerunner in 1911 and 

published as a book later that year.  Similar to most of Gilman’s fiction such as Herland, 

The Crux portrays resourceful women who struggle against prevailing social conditions 
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to find self-fulfillment and economic independence.  The novel is set in a New England 

village close to the historical moment at which Gilman was writing.  Since she wrote the 

novel to educate women about the little discussed topics of sex, reproduction, and 

sexually transmitted disease, she offers an apologia in the Preface by explaining that 

“[s]ome will hold that the painful facts disclosed are unfit for young girls to know” 

(Gilman, The Crux 81).  However, these young women must have this information in 

order to “protect themselves and their children to come” (81).  That is, the charms of 

female innocence must not be maintained at the expense of women’s health and their 

capacity to perpetuate the race.     

In The Crux Gilman depicts the lack of possibilities—both intellectual and 

romantic—for women in the New England village of Bainville.  When the sixteen-year-

old Vivian Lane expresses her desire to attend college, her father lectures, “‘Marriage is a 

woman’s duty’” (51).  However, because many of the young men have left Bainville to 

seek for financial opportunities elsewhere, the young women in Bainville have very few 

options for marriage partners.  Despite this paucity of men, Vivian has a sweetheart 

named Morton Elder.  Morton is the nephew of her family’s next-door neighbor, Miss 

Orella Elder, and the brother of Vivian’s best friend, Susie Elder.  Because he is a man, 

Morton has the opportunity to attend college, but he’s recently been expelled for 

drinking.  He meets secretly with Vivian to tell her that he is heading “out west” the very 

next day to go into business.  Morton promises to write and says that “‘I’ll make lots of 

money—and come back in a few years—astonish you all!’” (92).  Morton leaves Vivian 

with her first kiss, and she feels that everything “seemed somehow changed” and “as if 
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she were married” to Morton (93).  Nine years after Morton’s departure, with little word 

from him other than through infrequent letters to his aunt and sister, Vivian’s life in 

Bainville was like “a dreary treadmill” (107).  She had “the ache of an unsatisfied heart, 

the stir of young ambitions . . . . Change she desired, she longed for, but [she] dreaded the 

unknown” (107-108).  The town gossips believe that “‘[s]he’s not popular with men’” 

because “‘[s]he’s too intellectual’” (95).  Both Vivian and her grandmother, Mrs. 

Pettigrew, spend a lot of time at the library, where Vivian reads books about pedagogy 

and social theory. 

Vivian is supported financially by her parents, but her father wants her to get 

married.  The pressure for the twenty-five-year-old Vivian to marry is also promoted by 

Mrs. St. Cloud, the sister of the local minister’s wife.  Vivian admires Mrs. St. Cloud, 

who is the novel’s representation of the Victorian True Woman.  By contrast, Vivian also 

looks up Dr. Jane Bellair, a woman doctor from Bainville who had spent several years 

living in the West.  As an alternative to the New England female rivalry that ultimately 

thwarts female possibility, Dr. Bellair invites the women of Bainville to “‘Come out to 

Colorado with me—and Grow’” (110).  Miss Orella hesitates because she does not want 

to leave her niece Susie until she is married off.  But Dr. Bellair assures her that if Susie 

comes with them, in terms of marriage partners she would “‘have a thousandfold better 

opportunities in Colorado than [she] ever will here’” (113).  Miss Orella and Susie are 

convinced once Dr. Bellair says Miss Orella can support herself in Colorado as the 

manager of a boarding house.  Vivian also becomes persuaded when Dr. Bellair assures 

her that in Colorado she could start her own kindergarten school:  “She had longed for 
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freedom, for a chance to grow, to do something in life—something great and beautiful!  

Perhaps this was the opening of the gate, the opportunity of a lifetime” (116). 

When they arrive in Carston, Colorado, Miss Orella takes over management of 

The Cottonwoods, the boarding house where Dr. Bellair had arranged for her 

employment.  Susie and Vivian also start working at the boarding house, and Vivian has 

the hopes of saving money until she can open her own kindergarten.  All of the women 

are pleasantly surprised by the “very friendly advances of so many men, mostly young 

and all polite” (131).  Even though Susie is set on getting married, in Colorado she 

doesn’t have to marry “‘till I make up my mind’” (131).  Within two weeks she has 

fifteen suitors and one marriage proposal.  Morton Elder’s eventual unannounced 

appearance in Carston brings joy to his Aunt Orella, his sister Susie, and to Vivian.  In 

spite of not contacting her for nine years, Morton realizes he is in love with Vivian and 

“watched and followed [her] assiduously” (147).  The longer he stays at The 

Cottonwoods, the more Morton comes to love Vivian.  He liked to tell her “his 

discouragements, his hopes, his wishes to succeed in life, to be worthy of her” (164).   

Mrs. Pettigrew and Dr. Bellair are extremely suspicious of Morton, noticing that 

he no longer has his “clear complexion” and “a bright eye” (142).  In a private 

conversation with Mrs. Pettigrew, Dr. Bellair hints at Morton’s sexually transmitted 

disease with the euphemistic imperative, “‘Better not kiss him’” (146).  Knowing what 

the doctor is implying, Mrs. Pettigrew responds, “‘I thought as much!’” (146).  The cook 

at The Cottonwoods, Jeanne Juene, later confirms their suspicions.  She tells Dr. Bellair 

that Morton “‘has had the sickness,’” a reference to his syphilis.  Jeanne knows three 
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women who have also had the disease and that Morton “‘was with them’” (165).  Jeanne 

is aware of Morton’s continued bad reputation: “‘I have heard of him since, many times, 

in such company’” (165).  These two veiled conversations about Morton’s sexual 

promiscuity and sexually transmitted disease reveal that Morton has syphilis and, 

possibly, gonorrhea.  Dr. Bellair confronts the town’s male physician, Dr. Hale, about 

allowing Morton to marry despite the fact that he carries sexually transmittable diseases.  

Dr. Hale responds, “‘What business is it of mine . . . . I am a physician, not a detective’” 

(185).  Dr. Hale insists that his “professional honor” prevents him from disclosing 

Morton’s condition to Vivian.  With her portrayal of Dr. Hale, Gilman criticizes the male 

supremacy and sexual double standard that exposes unsuspecting women to sexually 

transmitted disease.  That is, women are to come to their husbands as virgins, but because 

of their sexual innocence, they are not able to protect themselves from these infected 

husbands.
7 

 Dr. Bellair, by contrast, considers it her “professional honor” to warn Vivian 

about Morton’s condition.  She tells Vivian that Morton has both gonorrhea and syphilis 

and that “[n]early three-quarters of the men have one or the other, or both” (191).  

Nevertheless, Vivian believes that she should marry Morton because he has changed so 

much in response to her positive influence.  But Dr. Bellair lectures that if she marries 

someone with sexually transmitted diseases, she could subsequently become sterile or 

give birth to unhealthy children.  The unspoken implication of Dr. Bellair’s lecture is that 

by marrying Morton, Vivian would not be able to participate in the reproductive 

advancement of the white race. 
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The next time Morton brings up their possible marriage, Vivian tells him that she 

cannot marry him because “‘of the state of [his] health’” (205).  Knowing to what she is 

referring, Morton protests, “‘I’m no worse than other men.  It seems so terrible to you 

just because you’re so pure and white. It’s only what they call—wild oats, you know.  

Most men do it’” (206).  Vivian insists that she can’t marry him, and Morton leaves her 

with harsh accusations, thereby revealing his true, selfish nature.  To help Vivian forget 

about Morton, Dr. Bellair encourages Vivian to open her own kindergarten school.  “The 

loving touch of little hands, the pleasure of seeing the gay contentment of her well-

ordered charges, began to lighten the girl’s heart at last” (215).  Her school provides 

Vivian with an income that makes it possible for her to support herself.  Gilman’s point is 

that in the West, women have more financial and vocational opportunities.  As result, 

women are better able to make valued contributions to their society and, thereby, to find 

personal fulfillment.  Since Vivian finds both economic support and personal 

contentment as a teacher, she is not in the position to have to marry.  Therefore, pure and 

competent women like Vivian do not have to feel trapped into marrying diseased men 

like Morton.     

Nevertheless, as Vivian finds vocational fulfillment, she also encounters a 

satisfying romantic attachment.  As Vivian spends more time with Dr. Hale she begins to 

wonder “why this man, who seemed so fitted to enjoy a family, had none” (222).  But 

until Vivian, Dr. Hale hadn’t met a woman who offered an alterative to what he 

perceived as female inconsistency and weakness: “‘I have never cared for a woman 

since—till I met you!’” (232).  Because she did not have to marry Morton in order to 
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obtain financial support or personal reward, Vivian’s eugenic, reproductive potential is 

saved for her union with Dr. Hale and the children they will eventually have together.   

 

Charlotte Perkins Gilman and Her Great-Aunt Catharine Beecher: Valorizing 

Women’s Role in the Nation’s Millennial Destiny 

Through her father, Frederick Perkins, and her paternal grandmother, Mary 

Beecher Perkins, Gilman was related to the prominent Beecher family.  During the 

nineteenth century, famous members of the Beecher family such as Lyman Beecher and 

his offspring Harriet Beecher Stowe, Catharine Beecher, and Henry Ward Beecher, 

impacted American thought through their deft responses to shifts in American politics 

and culture.
8 

 Gilman’s great aunt, Catharine Beecher, was a highly regarded writer and 

advocate for female education.  In the antebellum decades of the 1830s and 1840s, she 

was more famous than her younger siblings Henry Ward Beecher and Harriet Beecher 

Stowe, who would later rise to prominence in the abolitionist movement.  Gilman’s great- 

aunt Catharine Beecher was “conscious of her family’s ties to the traditions of New 

England” (Sklar 6).  Believing herself to be part of an influential class that had the 

responsibility of maintaining social order, Beecher recognized that “gender roles were an 

effective way to channel the explosive potential of nineteenth-century social change and 

bring it at last partially under the control of a national elite” (Sklar xii).  In her domestic 

manuals and lectures, Beecher claimed a moral and religious superiority for women.  The 

Beecher legacy of public life, writing, and social activism influenced Gilman’s choice of 

work, and in her autobiography she claimed to have inherited the “Beecher urge to social 
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service” (Gilman, The Living of Charlotte Perkins Gilman 6).
 
 Like her great aunt, 

Gilman was well known for writing essays and books that argued for elevating the status 

of women in order to better society.  Gilman, too, developed social theories based on 

assumptions of female superiority.  But as we will see, unlike her great-aunt Catharine 

Beecher, Gilman did not claim women’s moral superiority.  Rather, Gilman professed 

women’s reproductive superiority to men in order to promote women’s role in saving the 

white race.  A side-by-side comparison of each woman’s life, worldview, and major 

publications can illuminate the fluid relationship between the relatives’ seemingly 

unrelated views of womanhood and female duty. 

Catharine Beecher was born in East Hampton, Connecticut in 1800, the eldest 

child of the influential Calvinist minister Lyman Beecher and his first wife, Roxana.  

Charlotte Perkins Gilman was born sixty years later in Hartford, Connecticut and “grew 

up steeped in genteel Victorian values and Protestant evangelical culture” (Bederman 

124).  Both women had intense but contentious relationships with their fathers.  Lyman 

Beecher was concerned with the state of his daughter’s salvation, and throughout her life 

interrogated her for the evidences of her eternal salvation.  Catharine Beecher, like her 

sister Harriet Beecher Stowe, was opposed to the rigidity of the Orthodox Calvinism 

espoused by her father.  As a result, she developed deep but ambivalent religious 

convictions.  Charlotte Perkins Gilman also had a close but tension fraught relationship 

with her father.  Gilman’s father essentially abandoned his wife and two children when 

Gilman was a young girl.  Nonetheless, her father’s influence was vital to the young 
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Charlotte’s intellectual development.  He eventually became a librarian and often sent her 

books, articles, and reading lists.
9 

Catharine Beecher’s mother died when she was very young, and although her 

father eventually remarried, the image of the pious Roxana Beecher was venerated by all 

of her children.  Beecher’s theory of female moral superiority and woman’s ability to 

transform society was based partly on the legacy of her mother.
10 

 Also influenced by her 

mother’s life, Gilman developed social theories that argued for the elimination of 

women’s economic dependence on men.  Gilman’s mother had to relocate their 

household several times after her father’s abandonment of the family, and she spent many 

years living off the charity of members of the Beecher clan.  Gilman would later describe 

her mother’s life as “one of the most painfully thwarted I have ever known” (Gilman, The 

Living of Charlotte Perkins Gilman 8).  As a result of her mother’s suffering, Gilman 

became aware of the limitations imposed on women’s lives when they are economically 

dependent on men.  She wrote extensively about women’s restricted economic role in 

marriage and in society in her famous 1898 work, Women and Economics.     

As the result of unsettling romantic relationships that they had as young women—

in Beecher’s case an engagement and in Gilman’s case a marriage—both relatives were 

eventually led to careers that would allow them to promote women’s social advancement.  

Beecher interpreted the death of her fiancé in 1822 as her calling from God to eschew 

marriage in order to pursue a career as a teacher in female seminaries.  With her sister 

Mary, she started the innovative and successful Hartford Female Seminary in 1823.  Both 

in Connecticut and later in Cincinnati, Ohio, she was an advocate for the reform of 
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women’s education, insisting that an educated young woman would eventually become 

an educated wife and mother, thereby strengthening the nation through her superior moral 

influence on her husband and sons. 

Unlike her great aunt, Gilman did marry.  But because she was concerned about 

losing her freedom and autonomy, she married with some reluctance.  Even though her 

husband was as understanding and accommodating as nineteenth-century assumptions 

about gender and marriage could allow him to be, Gilman found marriage and, 

eventually, motherhood to be incredibly stifling.  From the outset of her marriage to 

Walter Stetson in 1884, she suffered from depression.  This depression was compounded 

by the birth of her daughter Katherine (whom Gilman named after Catharine Beecher) in 

1885.  Gilman was sent to the well known Dr. Weir Mitchell for the treatment of what 

was diagnosed as her neurasthenic disorder.  Today we would call Gilman’s affliction 

postpartum depression, but in the nineteenth century it was believed that neurasthenic 

women like Gilman, who did not find fulfillment in their domestic maternal and wifely 

role, had to be cured.  The treatment called for complete isolation and bed rest as well as 

the suspension of all intellectual activity.
11 

 Gilman found the treatment to be oppressive, 

especially because Mitchell recommended that she spend only two hours a day engaged 

in reading and writing.  She depicted her time under Mitchell’s care in her 1894 short 

story “The Yellow Wallpaper.”  Gilman and Stetson separated in 1887 and eventually 

divorced in 1894.  Gilman had already been living in California with their young 

daughter, Katherine.  She had started to lecture on the topics of socialism and women’s 

rights, but she felt that her constant traveling did not provide a stable life for the nine-
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year-old Katherine.  Stetson and his second wife, Gilman’s best friend Grace Ellery 

Channing, raised Katherine after the divorce.  Without the constraints of marriage and a 

child to care for, Gilman could unreservedly pursue a career as a lecturer on socialism 

and women’s rights.
12

   

Catharine Beecher was most influential as a writer, and the 1841 publication of A 

Treatise on Domestic Economy established her as the national authority on the role of 

women in the home and in society.
13 

 According to her biographer Kathryn Kish Sklar, 

Beecheer’s Treatise “took the traditional submissive role of women and turned it into a 

sign of superior moral sensibility” (Sklar 136).  Beecher had a limited view of woman’s 

role in society, and insisted that woman’s proper role was in the home, where she could 

powerfully affect American society.  Nonetheless, she did not want American women to 

believe that “[theirs] is an humble or insignificant lot” (Beecher, A Treatise On Domestic 

Economy 14).  Because of the influence women could have on children as mothers and 

teachers, women had a noble and vital responsibility to the nation: “The mother writes 

the character of the future man . . . the wife sways the heart, whose energies may turn for 

good or for evil the destinies of a nation” (13).  She argued for the expanded education of 

young women due to the impact an educated woman would have on her future husband 

and sons.  Since mothers cultivate the intellectual and moral character of the future 

leaders of the nation, “[t]he proper education of a man decides the welfare of an 

individual; but educate a woman, and the interests of a whole family are secured” 

(Beecher, A Treatise on Domestic Economy 13).   
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With the 1898 publication of Women and Economics: A Study of the Economic 

Relations between Men and Women as a Factor of Social Evolution Gilman became 

internationally recognized as a major social theorist.
14 

 In Women and Economics, Gilman 

exposed what she called the sexuo-economic relationship between men and women in 

modern society.  Because a woman’s sexual appeal is directly related to her ability to 

attract a husband, which was a woman’s only means of financial support throughout her 

life, Gilman viewed the modern marriage relation as a type of prostitution.  The sexuo-

economic dynamic forced women to compete with each other in order to secure their 

livelihoods and was thereby counterproductive to the promotion of the race.  Similar to 

Beecher’s view of women’s role in the nation, Gilman argued that from an evolutionary 

perspective the female, as the primary source of life, was of superior importance.  To 

promote this argument, Gilman borrowed heavily from the gynaecocentric theory of the 

sociologist Lester Ward.  This theory asserted that the female was created 

parthenogenetically (through asexual reproduction) as the original human.  “Competition 

among males, with selection by the female of the superior male, is the process of sexual 

selection, and works to racial improvement” (Gilman, Women and Economics 110-111).  

Because of their superior evolutionary capacity, women would be able to choose the best 

fathers for their children.
15 

 Ward’s gynaecocentric theory resonated with Gilman because 

“like so many feminists of her generation, she asserted the natural superiority of the 

female sex” (Hill 230).  These theories echoed the domestic ideology of her great aunt 

Catharine Beecher who put forward the argument of female moral superiority.   
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Beecher relied upon a Christian worldview to find a place for white, middle-class 

women in the new Republic.  She argued that when women were allowed to develop their 

superior qualities and assert their moral influence, the young nation could become 

stronger.  From Beecher’s perspective, the future of the world depended on the United 

States, and the success of the United States depended on the influence of moral women.  

Through her own work, Beecher not only wanted to save the nation—“she wanted 

women to save it” (Sklar 96).  And just as America was to be an exceptional nation, 

American women themselves were exceptional:  “And as it has been shown, that 

American women have a loftier position, and a more elevated object of enterprise, than 

the females of any other nation . . . ” (Beecher 15).  Although Beecher asserts an ideology 

of American exceptionalism, she was nonetheless responding to general cultural anxieties 

about the stability of the young nation.  Gilman’s goal, although somewhat similar, 

reflects a different set of anxieties.  In the face of an increasing immigrant class and a 

declining birth rate among native-born Anglo Saxons in the early decades of the 

twentieth century, Gilman hoped to find a place for women in the redemption of the 

white race.  Gilman used economic and evolutionary theory to elevate the role of women 

in her society, but her arguments “addressed the advancement of only white, Anglo-

Saxon women . . . . when Gilman mentioned ‘civilization,’ ‘women,’ or ‘racial 

advancement,’ she meant white civilization, white women, and white racial advancement, 

even if she rarely used the word ‘white’” (Bederman 167, 145-146; emphasis added).   

Unlike other social reformers of her era, such as Jane Addams, Gilman had very 

little sympathy for the southern and eastern European immigrants and other minority 
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racial and ethnic groups in the United States.  In an essay titled “A Suggestion on the 

Negro Problem” written for the Journal of American Sociology in 1908, Gilman argues 

that “We have to consider the unavoidable presence of a large body of aliens, a race 

widely dissimilar and in many respects inferior, whose present status is to us a social 

injury” (Gilman, “A Suggestion on the Negro Problem” 176-177).
16 

 Along with a racist 

bias against non-white groups, Gilman espoused a nativist bias against immigrants.  In a 

1923 essay entitled “Is America Too Hospitable?” Gilman expresses her disdain for the 

promiscuous mixing of the races.  Attempting to define and reclaim the nation’s 

ostensible racial purity she asserts, “[t]he American People, as a racial stock, are mainly 

of English descent, mingled with the closely allied Teutonic and Scandanavian strains” 

(qtd. in Weinbaum 280).  Gilman was concerned that if America did not take action, 

immigrants would “leave this country to be occupied by different groups of different 

stock and traditions, drawing apart, preserving their own nationality, and making of our 

great land merely another Europe” (279).  In Gilman’s theories and fiction, it is only 

Anglo-Saxon women who can prevent the racial stock from degenerating and who can 

redeem the race and the nation.  Gilman’s maintenance of white supremacy is, indeed, an 

extension of the very patriarchy that she critiqued throughout her life; with regenerative 

narratives such as The Crux and the earlier Herland, Gilman simply displaces ideologies 

of male supremacy to replace white women as the saviors and promoters of the race. 

Although Beecher’s domestic ideology was not as overtly racist as Gilman’s 

feminism, Beecher’s gender-based theory of social order was anchored in a God-

ordained, natural hierarchy that ultimately privileged white men even while it glorified 
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women.  Beecher cites the biblical mandates “to love your neighbor as yourself” and 

“[w]hatsoever you want others to do to you, you should do to others,” to conclude that 

“[t]he principles of democracy, then, are identical with the principles of Christianity” 

(Beecher, A Treatise on Domestic Economy 2).  But in order for a Christian democracy to 

function properly, each member must recognize the “duties of subordination” (2).  

“Society could never go forward, harmoniously . . . unless these superior and subordinate 

relations be instituted and sustained” (2).  So just as Gilman insisted that from an 

evolutionary perspective women must choose their reproductive mate, Beecher earlier 

theorized that women affirm their own subordination to men in their right to choose, 

rather than being forced, to marry their marriage partner.  Beecher wrote that “No woman 

is forced to obey any husband but the one she chooses for herself; nor is she obliged to 

take a husband, if she prefers to remain single” (3).  In either case, white male superiority 

is affirmed.  While Gilman’s belief in the biological and reproductive superiority of 

women did not keep the strictures of male superiority in place, it did affirm white 

supremacy. 

Catharine Beecher and her grand-niece Charlotte Perkins Gilman both had 

millennial impulses, but they articulated these impulses in different ways.  Influenced by 

her father’s self-described role as religious leader and culture-bearer, Beecher believed 

“that the millennium seemed to be coming in a social rather than a strictly religious form” 

(Sklar 159).  It was a blend of religious belief and social urgency that led Beecher to 

write in her Treatise on Domestic Economy: 
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This is the country which the Disposer of events . . . shall go forth as the cynosure 

of nations, to guide them to the light and blessedness of that [millennial] day.  To 

us is committed the grand, the responsible privilege of exhibiting to the world, the 

beneficent influences of Christianity, when carried into every social, civil, and 

political institution . . . (Beecher 12) 

Throughout her career as a writer, teacher, and advocate for female education, Beecher 

wanted others to “commit themselves to her vision of a nation redeemed by women” 

(Sklar 171).  By the end of Beecher’s life and career, “[t]he ideology of domesticity had 

been raised from a millennial experiment to an accepted model of social organization” 

(Sklar 265).  Indeed, Beecher and Gilman both believed in a millennial sense of the 

nation’s history and both developed different strategies for reclaiming and elevating 

women’s role in that destiny.   

 

“‘Marriage is for Motherhood’”: Woman’s Duty in The Crux 

Like Catharine Beecher’s A Treatise on Domestic Economy, The Crux claims a 

special role for women in the nation’s millennial destiny.  But while Beecher’s Treatise 

highlights the transformative power of woman’s moral and religious influence on society, 

The Crux illustrates the regenerative power of woman’s evolutionary influence on the 

race.  According to Gilman, women had been blocked from making their full contribution 

to the race because they were dominated by and economically dependent upon men.  But 

if women were economically independent, they could choose their marriage partners and 

potential reproductive mates, thereby benefiting both society and the race.  In The Crux, 
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Gilman uses the opinions of Vivian’s father to both point out and critique the current 

limitations on women’s economic choices.  When complaining about modern women 

entering the professions, Vivian’s father states, “‘The Lord certainly set down a woman’s 

duty pretty plain—she was to cleave unto her husband!’” (101).  Vivian points out the 

reality that “‘Some women have no husbands to cleave to, Father,’” which prompts him 

to reply, “‘They’d have husbands fast enough if they’d behave themselves . . . . No man’s 

going to want to marry one of these self-sufficient independent, professional women, of 

course’” (Gilman 102).  Hence, New England limited the contributions women could 

make to the race by forcing them to use their energy and potential to compete with each 

other.  As Dr. Bellair explains, “‘All you New England girls sit here and cut one 

another’s throats.  You can’t possibly marry, your boys go West, you overcrowd the labor 

market, lower wages, steadily drive the weakest sisters down till they—drop’” (113).  

Due to the dearth of marriage partners and lack of other work opportunities to support 

themselves, the women in New England are in constant competition with each other, and 

they use their “‘strength in keeping [themselves] down’” (110).  Dr. Bellair’s criticism of 

female rivalry is Gilman’s own critique of Social Darwinism, which promoted social 

development based on competition and “survival of the fittest.”  Gilman embraced Lester 

Ward’s Reform Darwinism because it placed emphasis on the human capacity for 

adaptation and change.  Because it recognized social inequalities, including inequalities 

based in sex, Reform Darwinism was more woman-friendly than Social Darwinism.  By 

focusing on the masculinist values of competition and domination, Social Darwinism not 
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only oppressed women but also overlooked the contributions women could make to 

society. 

By some combination of innate desire and inherited traits, Vivian wants to expand 

her horizons and develop her capability to do more for her society.  Vivian’s “ache of an 

unsatisfied heart, the stir of young ambitions” were “wholly unsuspected by those about 

her,” and, it seems, even by herself (17).  When Dr. Bellair suggests that she move west, 

Vivian realizes “[s]he had longed for freedom, for a chance to grow, to do something in 

life—something great and beautiful!  Perhaps this was the opening of the gate, the 

opportunity of a lifetime” (116).  During the journey to the western frontier, Vivian feels 

“[t]he strange, new sense of freedom [growing] in her heart, a feeling of lightness and 

hope and unfolding purpose” (125).  Gilman attributes Vivian’s interest in moving west 

to her Pilgrim forebears:  “Heredity plays strange tricks with us.  Somewhere under the 

girl’s dumb gentleness and patience lay a store of quiet strength from some Pilgrim 

Father or Mother” (121).  Gilman indicates that Vivian’s desire to improve herself and to 

make contributions to her society come from her grandmother, who “had but a poor 

opinion of the present generation” (102).  Mrs. Pettigrew’s offspring had degenerated in 

an evolutionary sense because Vivian’s mother, “was but a feeble replica of her energetic 

parent” (102).  But her granddaughter Vivian, on the other hand, realizes that over the 

years she had come to “diffe[r] widely from her father and mother,” and that she had 

more in common with her grandmother, who also liked to study and read (101).  

Throughout her life, Mrs. Pettigrew had made significant contributions to her society:  

“In her active youth she had reared a large family on a small income; in her active 
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middle-age, she had trotted from daughter’s house to son’s house, helping with the 

grandchildren” (102).  Although she is now a grandmother, Mrs. Pettigrew still has 

contributions to make to her society.  But at the age of sixty, she is regarded as a feeble 

and dependent elderly woman.  Dr. Bellair tells her: “‘Sixty isn’t anything.  You ought to 

have twenty years of enjoyable life yet, before they call you ‘old’—maybe more’” (123).  

Therefore, Mrs. Pettigrew’s role in the novel, and in society, was to pass on her positive 

inherited, Pilgrim traits to Vivian.  As we will later see, one way in which she does so is 

by educating her about the dangers of sexually transmitted disease so Vivian will not 

marry an infected man. 

But even though women like Mrs. Pettigrew and Vivian have contributions to 

make to their society, in New England they are limited by the ideological strictures of the 

Victorian True Woman.  As the Victorian extension of the earlier Republican Matron, the 

four characteristics of a True Woman included piety, purity, domesticity, and 

submissiveness.
17 

 Gilman uses her portrayal of Mrs. St. Cloud to illustrate the constraints 

and hypocrisy of this version of womanhood.  When Dr. Bellair attempts to persuade 

Vivian to pursue a career as a kindergarten teacher in the West, Vivian is at first skeptical 

of the new possibility, remembering Mrs. St. Cloud’s “low, sweet tones” and her lecture 

that “‘It is a woman’s place to wait—and to endure’” (117). 

Vivian recalls “[w]hat Mrs. St. Cloud has told her of the ennobling influence of a 

true woman” (149).  When he renews his interest in Vivian, Morton Elder idealizes her 

through the True Woman paradigm.  Lamenting that he grew up without a mother, he 

tells Vivian that after his sojourn in the West “‘[a] fellow needs the society of good 
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women—like you’” (149).  Indeed, Morton begins to change due to Vivian’s “wise, 

sweet womanliness,” and many began to notice a change in his attitude (158).  Mrs. St. 

Cloud, the novel’s representation of the True Woman, tells Vivian “‘It’s a terrible 

responsibility, Vivian—to have a man love you’” (169).  In terms of Morton’s 

weaknesses she explains to Vivian, “‘And in the case of a motherless boy like this—

lonely, away from his home, no good woman’s influence about—what else could we 

expect?  But you can make a new man of him.  A glorious work!’” (170).  Although “It is 

an old appeal, and always reaches the mark” and “[t]o any woman it is a compliment, and 

to a young girl, doubly alluring,” Vivian has her doubts (149).  The naïve innocence and 

blind self-sacrifice of a True Woman would endanger the health of Vivian and her future 

children, and she eventually realizes she has other choices. 

With her portrayal of Dr. Bellair, Gilman provides an alternative view of 

womanhood, based not in submission and piety, but rather agency and choice.  Dr. Bellair 

came into Vivian’s life as “a new force” (106).  Vivian sensed that this “breezy woman, 

strong, cheerful, full of new ideas, if not ideals, and radiating actual power, power used 

and enjoyed, might in some way change the movement of her life” (108).  Along with 

providing an alternative to outmoded views of womanhood, Dr. Bellair also functions as 

a critic of New England society.  Using the language of disease and degeneration, Dr. 

Bellair tells Vivian that everyone in the village of Bainville is “‘in an advanced state of 

arthritis deformans of the soul’” (109).  From an evolutionary perspective, New England 

is a dead end for women.  According to Dr. Bellair, it is a “social cemetery” where, 

stripped of choice and opportunity, single women have become “useless” (120).  
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What makes the West the ideal place for women is not only the contributions they 

can make, but also the personal fulfillment they can realize.  In the West, women have 

economic, romantic, and, therefore, reproductive choice, which, according to Gilman, 

promotes the race and the regeneration of the nation.  Because in the West, “‘There are 

three men to one woman,’” all of the women eventually choose a mate while other men 

are vying for their attention (115).  After the first dance at The Cottonwoods, Susie 

compares the courtship rituals in New England to those in the West.  In New England, 

where there were “half a dozen boys to twenty girls,” the men would “pick and choose” 

“in their lordy way,” while the women fought with, and eventually had to dance with, 

each other.  In Bainville, by contrast, the men “stand around three deep asking for 

dances—and they have to dance with each other, and they do the quarreling” (131).  Dr. 

Bellair turns the duty of female influence and true womanhood on its head by 

conceptualizing woman’s duty as a powerful, rather than a passive, role: “‘Why can’t you 

see a real duty in this?  I tell you, the place is full of men that need mothering and 

sistering—good honest sweethearts and marrying, too’” (117).  That is, moving to the 

West would still be a way for women to fulfill what they had been taught to regard as 

their dutiful role.  While supporting themselves, the women could also be a positive 

moral influence on the men around them as well as a regenerative force for the nation.   

Gilman, like Beecher, believed woman could exercise her regenerative influence 

in the West.  Beecher advocated that young women be trained to become missionaries 

and teachers in western frontier towns.  Because Gilman herself had experienced a 

physical and intellectual renewal when she moved to California from New England, she 
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believed not only that women would be good for the West, but also that the West could 

be good for women.  Setting her novel about racial renewal and women’s health on the 

western frontiers was appropriate because the national imagination “had long associated 

the region with vigor, democracy, and rebirth” (Tuttle 36).
18 

 Because in Gilman’s West 

women have more choices of marriage partners, women will be more capable of choosing 

healthy men as the fathers of their children.  They will thereby be able to participate in 

the vigorous reproductive expansion of American borders in order to populate the new 

territories with native born stock.  To put it another way, through their superior 

reproductive capabilities, women can also participate in the national project of Manifest 

Destiny and border expansion.  Although Gilman appropriates the West for female 

agency and choice, due to her own investment in whiteness and American 

exceptionalism, she does not call into question the assumptions of Manifest Destiny that 

promote Anglo-Saxon racial and cultural superiority.   

Although Gilman maintained that women could make significant social 

contributions in order to promote American nation building, the most important 

contributions women could make were their reproductive contributions—i.e., healthy 

white children.  This is why Dr. Bellair, herself devoid of a husband for reasons that we 

will soon learn, constantly tells Vivian and Susie that it is a woman’s duty to marry.  But 

Dr. Bellair’s argument for marriage as a woman’s duty transcends the old-fashioned 

thinking of Vivian’s father.  In New England, women were expected to marry in order to 

fulfill cultural norms of passive female domesticity.  Gilman’s point is that in the West, 

where women have the agency to choose their marriage partner, marriage could be an 
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empowering opportunity to participate in social and racial regeneration.  The ultimate 

expression of female sexual and reproductive prowess is expressed in marriage when 

women produce healthy children. 

With a somewhat similar argument, Catharine Beecher explained that because 

they were able to choose their husbands and were not forced in marriage, American 

women could find agency and choice in their subordinate wively role.  But even Beecher 

conceded that women who do not want to lose their freedom and autonomy or who do not 

want to submit to the authority of a husband simply should not have to marry.  But in The 

Crux, all women are expected to marry.  The only women who shouldn’t marry are the 

contaminated women who would contribute to the degeneration of the racial stock.  

Jeanne and Dr. Bellair function as the novel’s evolutionary “cautionary tales.”  They both 

unwittingly married men with sexually transmitted diseases because they had not been 

educated about the diseases.  Dr. Bellair uses her story to prevent Vivian from marrying 

Morton, and tells her that women like herself who cannot have children due to their 

husband’s venereal disease “‘lose every joy in life, every hope, every capacity for service 

or pleasure’” (190).  Dr. Bellair left her marriage to become a doctor and to “‘save other 

women, if I could’” (190).  As a result of her marriage to a diseased man, Jeanne became 

“‘a religious devotee—and a man hater!’” (128).  Jeanne wants Vivian to know about her 

own past in order to “‘save her’” (165).  Jeanne’s mentally handicapped (or 

“feebleminded,” to use Gilman’s contemporary term) son would have been an argument 

for the forced sterilization of immigrant, working class women like Jeanne.  

Nevertheless, Jeanne, who believes that her son’s condition was caused by a sexually 
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transmitted disease that her husband infected her with, pleads with Dr. Bellair to “‘tell her 

about my boy!’” so that the pure Vivian will not marry the contaminated Morton (165).   

 

“‘Our Girls Are Mostly Clean’”: The Millennial Implications of Female Sexual 

Health and Pleasure 

Like Beecher before her, Gilman believed that women should have knowledge of 

the body and its functions.  Beecher’s Hartford Female Seminary was innovative for 

introducing calisthenics and physical education courses for young women, and her 1841 

Treatise on Domestic Economy included whole chapters on the body’s circulatory and 

digestive systems.  However, Beecher believed that women should have this knowledge 

in order to fulfill their traditional female role as the caretakers of children and the elderly.  

Although her Treatise had explanations and diagrams of all of the body’s systems, the 

reproductive systems of the body are conspicuously absent from her manual.  Gilman had 

different reasons for insisting that women have full and complete information about the 

body and its functions.  The consequences of keeping this information from young 

women resulted in “the ruin, the misery” not only of the young girl, but also of the race 

(82).  Gilman critiques the limited awareness that women have of their own bodies when 

her narrator states that in Bainville, “The local opinion was that if a woman had a head, 

she could not have a heart; and as to having a body—it was indelicate to consider such a 

thing” (106).  Gilman wanted women to know about their bodies and to become aware of 

their sexuality so they could better protect their reproductive health. 
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Because society would not openly discuss the issues of women’s health and the 

prevalence of sexually transmitted diseases, the task fell to women like Dr. Bellair.  Just 

as Beecher preaches in A Treatise on Domestic Economy on women’s civic and religious 

responsibilities to the nation, Dr. Bellair preaches to Vivian about her eugenic 

responsibilities to the race.  Her conversation with Vivian is saturated with religious 

undertones as she explains women’s eugenic role in the regeneration of the nation.  She 

begins with her own reproductive cautionary tale:  She had been a young wife who 

married for love.  Her husband had gonorrhea, transmitted it to her, and presumably 

caused her to become sterile.  Once she realized she could not have healthy children of 

her own, she then dedicated her life to alerting other women of this unspoken problem.  

In a sense, she becomes a missionary who converts women so they can reclaim their 

reproductive role for the race.  When telling Vivian about the sickly children who are 

born of women who had been infected with disease, she intimates that Vivian would be 

committing a sin if she marries Morton: “‘[D]on’t you see that’s wicked?’” (192).   

Gilman had a reason for infusing Dr. Bellair’s warnings about sexually 

transmitted diseases with a religious discourse of sin.  Gilman grafted the sociologist’s 

Lester Ward’s gynaecocentric theory—the theory of women’s reproductive superiority—

onto Christian creation tales that had been used to subordinate women and to privilege 

male authority.  So instead of using the order of creation, Adam first, then Eve, as the 

arbitrary distinction for establishing sex-based social hierarchies, Gilman suggested that 

society “[r]everse this idea once and for all; see that woman is in reality the race-type, 

and the man the sex-type, and all our dark and tangled problems of unhappiness, sin and 
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disease, as between men and women, are cleared at once” (qtd. in Bederman 151).
19 

 This 

statement indicates that woman was meant to reproduce the race while man was created 

simply to assist with procreation.  In Women and Economics, Gilman theorizes that the 

original order of nature with woman as the prototype of the human race and man as the 

simple procreator had been perverted when men realized they could sexually dominate 

women.  Hence, relations between men and women had degenerated into a mere 

economic relationship that degraded women as sex parasites who must remain dependent 

on men rather than develop their inherent strengths as the progenitors of the race.  Gilman 

understood the Judeo-Christian tale of Adam and Eve in the Garden of Eden not as 

humankind’s spiritual fall from God, but rather humankind’s biological fall from a 

natural order that privileged women.  That is, when Adam and Eve brought sin into the 

world, women were prevented from fulfilling their special strengths as the reproductive 

promoters of the race.  Sexually transmitted disease, spread by men to their unsuspecting 

wives, was a physical manifestation of humankind’s biological fall.
20

   

Hoping to reverse the biological fall and reclaim woman’s role in the perfection 

of the white race, Gilman wanted to educate young women about sexually transmitted 

diseases so they would not marry contaminated men.  With missionary zeal Dr. Bellair 

tells Vivian that she should not “‘go down those awful steps from which there is no 

returning’” (193).  She tells Vivian that the heartbreak of losing Morton “‘would be better 

than to commit this plain sin.  Beware of a biological sin, my dear; for it there is no 

forgiveness’” (193).  In short, motherhood is sacred and holy, and Vivian must be willing 

to sacrifice her own happiness in order to not commit a “biological sin.”  Not only did 
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Vivian find her possible marriage to Morton and his past behavior to be “wicked,” but 

she also viewed the society that would have kept this from her as evidence of the “evil” 

of the world (194).  And although Vivian could forgive Morton for his past, 

“[f]orgiveness was no cure” for his disease (201).  When she confronts Morton about his 

disease and tells him she can’t marry him, he begs her to change her mind.  But Vivian 

remains firm: “‘It is not the sin I am considering.  It is the consequences’” (206).   These 

consequences could include her own contamination and possible sterility or the illness 

and deformity of the children that their union would produce. 

In fact, in order for women to reverse the biological fall of the white race, men 

would also have to become better educated about their duty to remain healthy 

procreators.  Morton Elder never learned about his sexual responsibility to women, and, 

thereby, his reproductive duty to the race because his aunt, Miss Orella, was also ignorant 

about the subject of sexually transmitted diseases.  Dr. Bellair laments that “‘That boy 

never was taught anything to protect him.  What did Rella know?  Or for that matter, 

what do any boys’ fathers and mothers know.  Nothing, you’d think.  If they do, they 

won’t teach it to their children’” (146).   With the proper education, Morton probably 

could have been an appropriate procreator for the race.  He realizes his mistakes and 

promises himself that he will make himself worthy of Vivian: “‘I will keep straight—if I 

can have her’” (172).  “He wished he had kept out of poker and . . . barrooms generally.  

He wished, in a dumb, shamed way, that he could come to her as clean as she was” (172).  

But because he had not been educated about sex and his own reproductive duty, Morton 

had made decisions that resulted in his not being worthy of Vivian’s purity.  Similar to 
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Beecher, who believed an educated mother could produce educated children, particularly 

sons who would grow up to become noble leaders due to their mothers’ influence, 

Gilman maintained that women who are educated about their reproductive responsibility 

could educate their children about the topic.  According to Gilman, men also needed this 

information in order to contribute to the development of the race.  But in the end, it was 

woman who would reverse the biological fall. 

Just as Beecher assured American women that their moral superiority could save 

and regenerate not only the American nation, but the entire world, Gilman reassures the 

readers of The Crux that their reproductive choice will regenerate the white race.  When 

Vivian laments that so many men are contaminated with sexually transmitted disease, her 

grandmother consoles her: “‘Our girls are mostly clean, and they save the race, I guess’” 

(202).  Vivian’s grandmother reassures her that in terms of racial degeneration, “‘We’re 

not so bad as Europe—not yet—in this line” (203).  That is, with assumptions of 

American exceptionalism, Gilman believed in the United States’s special role in the 

racial renewal of Anglo Saxons.  Mrs. Pettigrew theorizes, “‘We have lived, and done 

splendid things all these years, even with this load of disease on us.  Think what we can 

do when we’re rid of it!  And that’s in the hands of woman, my dear—as soon as we 

know enough’” (203).  Furthermore, women have the power and ability to “‘rid the world 

of all these—‘undesirable citizens’ . . . . By not marrying them’” (204).  As Gilman wrote 

earlier, “Men who are not equal to good fatherhood under such conditions will have no 

chance to become fathers, and will die with general pity instead of living with general 

condemnation” (Gilman, Women and Economics 186).  That is, woman has the power to 
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biologically purify the race by choosing not to marry men who will bring deterioration to 

the racial stock.  But in order to do so, women must first understand their bodies and the 

dangers of sexually transmitted diseases. 

From Gilman’s perspective, a woman has to protect her body from disease in 

order to contribute to the nation’s regeneration, but she first has to realize her body’s 

strength and reproductive potential.  With the knowledge given to her by Dr. Bellair and 

her grandmother, “Vivian is empowered to make informed decisions about her body, her 

sexuality, and the course of her life” (Tuttle 22).  But in the early nineteenth century, one 

argument against the education of young women about sexually transmitted diseases was 

that they would become fearful of men and of sex, and would intentionally avoid 

heterosexual relationships and marriage altogether.
21 

 To be sure, when she first learns 

about Morton’s sexually transmitted disease, Vivian is emotionally devastated and 

exclaims to her grandmother, “‘I don’t want to ever see a man again!’” (202).  But once 

Vivian finds fulfillment by contributing to society as a teacher, she is able to discover 

satisfaction and sexual pleasure through her body.  In order to develop curriculum for her 

kindergarten school, Vivian takes a gymnastics class: “This was new work for Vivian, 

but her season in Mrs. Johnson’s gymnastics class had given her a fresh interest in her 

own body and the use of it” (219).  At a summer camp in the mountains where Vivian 

goes to prepare for her teaching, she experiences and becomes aware of her body and her 

sexuality.  Every morning she would escape for a swim in a mountain lake where she 

would “glide, naked, into that glass-smooth water, warmer than the sunless air, and swim 

out softly, silently, making hardly a ripple, turn on her back and lie there” (220).  As the 
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water surrounds and holds her, Vivian becomes aware of her body’s strength and its 

sensuality—that is, it’s potential for pleasure.  As she is suspended in the water, Vivian 

also experiences “the bright heaven above her; when the pale glow in the east brightened 

to saffron, warmed to rose, burst into level blaze of gold, the lake laughed in the light, 

and Vivian laughed, too” (220).  The gradual burst of light that Vivian sees during her 

early morning swims is the symbol of female orgasm and Vivian’s laughter signals her 

discovery of her own sexual pleasure.   

But along with female sexual pleasure, Vivian’s “orgasm” simultaneously 

represents the rigor and strength of her body as the site of reproduction and racial 

regeneration.  That is, becoming aware of her sexuality also makes Vivian aware of her 

reproductive potential.  The pure light of the morning, like the “untouched wilderness” of 

the mountain camp is symbolic of the regeneration Vivian’s body can offer the race 

(219).  Realizing her duty to protect her body’s sexual health prepares Vivian for 

becoming an appropriate and suitable mate for Dr. Hale and a healthy mother for their 

future children.  An understanding of her body and its capacity for bringing her pleasure 

helps Vivian also see her healthy body’s racial generative potential, thereby contributing 

to Vivian’s “pure joy in being alive and out in all that glittering beauty” (220).  To put it 

another way, Gilman argues that by understanding and protecting their sexual health, 

white women not only ensure their own sexual pleasure and potential for sensuality, but 

also their potential to contribute to the rigorous reproduction of the race. 

Beecher’s conceptualization of women’s role in the new Republic relied upon a 

rhetoric of Christian regeneration based in the drama of human history and Christ’s 
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millennial role in that history.  Gilman’s feminist theories, as represented in The Crux, 

demonstrate and rely upon a similar millennial drama of eugenic racial regeneration. 

Displacing Christ as the savior of humankind’s spiritual fall from God, Gilman’s 

regeneration narratives make white women’s healthy bodies the redemptive symbol of 

the race’s biological fall.  In her Treatise on Domestic Economy, Beecher writes that 

when women work together with the common purpose of strengthening the young nation, 

each “will be equally honored when its top-stone shall be laid, with new rejoicings of the 

morning stars, and shoutings of the sons of God” (14).  With this image, Beecher 

describes the importance of women in the unification of the young and still politically 

vulnerable nation.  In the face of a growing immigrant population and declining birth rate 

among native born Americans, Gilman had a literal nation building project in mind when 

she claimed the reproductive superiority of women.  As Gilman wrote in the epigraphic 

poem that opened the print version of The Crux, “The girl in her youth” should 

understand her reproductive capacities and responsibility to the race so “That, strong in 

her knowledge and free in her truth,/She may build a new race of new men” (82).   
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NOTES 

1
 After serializing The Crux in The Forerunner in 1911, Gilman “brought it into print as a 

single volume through her own publishing house, the Charlton Company.  Since that 

time, however, the novel has been out of print and largely unavailable both to students 

and to scholars” (Tuttle 14). Feminist recovery work has made two recent reissues of the 

novel available.  Jennifer Tuttle’s University of Delaware reissue of The Crux came out 

in 2002, while Dana Seitler’s reissue through Duke University Press appeared in 2003.  

All citations in this chapter refer to Tuttle’s 2002 reissue. 
 

2
 U.S. census data shows that from 1870 to 1910, the nation’s foreign-born population 

more than doubled from 5,567,229 in 1870 to 13,515,886 in 1910.  While the native-born 

population was growing at a similar rate during this time period, the increase in the 

foreign-born population was nonetheless unsettling to white, non-immigrant Americans. 

(“Nativity of the Population and Place of Birth of the Native Population: 1850 to 1990,” 

U.S. Bureau of the Census.  Internet release date 9 March 1999.  Accessed 8 May 2008.  

< http://www.census.gov/population/www/documentation/twps0029/tab01.html>). 

 Allan M. Brandt explains the ideological connections between eugenic science, 

immigrants, and the fears of venereal disease:  “Though some physicians centered 

attention on the eugenic implications of venereal disease in marriage, other emphasized 

the dangers posed by venereal disease among the influx of immigrants entering the 

United States in the last years of the nineteenth century and early twentieth century.  

From 1897 to 1907 more that 650,000 Europeans per year crossed the Atlantic.  The fear 

expressed by nativists that these ‘degenerate racial stocks’ from Southern and Eastern 

Europe would pollute the Anglo-Saxon gene pool or soon outnumber the respectable 

middle-class attracted a considerable audience . . . . Some physicians, influenced by 

nativist views, singled out immigrant populations as particularly prone to venereal 

infection” (20).   
 

3
 Allan M. Brandt explains “[t]he initial impetus behind eugenics was the differential in 

birth rates between native-born Americans and newly arriving immigrants.  [Dr. Prince] 

Morrow, noting that ‘degenerates’ were multiplying at faster rates than the ‘respectable’ 

middle class, attributed this problem to the high incidence of sterility caused by venereal 

disease, thereby making the connection between ‘respectability’ and disease” (19).  

Brandt reports that Marrow “considered venereal disease ‘directly antagonistic to the 

eugenic ideal’” (19). 
 

4
 Although it was medically proven that sexually transmitted diseases such as syphilis 

could cause stillbirths and some congenital birth defects such as heart problems and 

blindness, it was also misunderstood that a mother’s sexually transmitted disease caused 

a child’s “feeblemindedness.”  Allan M. Brandt reports that “By 1876, cardiovascular 

syphilis had been clearly documented in the medical literature.  If spread to the spinal 

cord, the infection could cause muscular incoordination and partial paralysis . . . or 

eventual complete paralysis.  By the early twentieth century, doctors reported that mental 
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institutions were filled with patients whose illnesses could be traced to syphilitic 

infections . . . . These discoveries of the nefarious spread of syphilis to the internal 

organs, made clear that the disease was much more dangerous than many doctors had 

previously assumed . . . . Even though it had been known for centuries that these diseases 

could be communicated through sexual contact, only in the mid-nineteenth century did 

physicians come to center attention on the devastating impact of syphilis and gonorrhea 

within the family . . . [One medical researcher of venereal disease] described the 

deformities of infants born of syphilitic parents; the mother, he suggested, usually 

infected the fetus, after receiving the disease from her husband.  [Alfred] Fournier, 

perhaps the greatest clinical syphilographer of the nineteenth century, wrote extensively 

about the repercussions of syphilis in marriage, describing a condition of ‘congenital 

syphilis’ in which children, born healthy, suffered serious effects of the disease years 

later” (9-11). 
 

5 Alys Eve Weinbaum observes “Curiously, neither those feminists credited with the 

discovery/recovery of Gilman’s writings in the 1970s, nor more pressingly, the vast 

majority of those who have recently written on Gilman, have noted the centrality of 

racialized reproductive thinking to her feminism, or her express concern with women’s 

role in creating a ‘pure’ national genealogy.  Indeed, most critics continue to celebrate 

Gilman as a feminist foremother, who, despite her flaws, should be situated at the origin 

of the genealogy of feminism” (271).  In note 4, page 297, Weinbaum, writing in 2001, 

offers a bibliography of the then recent articles and book chapters that have “offered 

sustained analysis of Gilman’s race politics” (297).   

Gail Bederman’s chapter on Gilman, “‘Not to Sex—But to Race!’: Charlotte 

Perkins Gilman, Civilized Anglo-Saxon Womanhood, and the Return of the Primitive 

Rapist,”  in her book Manliness and Civilization: A Cultural History of Gender and Race 

in the United States, 1880-1917 examines the relationship between Gilman’s feminism, 

her racism, and her belief in eugenics.
 

 
6 Not all scholars have come to the same conclusions about the influence that Beecher 

had on Gilman (or vice versa).  Beecher and Gilman biographers have recognized some 

of the ideological connections between the two women as well as the impact that Beecher 

had on her grandniece’s social theories.  Gilman biographer Mary Hill reports that 

Gilman’s association with Catharine Beecher was so significant that Gilman later named 

her own daughter Katherine after her.  Beecher biographer Kathryn Kish Sklar reports 

that Beecher was dismayed that by the end of her life women were “encouraged to pursue 

a variety of academic studies, [but] they were in fact ‘now only educated to be 

somebody’s wife’ and could only rarely put their education to use in some gainful 

employment.  In 1898, Catharine’s grandniece, Charlotte Perkins Gilman, grand-daughter 

of Mary Beecher Perkins, would elaborate this argument into one of the most important 

feminist treatises of the nineteenth century, Women and Economics” (267).  In other 

words, Sklar notes that both Beecher and Gilman made an argument for the intellectual 

and economic advancement of women in society. 
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 By contrast, Valerie Gill highlights the difference between the domestic ideology 

of the two relatives, casting Beecher as a defender of woman’s role in the domestic realm 

and Gilman as the liberator of women from that limiting role:  “Powerfully reinforcing 

the boundary between private and public space, Beecher codified femininity in the spatial 

and material layout of the home, creating, thereby, a rhetoric of containment for women 

that passed itself off as a recognition of influence . . . . Gilman, by contrast, expended 

much of her intellectual energy trying to undo the domestic ideology to which her great-

aunt so ambitiously contributed.  In print and in public lectures, Charlotte Perkins Gilman 

attacked the nineteenth century’s configuration of private space as woman’s domain and 

its attendant generalizations about femininity” (17).  Gill’s treatment of the ideological 

relationship between Beecher and Gilman, although fascinating, is nonetheless reductive. 

Monika Elbert argues that both Beecher and Gilman “share in the same veneration 

of the domestic realm, with the caveat that they elucidate unnecessary nostalgia that goes 

along with motherhood . . . . Though Gilman did not frame her maternal discourse in the 

same sentimental tone of her Beecher foremother, her secularized discussion of 

motherhood was just as energetic, idealized, impassioned. . . . Each woman secularized 

the discourse of maternity, divesting it of sentimentality but still retaining the dichotomy 

between ‘good’ and ‘bad’ mothering” (104, emphasis added).  Elbert suggests that 

Beecher predicted Gilman’s secular ideologies.  By contrast, while still acknowledging 

the ideological fluidity between the two relatives, I suggest that we look for Beecher’s 

religious impulses in Gilman’s later secularized, scientific theories of womanhood.
 

 

7
 Although Gilman does not address this in her novel, some states enacted laws in order 

to protect women from the sexual double standard caused by sexually transmitted 

disease.  Allan M. Brandt reports that “[r]ecognizing [venereal disease’s] threat to the 

family, several states enacted ‘eugenic marriage laws’ that required that a prospective 

groom be examined by a physician and receive a certification of health before obtaining a 

marriage license . . . . By 1913 a total of seven states had laws designed to eliminate 

venereal contagion in the family” (Brandt 19-20).
 

 

8
 Gilman biographer Mary A. Hill explains that although as a public figure Lyman 

Beecher was known to be socially conservative and theologically orthodox, he 

nonetheless “fathered Beecher rebels” (14).  Along with Catharine Beecher, two of 

Gilman’s great aunts, sisters of her grandmother Mary, provided the young Charlotte with 

diverse examples of women’s role in society.  Harriet Beecher Stowe, who in theory 

embraced Catharine’s ideal of domestic womanhood, nonetheless enjoyed public 

celebrity and social influence as the author of Uncle Tom’s Cabin (1852).  Isabella 

Hooker, unlike Harriet and Catharine, supported women’s suffrage and was heavily 

imbedded in the movement.  And Gilman’s great uncle, Henry Ward Beecher, was a 

famous Congregationalist minister and, for many years in the mid- to late- nineteenth 

century, was regarded as the nation’s moral compass due to his ability to understand and 

respond to American cultural shifts.
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9 Sklar explains that although Beecher could not resign herself to the predestinarian 

theories of salvation promoted by her father, she was committed to the larger religious 

issues of her father’s religious heritage.  “Rather than devising new terms or wholly 

rejecting those used by her father, Catharine reshaped the old ones to suit her present 

needs” (28). 

Gilman biographer Mary H. Hill reports that “[f]rom Charlotte’s point of view, 

Frederick preferred more successful literary women; and by sending her books and 

magazines he was telling her how she could become one” (41).  At the age of seventeen, 

Gilman wrote to her father asking him for a reading list in history, so that she could begin 

her self education in order to “help humanity” (qtd. in Bederman 126).  
 

 

10 Joan Hedrick, the biographer of Catharine Beecher’s sister Harriet Beecher Stowe, 

explains that “The Beechers accorded Roxana the sainthood her meek and resigned spirit 

seemed to court” (Hedrick 7).  Another Harriet Beecher Stowe biographer, Forrest 

Wilson, wrote that among her children Roxana Beecher “became pure spirit with them 

all, an idea, the family’s Virgin Mary, the symbol of all that was most perfect in 

womanhood” (F. Wilson 32). 

 
11

 The treatment for neurasthenia consisted of “extended bed rest, seclusion, excessive 

feeding, and forms of passive exercise such as electric shock and massage” (Tuttle 25).  

Mary Hill explains that “[i]n an atmosphere of rest and quiet, they could learn to be more 

passive and warm . . . . domesticity was the cure and not the cause of her disease” (149).  

In fact, the well known Weir Mitchell had treated several other Beecher women for this 

distinctively female “illness.”  Hill reports that “[l]ater, Charlotte would assume that he 

had been personally prejudiced against her” due to her Beecher connections (149).  He 

regarded her assertive description of her illness as typical of the arrogant ambition and 

“self-conceit” of the Beecher women (Hill 149).  According to Tuttle, “Though many 

women adored Mitchell and praised his treatment, he had some vocal critics in his time, 

and his cure has been widely disparaged by late-twentieth-century feminists as an attempt 

to discipline unconventional women into their ‘proper’ place as passive, domestic beings” 

(Tuttle 24-25). 
 

12 
Although Gilman used her lecture circuit to promote women’s exceptional role in 

society as mothers, she argued that her lifestyle did not offer her daughter Katherine the 

home she needed.  In her autobiography she writes, “[T]here was new work opening for 

me in San Francisco, but in a place unsuitable for a child . . . . Since her second mother 

[Gilman’s best friend Grace Ellery Channing] was fully as good as the first, better in 

some ways perhaps; since the father longed for his child and had a right to some of her 

society; and since the child had a right to know and love her father—I did not mean her to 

suffer the losses of my youth—this seemed the right thing to do.  No one suffered from it 

but myself” (Gilman, The Living of Charlotte Perkins Gilman 162-163).  In 1900 Gilman 

married her first cousin, George Houghton Gilman.  
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13
 Beecher’s Treatise went through several reprints; it was reissued fifteen times within 

fifteen years.  It was later given a second life as her best-selling domestic manual, co-

written in 1869 with her by-then very famous sister, Harriet Beecher Stowe.  However, 

“The American Woman’s Home, a formidable sequel to Catharine’s compact Treatise, 

contained little new besides Harriet’s elaborate designs . . . the bulk of the volume was 

drawn from Catharine’s Treatise” (Sklar 263-264).
 

 

14
 Larry Ceplair reports that “Women and Economics went through nine editions in the 

United States and Great Britain during [Gilman’s] lifetime, was translated into seven 

languages, and made her, according to [historian Carl N.] Degler, ‘the leading intellectual 

in the women’s movement in the United States during the first two decades of the 

twentieth century’”(90).  According to Gail Bederman, “From 1898 until the mid-1910s, 

Gilman was the most prominent feminist theorist in America.  She wrote prolifically—

her bibliographer lists 2,168 published stories, poems, books and articles—and made her 

living lecturing to women’s groups throughout the United States” (122).  Additionally, 

“In the prime of her life Gilman lectured widely; wrote fiction, poetry, social analysis, 

and political polemic; single-handedly produced her own journal, The Forerunner (1909-

1916); published eight novels, 171 short stories, nine book-length nonfiction manuscripts, 

and was the author of well over one thousand essays” (Weinbaum 274).
 

 

15
 Gilman fictionalized this gynaecocentric theory in her 1915 utopian novel, Herland.  

The novel tells the story of four American male explorers in the Amazon who come upon 

an isolated society composed entirely of Aryan women.  The women reproduce via 

parthenogenesis (asexual reproduction).  The men are amazed that without men, the more 

advanced civilization of Herland is free of war, conflict, and domination.  Because of its 

focus on the woman-centered value of caring for children, Herland is also devoid of 

poverty, war, and even garbage.  For a more complete analysis of Gilman’s incorporation 

of Lester Ward’s theories into the plot of Herland, see Cynthia J. Davis, “His and 

Herland: Charlotte Perkins Gilman ‘Re-presents’ Lester F. Ward.”   

 
16

 Although Gilman concedes that African Americans were brought to the United States 

against their will and that as a group they have “made more progress in a few generations 

than any other race has ever done in the same time,” she contends that this progress is due 

to “the advantage of contact with our more advanced stage of evolution” (Gilman, “A 

Solution to the Negro Problem” 178).  Since the slower evolutionary development of the 

black race will “retard” the evolutionary development of the Anglo-Saxon race, she 

suggests “an enlisted body of all negroes below a certain grade of citizenship” in order to 

develop the race into “a valuable part of the body politic, an advantage to all” (178, 179).  

As Lisa Ganobcsik-Williams explains, “Although [Gilman] hoped for racial unity, she 

assumed that it would be on white terms, that blacks naturally would and should want to 

‘progress’ to the white ways of living” (20). 
 

17
 See Barbara Welter, “The Cult of True Womanhood, 1820-1860.”  As Kathryn Kish 

Sklar explains, “Women have always been praised for their readiness to put the needs of 
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others before their own, but not until Catharine Beecher’s lifetime were they led to accept 

self-sacrifice as a positive good and as the female equivalent to self-fulfillment” (Sklar 

xiv).
 

 

18
 Jennifer Tuttle argues that The Crux reverses the conventions and motifs of the 

Western genre—as popularized by Owen Wister’s 1902 The Virginian.  Rather than 

emphasizing violent frontier justice and individualism, “Gilman’s boardinghouse revises 

this symbol, replacing its associations with violence, individualism, and masculinity with 

cooperation, communal values, and femininity” (52).  Tuttle reads The Crux as “women’s 

appropriation” of Frederick Jackson Turner’s “Frontier Thesis” (42).
 

 

19
 Bederman cites the source of this quotation as “Comment and Review,” Forerunner 1 

(October 1910): 26.
 

 

20
 Gilman saw that even “religion had been distorted by man’s tendency toward desire, 

combat, and self-expression” (Bederman 155).  She believed that if women had been the 

ones to develop religion and imagine God “that great Power would have been 

apprehended as the Life-giver, the Teacher, the Provider—not the proud, angry, jealous, 

vengeful deity men have imagined” (Gilman, His Religion and Hers 51). She explains, 

“The whole feminine attitude toward life differs essentially from the masculine, because 

of her superior adaptation to the service of others, her rich fund of surplus energy for 

such service.  Her philosophy will differ, her religion must also differ . . .” (Gilman, His 

Religion and Hers 270).  As a result, Christianity and the teachings of Jesus appealed to 

women: “It is no wonder that Christianity was so eagerly adopted by woman.  Here was a 

religion which made no discrimination against her, and the fulfillment of which called for 

the essentially motherly attributes of love and service” (Gilman, His Religion and Hers 

51).  Gilman used Jesus as the figure to promote women’s evolutionary capacity, 

especially the perceived female characteristics of love and self-service: “The religion 

which urges most of real race-improvement is that of Jesus.  He taught unmistakably of 

God in man, of heaven here, of worship expressed in the love and service of humanity” 

(Gilman, His Religion and Hers 36).   

Frank G. Kirkpatrick also explains that theologically, Gilman had much in 

common with her great uncle Henry Ward Beecher and other Social Gospelists because 

of their shared belief in Darwinistic evolution: “[A]ll assumed a warm, sentimental, 

organic view of developing human life.  All were deeply indebted to some version of the 

theory of evolution; all looked to the future with a confidence that it had to be better than 

the past, especially through the mediation of human intellectual effort; all tended to see 

sin as an historical variable, capable at least of diminution if not outright abolition” (137). 

Due to her feminist perspective on Christianity and religion, Gilman was 

captivated by the ideas expressed in Elizabeth Cady Stanton’s 1895 The Woman’s Bible.  

Gilman attended the Women’ Suffrage Convention in 1896.  Some delegates put forward 

a measure to denounce The Woman’s Bible and thereby distance the movement from the 

controversy it was causing.  But Gilman defended Stanton’s work.  For Gilman, “Stanton 

had hit a responsive cord.  Her Biblical analysis, her female affirming religious imagery, 
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her condemnation of male religious power—these had inspired Charlotte to sit up, take 

notice, and consider such questions herself.  It was many years later that Charlotte would 

publish her own analogous (albeit less impressive) religious tract, His Religion and Hers, 

some twenty-seven years later, in fact.  But her belief in the value of God the Mother 

imagery reflected Stanton’s influence, as did her decision to consider the feminist 

implications of religious faith” (Hill 263).
 

 

21
 Allan M. Brandt reports “Critics [of sex education programs] charged with some 

justification that sex education programs could lead to a phobic response among women 

to marriage and men” (29-30).  For a brief description of an early-nineteenth-century 

study on the psychological impact of sexual education on young women, see Brandt, 

page 30.
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EPILOGUE 
 

FEMINIST AND RELIGIOUS LEGACIES 
 

 My paternal grandmother, Rekall “Rickey” Kittleson Tanglen, was an evangelist.  

She wasn’t a preacher or a church leader in any official capacity.  As a woman who lived 

in rural eastern Montana in the mid-twentieth century, she was formed by the traditional 

gender roles of her time and place that prevented her from accessing those types of 

influential and official church leadership positions.  Rather, my Grandma Rickey had a 

heart for starting Lutheran home mission churches.  In the 1960s and 1970s, she 

organized several small churches on the plains of eastern Montana and western North 

Dakota.  To this day, these churches are some of the strongest and most active in that 

particular evangelical Lutheran denomination.  But even though she is remembered 

among those who knew her for her deep Christian convictions (and her famous fudge 

frosting recipe), she also had a reputation for stirring up the conflicts of church politics.  

For example, even though she worked tirelessly to recruit new members to the home 

mission churches she started, she always refused to become a formal member of the 

mission churches.  This is curious because church member rolls had a direct impact on 

the sustainability of a new church.   

The analysis of her son, my father, suggests that what many regarded as my 

grandmother’s difficult or inflammatory personality was most likely her redirected 

frustration with living in a cultural and historical moment that did not provide her, as a 

woman, with an appropriate outlet for her remarkable talents.  Although she put 

considerable time and energy into starting these grassroots churches, as a woman she was 
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never allowed to be part of the formal leadership structure of male pastors and elders.  

Due to her very conservative social and political perspectives, my Grandma Rickey never 

would have called herself a feminist.  But it could be that withholding her church 

membership was her own unwitting form of feminist protest.   

My grandmother died when I was just five years old, and although my childhood 

memories are tinged with her presence, I only have vague recollections of this 

extraordinary woman.  But growing up, I had positive experiences attending one of the 

churches that she started.  However, as a teenager, I developed a feminist consciousness 

due to the discrepancies I noticed between the church practice of valuing and affirming 

me as a young woman and the official church policy of limiting the role of women in the 

church.  Unlike my Grandma Rickey, I lived in a time and place where I could find an 

outlet for my feminist discomfort with institutions like the church.  I pursued graduate 

studies in the fields of women writers and feminist critical theory and found the analytical 

frameworks I needed to think through these dilemmas.  But I suspect that my 

development into a feminist scholar can be traced back to Grandma Rickey’s frustrations 

as a conservative evangelical Christian woman living in rural Montana communities.   

Due to this legacy in my own life, I am aware of the ways that the influences of 

religion can be misunderstood and over-simplified.  This must be why I bring to my 

analyses of literature the impulse to explore the ways in which literature can be used to 

express religious complexities.  I opened this dissertation with the suggestion that 

because religion is a dynamic force in American literature, we need to integrate the 

examination of religion into already existing modes of critical analysis.  As I expand on 
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my scholarship, my goal is to make the analysis of the intricacies of religion a more 

central concern to the field of American literary studies, especially to the study of 

nineteenth-century American women writers.  This project illustrates how analyzing 

literature through the lens of religion can highlight nuances of race, gender, and female 

sexuality in nineteenth- and early-twentieth-century women’s fiction.   

With this project, I am one of the first to offer a sustained and comparative 

feminist analysis of the manifestations of religion embedded in nineteenth- and early-

twentieth-century American women’s writing.  Religion is encoded and interwoven into 

all of their texts as these four authors use religious concerns to express their visions of the 

nation’s destiny and the role of women in that future.  Separate spheres methodology, the 

traditional feminist approach to nineteenth-century American literature, assumes the 

homogeneity and transparency of women’s religious experiences.  I complicate this 

approach by revealing the intersections of gender, race, ethnicity, nationality, and 

religion; I thereby show that religion is a dynamic, but often overlooked, force in 

literature written by women.  By providing the historical and cultural contexts of religion, 

I demonstrate the unexpected ways in which Stowe, Wilson, Ruiz de Burton, and Gilman 

all call upon and contest religious ideologies to express disparate conceptualizations of 

the nation and national identity.   

In the future, as I develop the ideas and texts that I introduced in this iteration of 

my project, I envision continuing to explore the transformation of millennial hopes into 

the ideologies of Manifest Destiny.  I have in mind several texts that use religious 

discourse to express the white and nativist cultural anxieties surrounding U.S. cultural 
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imperialism and white nation building.  The popular novelist Elizabeth Stuart Phelps 

wrote three spiritualist novels that are all set in heaven: The Gates Ajar (1868), Beyond 

the Gates (1883), and The Gates Between (1887).  For the most part, these novels portray 

only white characters and white spirituality, indicating that celestial citizenship and 

national citizenship are somehow intertwined.  These novels thereby contribute to what 

Ann Douglas in The Feminization of American Culture calls “the colonization of the 

afterlife” and reveal the implication that the American impulse to expand borders is not 

limited to the earthly realm (220). 

The anti-Catholic convent captivity narratives that I used to contextualize the 

portrayal of Lola’s sexual and religious purity in Ruiz de Burton’s Who Would Have 

Thought It? reveal Protestant anxieties about Irish immigration and the nation’s westward 

expansion in the 1830s and 1840s.  In the late nineteenth-century, the downtrodden and 

abused Mormon wife displaced the raped nun in exposés of polygamy written by 

Mormon women.  These narratives, such as Ann Eliza Young’s Wife No. 19, Or, The 

Story of  Life in Bondage  (1875), are another religiously-inflected and gendered genre 

that indicate concerns over cultural authority in the West.  Convent captivity narratives 

and antipolygamy literature have received almost no critical attention from literary 

scholars.  I am interested in both types of narratives because they use the rhetoric of 

female sexual purity as a strategy to retain Protestant religious and cultural authority on 

the emerging frontiers.   

My own legacy of religious contradictions and complexities brought me to this 

scholarly undertaking.  It wasn’t until a few years ago, when my father explained to me 
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my grandmother’s unspeakable frustrations with the church’s male leadership structure, 

that I began to consider her—and myself—in a new light.  I had always imagined 

Grandma Rickey as a complacent and unquestioning conservative Christian woman.  

Appreciating her own frustrations and incongruities helped me come to terms with the 

internal conflict I sometimes feel between my religious background and my identity as a 

feminist scholar.  In short, understanding my grandmother’s struggles with religion 

helped me better understand myself and my own motivations for making a career out of 

the feminist analysis of literature and culture.  Similarly, looking to American literary 

history in order to understand the complex ways religion is knit into American thought 

and social structures can help us better comprehend and respond to our own present 

historical and cultural moment, which continues to be infused with the dynamics of 

religion and contested religious ideologies. 
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